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INTRODUCTioN:··· "''· ':-· .,·.· '. 
; . 
'. 'i 
In a subject of .such a.co~troversial.natu~e,. as that 
·,· r;, ,.; • ' •·, r• '"' • • • • ,t' ' .;,· '· ' ,.•,i .; 
relating to the labors of the missionaries of. the Catholic 
' . . ... 
Church in Maine from.l611 to the fall of Norridgewock in 1724, 
~ ' . . i ~ . \ . ' . . . . . '·· . 
it has been difficult to reconcile.the various versions. The 
{, ...__I t, . .,,.•',:,_1, 
majority of the interpretations have been written .bY New. 
\ ' , '. , •',..' I 0 , ,' 0 , ,' ,•,'' '! ':' J, , 
England, historians who based their conclusions upon documents . 
• • .' ' • ,1 ': \ • ., ' ,, ,, ~! / • • 
which have been handed dovm from generation, to, ,generation, 
. . • • • • .... ,. 1 
sometimes ~Il; ,their .. ovm. families. and. often concerning their own 
colonial ancestors. These accounts are.valuable.principally 
I I" , , ~"' ,J. . ' 
for .documents rather. than. for t~e. in.-terpretatio,~ given., This. 
is. not true. in ,all.· cases but there are. a sufficient number to 
~/ ~ ' r ." I ,. • -'. '• \ ' 
permit of the generalization. The.bias against Catholicism in 
I>. ..• • ' • • ' 
New England ~-id.: not. subside to any great extent . .,until the 
middle of the 19th century. 
... ·.. ' 
0~ the other hand, the documents which are offered to 
explain and justify the actions of the priests .concerned were 
.. 
often similarly prejudiced and too often based upon 
insufficient evidence. 
Such being the case, it has been :the purpose of the 
. ·:·· '\·\·.::\ 'i'· 
I 
I 
writer to use original sources when possible<and to present the, 
. ~ . :\:?.· ., ·: .·-_~:_ ··rr> :: -~} ·-\~~~:. , ,. . ;: 
facts related therein with an eye towards an-/unbiased account. 
·. " '• ·' . ··-~· ... ~.-· ... · ·.< ·,-~· ~~- ·;~~{. 
To attain this end is almost ·humanly imposs:b:>lej\ for personal 
~ . .'· --~t< ~--:·-~~-:- . \<. ' .,;···· '.\~,;, :·~·;_ -;~~"., . \ '\ '. 
bias will intrude unnoticed in spite of all :.'attempts to . emdicate · 
.· ··:;:' ·>, ··:\ ,;i:;. ..····\ '~,· .: . 
them •. In matters where seemingly irreconcilable accounts ;are 
'\ 
", 
(ii) 
found, both sides have, been presented and a personal opinion 
will be drawn· from the logical facts of the case. In no way 
does the writer intend to give more than .. a personal judgment. 
The account of the missionaries has been presented in 
:-:.·.;' ''• '\ 
relation to their effect upon the colonial policies of France 
and England ... Only those priests who worked among the tribes 
; ' '. 
coming into direct contact with the English have been treated 
'- . '. ' , ' ,~ ~ ' \ 
for_ this reason. It, is impossible to fill in many of the gaps 
_j : 
in the careers of these men due to the lives they led and also 
·. '•'·". 
to the disappearance with time of many of their works. The 
' ·~,~ :: • ·' ,' ' • .'' • ' • ' : •• " 1 ' ' • ' ' ! ' i ' • ' ' ' ' .•. . 
admirable custom of the Jesuits of keeping a daily record has 
'' ~ , ' 1 ' • : > ' , I . ' \ • •: ·' j ' .... • 
sup,J>lied us with )he intimate knowledge which we have of their 
" particular activities; but this has not been true of 
I 
any of the 
'' 
other Orders or Societies concerned. ,, 
,, 
., 
' ' 
"• 
With these thoughts in mind, we shall now review the 
~{ / ~ . . ., :, 
period under discussion. 
.. ', 
. , <; .. -~ . 
·"'' ............ 
. ,. 
<, '*". 
1 
f.'o• 
)·l: '·' ,. 
., ~ ' ' 
'·' 
: 
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. CHAPTER I 
COLONIAL POLICIES OF FRANCE AND ENGLAND. 
j;· • I In our day we can see that from the first both France 1 
' 
and England weredestined to settle the issue of supremacy in 
' I •\'!,, ,' I' 
North America. . The ancient rivalry between Fr.ance and England f 
was tra,ns£erred from the fields of. Flanders to a 'larger sphere ,I 
one which ex~~nded from the dark green .pines o~ M~ine to the I 
sun-baked plains o£ India. Ever~vhere the i~sue was £ought I 
I • '• • '•,,' , 
with bitterness and tenacity of purpose. Fanned by the fires 
of awakening nationalism, France and England entered the arena 
to. match the old Feudalism, with its attendant tenets of 
/''\]\ 
·; ,' ' ~ 
absolute power £or King and Noble, against the_ Ne~ Freedom as 
typified by the "Magna Charta" of the people of England. France 
I ,.·• o' ' o '·:,: ' 
was the strongest Catholic state and England was fast becoming · 
' ' . ' 
the champion of Protestantism. Unable to see matters from a 
common ground, their rivalry .was without quartez:·and this is 
~ . clearly evident to any student of the early Maine history 
which is the period and locale of this narrative. Here is to 
be found nobleman and commoner, farmer.and trader, priest and 
minister, engaged in the bloody dispute that dragged its course 
for over.a century and a half. Its fierceness increased with 
·the years a11~ was only ended by the complete· collapse o£ 
' . >' ' \ ~' 
France and .the unqualified triumph of the ~nglish~\ .. 
: '',{ ,. -,"-.. )!~." 
The colonies established in New England were unique 
' ' .·. ,· ' ' ' ' ' '. ; ... . ... ~ ' '', .;~, · .. ' ' ',·' . 
. in that day, for they proceeded to govern themselyes almost as 
·• • l, ' 'i, ' ,';'·~·. ' :, ' ·l' 
they pleased, and with a c~rtain independence/of the moth~r 
• , • ~~:~ -· • • j.· ••• ~> H~ · · · · ~-: · . 
country. This may be explained by the di£ficul ty,;of ·speedy · 
, ~.<i;:rJ.r"lt~:< :,,,,,,i~<" :•i.i;.,;,,,, ·r'"'' ,,,~l 
· · ···• ·,?{1. ~r · ·. · .... :r.· 
• \'-t •"\ 
t i 
' <~~\ :~( 
r ·:\ 
J 
(2) 
found freedom which:had been growing during.the struggle for· 
existence among' ~the Wilds that was New England. I All freemen, I 
under .certain restrictions to be mentioned later, were permi ttedi 
II 
to choose representatives to the General Court which met yearly!! 
II 
II 
lj 
t6 elect ·the Governor. ·The power wielded by this group·was 
almost.as.absolute as .the monarchical tyranny:thatthey had 
sought to escape. As one author states it "Politic'ally, she was 1! 
free;. socially, :she suffered from that subtle and searching 
oppression which the dominant opinion of a free community may 
exercise .over the members who compose it"· (l) This ·;very freedom 
' 
was to prevent unity and coordinat.ion for many years'·~ 'not only ' 
with .the other. colonies but even within the. precincts of New 
England itself~ One has but to note the many quarrels ·With 
Maine, New Hampshire and Rhode Island in .which Massachusetts 
found herself constantly embroiled. It is a marvel .that, in 
spite of, this. situation, .the English colonies were able to 
res.ist :the various a·ttempts of the French. The fact is that, 
regardless.of their·indifference to the mandates:of the Crown, 
they still· considered themselves Englishmen,· and this cement 
served to hold .. the· ·settlements together against a··.common enemy. 
/. 
Pride o( race and tradition were paramount. · :. 
: l 
I 
I 
l 
}I 
In direct contrast to the .type of,colohy: ..;;that we have ~· 
. ·. ~ : . lf . . 
seen .in New ·England, New France.was. :a strictly -feudal,.·grant. A 
< •• ;,"'i ''i~h ·,,• 
brief summary is found in the following excerpt:. "~a.ternaltsm, 
. (. ~ ' ',' ' .. ;:;} ·~ 
centralization, bureaucratic government,: official ··¥otteness,: 
-=-+===============·'"~··~,.~ .. · \~~:· ·.~~~~::~. i·>ti .... , ·~··· 
1). . Parkman, Francis: "Pioneers of.· Frc.nce 1in ,'the ~ World" 
, .. (1865)· p!ix •. ··.·.. . . · ' tv 
.. I 
. (3) 
==ilr============== ·-- ·-
instability of system, religious exclusiveness, and a vicious , 
system of land tenuren. (~~e system revolved about the King and I 
. I 
his· ministers .who delegated a Governor, an Intendant to serve ~ 
as check upon the Governor, and a council composed of nobles. ~ 
The judges for the various districts followed by the "Seignouzs't 
or·lords ofa section ranked under them. The people were calle~ 
"habitants" and.everything was carried on as. if.New France was I 
a province within the confines of Old France. Indeed this was 1 
the intention.of the King. Such a. highly organized system 
would.seem, at first glance, to be a powerful. machine but as 
Parkman states: "New France was all head. Under King, Noble 
.and:· Jesuit, the lank, lean body would not thrive. "(~This "body" 
he refers to is undoubtably the "habitant" group. The inherent 
loyaltyof this class to the Crown is comparable only to the 
·English devotion to country and this spirit of devotion lived 
on in.spite. of the heavy weight of feudal authority. When two 
.. such ideals clashed, as. they w·ere bound to do, a bitter 
animosity was certain to result •. 
The commercial interests of the colonists of the 
opposing nations were fundamentally different in nature and.it 
·is to ·this important factor .that we can trace the primary 
'conception of the French-Indian.: alliance. , The French v1ere fur-1 . 
. \
.traders or fishermen, occupations ,which were within the under- 'J. 
" standing of the :natives with whom the French ·came;;,into contact. 
'/," 
This type of commerce did not call ifor ··the C:lcgupa~l.on.or 
: -' . ,,', 
' 
:huge tracts of land and the French ,:li v.ed ··in.:_ .. tempo~ary hu~s in 
h.e_s.ame tasbiqp. iil~tP.~..,.,.s?-y~gE!~n·~l?o~:t ,t:hE!IA~ ,,,,~~~ .J._~, ,, .,, 
2). 
3). 
. ' 
Thwaites, Reuben G. "~ Colonies. p. 5o· . 
Parkman, Francis, 11Pioneers of France in the~New World" 
{' .p • .VIII 
.. t 
form·: of ·living than, the_ more dignified and sober Puritans were 
and'/ more than once, they adopted the wild:. life of the Redman 
as .their bwn:, turned their backs on: their·. homeland forever and 
be'came "coureurs· de bois". These converts ·to· the free life of 
forestand:stream were, as i.S often ·the custom of converts, 
more· "zealous than the Indians themselves;'.:equaling and sometim 
surpassing·· their· darker brothers in· woodcraft. , They were , · :, 
.brother.s in more than spirit; in many· cases, for they inter...: 
\I 
!l 
:married ·and rose high· in: .the i::Ouzicils· of'· their tribes. , This •, ~ 
development was to :be used to advantage: by France in the trying ~1 
years <to come~· ;. In contrast, the· Englishman remained aloof and 
distant from the Indian.·· He considered it quite ethical to 
'Cheat an Indian, and the early English lost ·forever. the trust· 
·or ·thej Redman by .capturing some of the tribesmen and selling 
them as slaves •. · They were .. not transient traders, as were the 
French-,· but they had come· to stay as farmers, an· occupation 
which required Vast tracts of land. This land they proceeded: 
to ·appropriate under the grants from ,the Cro\m, and the Indian's 
right to his ovm homeland was not an .object· for consideration· 
:in.most cases.' •When the.English dealt·with the Indians, they 
did.not scruple to take large\ estates :for.a few baubles. The ~ ' 
'! 
'· 
Indian·wastoo often under the'impression·that he·was.merely 
. ·~' . 
. selling. a joint' hunting. and.· .fishing right in the t~rr.itory\( 
;}\ . . .' /· Y~. ! .:·(;~ 
under· consideration. Hence·, it is· no\ great· ,wonderi/that the 
,;~~:,. ' •: ' ·\ 
:bewildered savage .turned to the French· in~;this dil.~mma. The 
~~~ 
.... :',{ 
(5) 
French'joyfully received such advances and took the opportunity 
to'stir·U:p the already suspicious'aborigine mind against the 
English. The French', too, reali·zed'· :the value of an Indian 
alliance long before the English did so. · This· beginning was ' 
s.ufficient· to· give the Governors· 'of New France a control over 
the' Indians which persisted until ·.the power of France was 
finally broken' 'orf 'the' North American continent~ I do riot claim 
that :the: French were paragons or :-v±r:tue where the savages were 
c'oncefne.d; but ·r 'do· state that they regarded the rights 1of the~ 
allies m:ore· ·than the English did arid when ·a wrong had ·been done I 
... . ........ .. . . . . .. . . . ·. . . . . I by· a"-white·man, they punished him ih"the presence of the injure 
natives,' :in most cases. It was e·xtreniely difficult to restrict 
tb'e''trade carried on· in· the \vilds and ~to prevent the sale of 
murderous. "firewater";~ but it must be said that both governments• 
came to realize the necessity of such restriction'if only for 
their· .bwn c'ontinued safety. The greatest work in restriction 
was· ... done ·by the missionaries of both ·nations. 
The religious' aspect of the situation·is of paramount 
importance 'for a full understanding .of the narrative contained 
in'·'the' following chapters. The bitter· bigotry that existed on 
both sides was more' responsible than':any of the other ' 
coritributin{f causes,. for the complete ·lack of understanding and ~ 
co'operation•. ,· A comparison· of the. ·religious life of the ·· 
c610:nists reveals similarity in. some~, respects but the likeness 
~ I k . 
is ·ane~:of externals only. The Purit~H Theocracy es'tablished in 
I i 
(6) I 
. I 
~-:==="'-==--===-==·=="-----===---==<====.,._:=:::=--"""''"""-··='='=:"-"-" ,:=--""-~~~-
. against a!'y force which seemed t~ .. ~eaten the freedom of . , , ~ 
-l'~.:rsJ!J-~~ \~r ,y.rhich. ~hey had ·s~crif_ic~d hom~ an~ friends. One ) 
has but to investigate the proceedings taken against the , 
'~,~·:~·· i.'i ~ •. :,.t~ ·.·.~ .; '· ' '· <> • ' ; ·, • .~·:, ,' , '.·' .:.. ' • ·, .. ' 
Antinomianists and Quakers in the early days to learn. to what 
~·,~~-:~ r, ...,·v· ·" .:· ~-. ~- .' ,: ··· .. . r:· . . .· · . · . , · ·· · · · · ·» . . .· . 
lengths their reprisals could extend. Even abrief survey of 
\,. ~ I ! : t -!~. ~ , ' ' . ~ ' ' 
.the trials of the so-called witches and the brutal method 
' ' ;: ·, :·,, ~ '· 1 ' • • '' , ., 
·~•>~ ,oi •l· '·•' ,>. '" ' 
adopted to prevent witchcraft would adequately prove the. power 
' ' ... :, ,, ," . ~ ( / 
which the· ministers of the colony possessed •. · They were the 
••;,•:,::; ;. 1'.' • ,, / ' 0 ' I :: ) I ,,, , 0'< I \ •, ·,· 
v:oiceof the Governor's .Council and nothing was done without 
t~ .": : .. :·· ~~-.., 'f1:~ \ ~:;-.:·· ':. ,'. ·, .' ~I ./ .'· • .' ' • 1 .·> • . ' • I ' • I ,' '," .': ~ ' " 
:the sanction of the clergy. .The _Governor was powerless 
~;: )',·;·,:·. .H ~~.;.)'' ~ •. /:, (·.~ :\ · :. "· : , , . ~ ~ , i ) • 
w,~-~~olAt t;he.ir ~upport, as one of t~.~ leaders, Sir Har~ry .Vane, 
,A, '• ,.,JI'• •""\ •.!-,' •i' ' 
was,to find out. With all this control they had given neither. 
t:·::~·tL· ·~.r:.r:···/ .' .. \l·::f~. ,~ ,:.; .. ·· . , . 
. :t~me nor money_ to the conversion of the Indian an~ it was the 
~~~Jc~~s·s~~, of' the Jesuits in the n~rth (i~ich forced .them to do ro; 
. ,: '' ( , ' , ~· •· ~ ,' .~ : ) I 
: "· ·,The immediate .result of. this· apprehension was the 
•. •,<;, .. 
founding, iD: 1646 or twenty-six years after they, had first 
~ \". ·~.'. . . . . " . . . . . . 
landed., of,, the "Society. for the Propagation of the .Gospel 
. ' t • . ~ . ,. ' 
among the Heathen". It must not be thought that this was a 
< \, l•,v ," • :, 1: ~ ;. 
mushroom idea for .there had been' Englishmen who foresaw and 
appreciated. the need for the advantages and the .spiritual 
9pportunities. of missionary work among1~the:. Indians. Among such 
.. 
were. :the, gentle John Eliot, the greatest~ of English Indian '{ ~ .· 
missionaries, and the brothers, John and.· Edward. Wirislow. Their '! 
·pleas· had· been·· in vain until the Council: was force~ to agree 
' . .·.t 
•j • :~:. 
with·;.them due to the fear of a combiried··Catholic Indian gr9up 
I • ,:: ;,:,~ ', ", > 
'if(· the ·:hands'·of' the French~ · <~.' ' · ~}·. ,~· -~~ ···:·~- . ' . ' . . . ~;:,. l~ ··~ 
B~~tlett .Bu;r-leigh "Colonizatiori•;of New England~ 
(History of North· America, ::' 
p. 138 .. · vol 5 G.C.Lee, Ed,.) 
~-----:-.. ---·--- --~-----.-- ------ - F 
il 
. .'· (7) ll 
~ 
II 
-=oft=====....,.==================-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-======= -· - ---====='= 
It w~s too iate for any great. lesse~ing of the work of I 
''l . • / .,.; \,' < :·· 
the zealous Catholic priests. As. one Indian had said nWhen 
'·~·!', .~~~ ·,? : 1 ·. '!• ;"". \ ;'· ' '' ~ ' ' •', ,. • ' ,.. • ' ' : .. , . .': ' ; 
thou (The English) 'earnest here,· thou didst'see me a lon:g-time 
r· ::·. \" ... · ~-~ :: ; j. , • . :., ~~ , 
before the French Governor; neither those who-preceded thee, 
~\·~.t' ·~ <~/; ·> .·t:· .t 
or thy ministers have 'ever 'spoken to me of pr~yer, nor of the 
' I 
I 
G~'~;t ,~~i~it.'. 'They have seen my furs~ m,i rikms of the beaver, ~ 
and.' the m~ose, and it is on them alone the; have thought; .it is ij 
,,, ' ·; ' ' ' j :;'' (5) ',' )i 
• i r.· . • t, ' ' . 1}. 
these that they have sought with eagerness." It so happened 1 
i ... ;.,:·~ '.; ~ f, , .. > l:·: r~ : i , · • , ~ ; I 
l that even after the establishment of the so-called'praying-~I(. '.. :I·, ·.·:~ 't,. ', ,.. ! ' '.J, 1., l towns" by the English the Indian inhabitants were never safe 
··:· .. :.'~Ai Lr:t ?:.:, . . ... ; 
from the encroachments of the English, and in "King Philip's 
War» they ~e;~ ~buffer between both ~artiei·andwere gradually
1 
... :,·:··' ;· . , "'··. The fo~m of worship of the Ezi'gli~h dld not app.ea·l· , 
····;,":(~.:~~··<···~~: .. ~"· ·:.~","; ~ ·."' . 
and continued admonitions. 
~~ . ., 
The Indian could not 'comprehend its 
) 
;,'~,;nih~' .ancf from the first the English bad bUt little success. I 
of the Catholic Church did appeal to the Redman; ' 
The French colonial· policy from 'the.' start had the 
cO'nvers'ion of the natives in; mind'and;it was:with the two-fold 
t!ade and 'missionary work that:practically every 
vessel•set sail from Catholic France • .tThe missionaries were 
' ' . 
generally men of culture and learning who fel;t ~he''cail to ·a· 
di-usade:that promised no earthly gldry'and -they expected norie. 
To Emtimerate the· sufferings and the t'errible. Hardship's of .ihose 
men would fill:volumes •. There is som~thJg ~ystic about them. 
'.; ~)l ' ' '... .: 
Whe.ther 'we believe in their tenets or not;(we <must admit that . 
. ·~\\t~-,.~1:; ·~:~~~~~:\' '"'i~~\·:\'ild:: ,.,,,,,,,,)~\j' \I··• ' . : 1>!,-j<i 
5). · Baxter, James P. "Pioneers of New Frartce 'in N~w Engl~nd". 
Deputy of Indians to English Governor -1713. p.225. 
' .'' ~l 
' ·-~~· \ 
• <}>' ·1,~ 
. (8) 
they· contributed a:. portion to the history of our: country. that · 
has never been equalled~ The ·filthy wigwam was .. their home in · . 
preference to.;the ~monastic cell or even palace :room~. 'The 
revolting'food· of::·the natives was taken when they. could have 
dined.: upon the t meats :and· wines of France. In their .. tortures of 1 
mind and body at· the fiendish hands of those for whom· they .• · .. l 
sacrificed every:comfort, .we learn a lesson of supreme love fori 
fellow.men. Recollet and Jesuit, Capuchin and ;Sulpitian, all I 
gave their ·best':for·. the. uplift .of the native. '·That .their work 1l . 
was.successfUl'is..'beyond·question. Their religion was one 
which the .... savages• could ·grasp. They offered a'· visible God ·· · 
crucified-.. that .. they might be saved. The Latin··of.: the 'Mass 
,' , I. 
meant 11 ttle but •.. the .gestures. of the priest as he went through 
the Service· were~·comprehensible to the simple mind· of· his·· · 
congregation •. ·-Aside>from this, the fact that· .. tl:ie missionary 
I 
was content to live in the same fashion as themselves was . . I 
appreciated by;··the savages. He was their companion·. on the' hunt I 
and their counsellor>.in·.the village. He forced himself to live 
as they did• Pere:Ralets account of. this matter;;is illuminat:ing~ 
. ·~, ·-
•' ' ' I I ', 
He says in a letter~to·his brother: "That which·I. most revolted 
' :.\:·: 
at when:I.began'.to live with: the savages was toifind:.,myself.~.· · 
., ' 
obliged -to.· take· my' repast with them; nothing is m~i-e ·disgusting;. 
. ~ . . I 
•••.•••• •'Why"q.ost thou not .. ·eat'? they asked~. :I re~lied-·to them <j 
that I was not~ accustomed to eat meat thus, withoti,:¥ adding; to ' 
' ,' ' ~~~·~~~. ., . ~··, 
it· a piece of .. bread; ''It<is necessary,: tdl;conquer thyself' they 
. ' ·,' ,\ .t . .. ~.%~· 5: ):f 
replied, 'is. it !SO -difficult as to be ·a patr.iarch'6vho!Hmows 
. ' . . ~ '.. . )*~,· ~i ' 
· -~CI.Y:-Etr~_e_r_.:te_c_tlz? ·• W.JbQ..X.~P:.om~" .. a!O;:g:r,,ea ~ dea~:-to~;pe+,J;~Y~~,,,tha1~, ";i"t 
' ' ' ) / ' ' .. . . . . .. ;~ ' ., . l 
-· . , ,:~·~. r .. ~. ~~4 ! ·'. \(~; " 
:·:Jt~, 
(9) 
which we can :not see 1 .• ·: 1 .After this there .. was no more, to considen 
.It ,was .best to bring .one• s ·self· to their manners .and "c(~~oms to~ 
merit' :their ·confidence· and gain them to .Jesus, Christ."-:, . This I 
.was the ardor· which conquered both .flesh and spir;it •. ,·; Is .it anyi 
wonder. that the French were so successful with the Indians whe~! 
they had such representatives among the tribes? ·· .. The ·failure of 
the English missions can be traced to a lack of alike fratern I 
spirit. We shall see the results of this in the account to 
follow when we trace the effect of the missions upon the course 
of the French-Indian Wars. 
Thus we have briefly traced the colonial policies of 
two warring nations - one highly organ'ized, representing the 
old feudal order; the other with a few scattered settlements 
each fighting for. its o~n existence. It would seem.at first 
glance that France was the logical conqueror and yet ·she failed 
miserably. Parkman has summed up the matter completely:. ttiri · 
. ' . 
the building up of colonies England succeeded and.France failed 
·'· The cause lies chiefly in the vast advantage drawn by England, 
from the historical training of her people in the habits of 
reflection, forecast,industry, and self-reliance, .a training 
which enables them to adopt and maintain an invigorating system 
. . .. ;·, (7)' . 
of self-:-rule totally inapplicable to their rivals\\" . The : 
I 
French, system, with its military background, was <:i.tted,for. war}' 
o·~·~ ·. : . .\i ; 
while the English desired· peace for the furtheranc'e oi: ·their 
"\1-.' 
. '·!.~ 
system and got it, even if they had to fight for i't. Self;;;, :\~ 
.· ·~ ·. . ·lc · .; : 
reliance defeated dependence upon higher ~uthoriti\\ :~hatNis tm. 
' • ! • "/i~' ' ' d 
situation in brief. · But· now t .. !;!~l.,,~~~~\,ll,~y:~~b.~.~~.l"1;,~~~!a;~,h·9r. .: ~~\~ 
6) • Baxter, James Phinney, "Pioneers of New France{ in New 
England". Letter from Pere Re.le to his ,brot~er,. Oc~. 12, 
1723, PP• 179-180. ; ·. ~i'·' : .: 
7). Parkman, Francis; "The Old Regime in Canada" ;~Jp. 396:~ . 
. ~ ~ . 
(10) 
the principle9 involved,. l~t }lS turn to the subject under 
;: < ~: :' 'l., ' ~ ' : : : '" < ' ' 
discussion, the French missionaries in Maine. They.played. 
a leading role. in. the drama of .the conquest and it.· is· our 
purpose·:to ascertain ,the. ·methods and other factors·· which 
entered 'into·their work. 
·,. 
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CHAPTER II 
I 'Y ' ·, ••• ; ,·.I . ,', 
,..,,., 
!·', 
EARLY MISSIONARY ENDEAVORS IN MAINE. 
c: '.,··:;.,. ,'..: : .. •·· ''··· : •• _, 1.' 
.Jf;·r·,:.-J 'F· ' Shortly after the discovery of Am-erica by ColUnibus ,: -· 
the:.northern coast ·of North America was sighted· by John Cabot 
who/sailed in/the 1iriterests of Erigland. ' .. ., - i ' ·~ .. , . Several years later · 
in 1534./ Jacque's. Cartier, ·a hardy Breton mariner,: ventured ·:'tc) 
the· cold gray c'oasts to establish the claims' of France~· .. These 
men were the'pioneers who blazed a_trail for their countrymen, 
a trail that was to become the path of dan·ger and ·death·.-to 
Engli'sh and 'French alike. . '"': !, 
::~·.;.· Upon the return of these men there was no rush· to' ,:. 
. . ,. ' ,, '· ; :.· .. 
colonize ·and the'·· si tua tiori was· left this·. way for ·years· ·to come. 
It is :true that French fishing vessels began sailini' to·; the · · 
Banks· with increasing regularity and they were shortly"foiiowed I 
by -English: fishermen. But fishermen were not colonist~~-in any , 
sense·· of . .:the word and their temporary shelters were gener~ily'· 
refuges.:'for a- few weeks at· a time. Their purpose was to feed : 
the ·hungry mouths of Europe. and·. their stories of the' new .land 
~.. :\ 
were. n6t.:likely to·· encourage 'any. but the hardiest·. to' ~onsider 
living: in: such a climate. 'Religious- trouble in Engla~a··andJ:;.·:·;: 
'>. 
civil war .. 'in France 'also served to deter colonists; 
:i 1.1' 
'\·)::.: 
Almost a· century passed. before· there' was any serious · 
colonize 'that barren, cold ·countrY • 
. ·,., . ; 
.•· 
'I (12) 
~. ',' ' 
i 
' haven for his co:...religionists so that they. might have it as a 
·, > ·,' •• l ' ~ ' ,. ,( ' . • : • \ ::' .·~,i " / :: .. ,: ., . ! "' • 
refuge in view O~· .the Catholic disapproval. of their method of 
worship in Fran~~. . He secured KingHe~r; ~V' ~ ~er~~ssi~ri ','only 1. _ 
b~. ~~e ~o.st s~r~~~~~s pleading and aga~~~t \~e ~.~~'sistan~e. of. thEJ. 
•., •,, " .. , '':: ";- • : ',' • .·; .' r ,••. ";,/·:~~ ·,, ··\:' • , .. :.·. 
Ca~holic:group at,Court •. It_:i.s most likely that the ,permission 
''• '' • "• • ·~ ,·,,.' ~ ' ! .. J;.~cl1 .<>o .. l ', ' .' ., • ' \" ,:-. , ,.,,'~ ', ;• • ;•. 1 .;:, .. ·,~,.·:·::-~.:.•'·' ' .':, ' :· l,. l' ' 
was granted~, by,,the worried. monarch in. a vain attempt to secure 
. ~· - · .. l,._·t:·,. ·~· . ·, •.•. · ~-:;·,~· ... ,· t \ ' '· ' 1•, • ': '·,·_·"; •.. ·:: .. :_:\ .. ,'~ .) .. :,::··.·., •. · .•.. .-·; •. -~ .• -... ':,, 
a,.lit,tle:. peace from the constant wrangling that occurred between! 
th~ ~:~ :~c~·~~ ': ... ·~ · .... ·... . .. ·' .... :. · . . (· . ,. l 
• ;' ~:'. \ ·" ~~. ; : 0 0 ! , 0 '; ' ' ( ' ~ " • 0' I' :: .:~ ,,': , :; >' , .jrc ,}, ·: • , 0\ • • 1' ',_ ' 
·~:\ ··: • . fo . ::. P~t~~t1r:~:. sailed, accompanied by: ~h~~t.~~~~., ~n .. ~~o~. ~nd I' .. 
although,.permitted to take a Calvinistic pr.eacher, he was fore I 
'-··~ ·,:., :.-,", ;.•:".,ii':J;~.,: .... ·:.)~,:~:' ' ' ~:· /:,.,, :.:, 
t6. boar.d,a Catholic priest also. These two nameless divines 
; .' : ·• • '-t '"" ·.! ;,,. ;.; i ,'i'' ,,',.:Ill', ( ,, . ' ' •;· . ' ·~·' :, ''.; ,', 1 · '' :. , ' 'I'·:, 
were, hostile to. each other from the outset and hardly had the.· 
:".., ~,''"·. ,~ ~- \ • :,')1':· ·!.~:(:;,{) '. ;".!< '• ,' ' ' • J +• ";.II.>,,: ' ' 
ship .. droppedbelow the horizon than theY; f~~to quarrelling. 
~~~;lain,.amused and slightly horrified,· gives the ,following· 
' ,;,''., \ ,. ,:,, : ... ,.;.,t. ' ,J;·j .:.-·. .: :. ' ' ·.' • \\'. 'f ' .,t; ::·~.\ i. .I: '· .. , ,',', !;·: ;· ' . 
I 
! 
l 
account •. 1"I. forget just now which was the hardest hitter, but. ··:·~~.~T:·;':l},,\".':}:'1 .... ~~·,>·.) '·;.::., :L~~"• ,·· ~.;·:,' )'~· ,; ' ' •,. [ .. ~·} ·, ·. ~ '<'·':.· ··~.··.,,.· ... \···:.'·:·. ;': . .<,, 
I. leave, y6u:.to' imagine .what a fine spectacle they made, aiming 
·'''~·····~·:· ~ .. •:.,.', -~, .. ,)~.:·~,\ '',.,,;.t.•.,';_, .. • •, ~:' '•:•\~;:·.:•'·' ,.," '"' : ' • .~.: ... ~:}·:, • ·: ~-·?· .:·: .::;:~:~~-. .:.. •, •',;· ', ,' I 
and. 1dodging blows, ythile the .. sailors gathered .~round and backed 
• . • ' !. • . . ' • , ;. 0 • • • \ ' • , A/ I . Y., ' •' ' ' 
them ... according .. tq. their sectarian prejudices, :.s-~ni.e \shouting . 
. . . ;, ···::, . ·' ; :, . ·:·· ... q.!' ,· ', ' . . . . '·' .·.:·:,:·; ·: (8) 
'Hang the Huguenot' and others rnown.with the Papist 1."-· It is 
•l ·,·,,··,·~-~,_, ' . \ • •' I ' ' '·;,:,~·,,fl,'.<::/~ '~', ,.,\f' 
interesting to'note that these two men died on arrival' and were, 
~-·::.-.,.t ..... ·,:,\: ... '\,\··~::'~.:."i:."'.;:."~..,·· .. · ;'.··(.~ :.\··· ·\·'·~·· ..... ~r 1 , 
1 ;, -·~ l,':\:~:.;~· 
i~o!l:~.c~l~r; ~bu~i.~d ,~n th~ :sa,me grave •. · ·\, r ·.;/::~: . 
. t!: . ·, }!P~'!_, #rival a settl,ement was. made and n~~ed St. C~oix~~· 
the pres.e~t:.:.~.~.~·.?~· Calais,j. ~ain.~ ~ ... ~Th~.:·.sett·~~men~J;.w~~ .. not ,.
1
:: . ~ .. 
su~~essful ... du~ 1 .~().· the di,SC()t1ragement·:1of:'ithe. ;e81oni:~ts·,brou~ht · i \ I • ; I ,, ' '• ,!' ,,"~' I"•" , ::'>. "''' l ~ • ·~~' '\...:, .. •,' ~~··<.:.I•',:~·\, ~ .';tr: ~·,, ·:.·'" )/·. -~: \ 
on by· the ·hard w:i.~ter and they return·ed t" F.rance~~;~.: Again in · ~~ • 
· · · . . . . . .. . ·Y .. · ,·~f ::,:41;':. : ~\~f~·· ·if ~;~ It 
16,08 D~ .Monts founded the ·.cqlony of Po.~.t t:toya~<acr()ss:\the i,bay ~\ .. \··:. .~-~~:.~ .... ,i\ ··<~:;.b(';, .'·:~:~~~}\::··· .-._,-,;:j .·'. '.\~f:'. ', ~~t\··. 
=¥...;;;.;;;;;;;,...;;;;;;,;;;,=:=;.;;;;~===~===<======---H..-;;e~··· ~q~~~~»>9~~P:;~; Iit:~~~.~.~t~!.'*~~4~)'-'~hei'?l!1 
a)·> Ch~;~lai~'·nvoy.ages" 1s32;' i.4~ ~(}fis~e;~~~,o~ JI!i~~ Fran·&·~· and :1 ', 
.· . . . . :. . .· , . New England 11 p • 44-4::>) , ... , . t' · · '{f.: .. ;i~.::j~,.,: 
· ·· · .. . .. · · · :~,\;·J!~, .<?i~ .;~.~:~::.·: ·· . ,i, 
••. ,~ . '" h~- \,J.l 
''fi' ·\~~/ ·., ',; . <1'~*t. . ·::::~l 
(13) 
work wa~ -t~ke~ U.p b~/ his lieutenant, Potr:i.ncoui·t. 
mad'e 'to' th~;Khig<·fl6thlng vvas done ln the mis~'ibn~ry field; as 
'S'uCh work was:··h6t''· the primary aim of the com1nuriity~·::. · Whem. the 
report of'. 1tb.is. ia.'xi ty in missionary • endeavor:. r~~~h~(f France,. 
,.''~\t./.:, , .. ,', ·,~·,, -: "j1.;·. ·r~·>··;'· ',' ·.'<"< ' ~ . ~ "~ , 1•.•·. ,·.. . .·,·, ., 
it· caused· a· furor· in the Catholic ranks and· they' demanded tha:t· 
k~ctior{ be' tak:eri hy: the · Grovm to enforce thi~ ·important:. provis:kn • 
.... :' .. , , . , ... (· .. ··n' · ....... , ... , . . . . . . . .. '· ·. . . I 
In a vain attempt· to stave off the imminent Catholic interfer-
'ei:tce;: Mi:ssire'':.i'es,~'e Fleche, the priest in resi-~i'ence~ ~eceived 
.~ . .. ' 
t'~ ~ . . ~- ... I_ ' 
'orders" to· baptize some· of the natives and he· hasten'ed to comply! 
-~fth" the 'commancl'~ "But: it was too late to prevknt'· Catholic , 
~'ct:io~.~- They had been· waiting for just su~h· ari:·c,·p·p.ortunity to 
,•'··Through' the:: :l.nsistance' of Pere Caton, the Jesuit .. 
confesso;;' and Ad~i'~~c)z;:· 'to· the King, two men of his':' Society were 
'seh't'' to Bor·d~aux to'"embark for Port Ro'yal. :The: t\V~: men were ' 
'•·•·•' ,,, ',, ·, '··' (9) :1 , , , (10) .. , ,, ,1 " 
Fathe.rs Pierre Biard and Enemond Masse a.nd they'were overjoyed 
'' 
r ,~ • 
. ' 
., . . ;The'ir~''en:th\lsiasm was considerably ·dampened. by the 
Huguenot fue~chan'ts: who were:. to carry them ove~,. and 'it was only 
by waiting a year' ~nd buying! the ship that they \'V~re ~nabl~d to 
'' 
put 'out· to· 'sea~~··· · ·~::: .·· '· :::· ·· · · · :::: \\c ·· 
Tli8y arTi V~d in' Jwie;- 1611, at the \town 'fr POrt R;,'Y:a1.j 
~- '· ;•t 
i ', ',' ' ' ,,, :~ . c: .. ·~ · ..... '1.<,, ·~ '' ; ,.' ~···.. ''!'~·9· .,'-':'" ':' ~ .'l 
Unwelcome visitors' at the··best, ·they·did not'/increase· their ·· 
\ ,, .. :.- -.' " '" .. ,., :>' •' ', ., •' '.,.,. ' ' .·' , · .. '/:: ... :.1::~\ '_.,:!~;·.~- ·, -;:.' ' ,' 
popularity bY:'the: manneriri which they roundly ·cotidemned the 
~';· ·~.- ~ "1 .n"·· , , ;\ ~; ,., .·; ·· 1·'. . . ·, · .·::,~- ·.··:- .• h· !\/ -· .-~~;~~:, ,_;> ,.~}~ 
hasty baptisms'-· and the spiritual aspect of the community as a 
! 'I \. ·' \, , ••• :\.~- ~: •• :/.::~,' ,,- •• '·~:~~---- "' ~;:.!_, .·-~~,' ·. " ~+~====......,===-=========---~~· ~~ll>~ll<ii·iit!!l·ll"•'fl!~:l:~~;~N~~·-~~··'I"'I·'~'''J(<<•,.:•" '\1;~ 
9) .• , ~Peter Biard was a. native of Grenoble :t,n t;he south of::.France. 
':,He, was· a man of learning and ability.·;+ He: di,e~at Avignon. 
·on. the 17th of November,l662,. being at' .that·:.time a chaplain 
iim the Army • n ·Shea, J. G., ·."Catholic Missions :• of. the U.S. n 
See following page~ , ' P •134 · ... ~~ 
(14) 
···' 
whole'. This'; inauspicious beginning was only the first of a 
long:series\ of·. contr'crversies which,: finally'.{ made it evident 
that' the missionarie's ·must transfer their activities if the~ 
were' to accomplish the purpose for which they.:had; been sent. 
I 
:,_'. L !.'. :Thus, 'When a· wealthy friend in France·,: Madame de· • ~~ 
Gtierchevill'e,:"·offere<f to establish the·m in' -a private· s'ettlement,i 
they acqti.'ies'ced· viith honest pleasure. In 1613,: upon'. the arriva~ 
of' 'a. s'hip' 'f'rOm ·:France{ commanded 'by Captain' de 'la' Sa us saye and II 
} . 
. ,, ·"'.··>);, : ·< .;.' .· I; f' ' bearirig'·two more Jesuits, Father Jacques Quentin and Brother 
. . (11) . 
Gabriel du Tlietj' ·· they embarked,. as soon :as' 'possible·, :and 
veD.ttired dowzi:<•:th.e 'coast in search of :a favor'ab!e· 'spo't. ~ This 
turri.ed::out'.t() be''Mt·.::nesert Island where they• 1iounde·d the :· :· 
' ' •', 
' ' ' 1' 
mfs'sion 'of •st. :sauveur, the first purely missionary• settlement 
in'NewFrance. It was founded in March, 1613 • 
. Tlle s'ettlemerit was doomed to a brief 1existence for, 
' ·, ', .· . 
after .. :·some· niissionarf'work had been done and the c'olony was . I 
oegiririing to·..:ba.c::'ome· ·established, it was stricken ·down by the·. 1 
long' arm of:tlie'·King of England represented by hls·'self-elected 
• ' ' • r 
' 
deputy, the 'unscrupulous'· Captain Thomas ArgY;ll. of :Vfrginia. :. ~. 
'. ~··::.~~ . . : ;~.:·While ·>cruising in· the surrounding waters 'Argyll had. 
1- ·,,, 
heard: of .. the French :.·colony· and determined to <~capture it.; He 
. ' 
safled there'j<at'tacked the·"colony and"Brother· du :Thet was' 
•• • ' (.: ~:.{,.. • > ' ·' ~ slain~ in 'the :·struggle •. His '\'ras the· first life· to ':be· sacrificed;: 
in ··the ·cause ;·of ·.:catholic missionary ·~ndeavoi/:~in Ne~ ·F.rance, and ,t . 
'.,' ·. ;;i,: .•. .•· \·'. he was regarded as .. a martyr when :the hews reached ':Frailce •. ~:As :\ 
,:, I .' \ ~:· ··, '<•: -~~~?' •.'_ o >,';"> ~~ 
Brother du TJ:i•et'.was tr§irig to fire·a cannc?n iat~· the{.invaders;·. :f :. 
\ ..<.~ .~ . '' ': ' "'.\ : :·1:; :;:',i.>·i:~:; ~· .. · ~-·· · .. ,~:·:. ' '· 
_ ' . " ' , . iA -~~l"~~'tRi'-t ~~~~·~~:' -~~~~.'j·~-.~l~~-~~~'*.~ ~. ''t'f:~~··:~'~·h"t~Jltf~··· .·\ '··,, 
10 ."Enemond.Masse was born in 1574.and entered the. Society of 
·· .· · Jesus at the age of 22 ~ VJhen pent ·to America· he was the·· 
socius of Father Coton, the celebrated .. )~rovincial ••• In 1625 
he ••• r-eturned to Canada ••• until 1629~·.::In.1633i he returned 
' · to Cauada and remained un~il his death, May 12i 646".Shea, 
11) J..,G.,fCatholiic Missions o the U.S." p.l34 •. ,.·.~ •. :~.~, •.· .. , • bee allow ng page. .... · ·. . 
(15) 
j! 
I 
I Argyll was justified in firing .in self-defenc~; but. as the English hac}.no ;t>i,ght to be there, due to:. the fact that St •. 
Sauveur .. wa.s ?U~.·· c>.~ the:·· jur~.~diction. o~. th~LYi;og~nia_ Company,.· 
.they, can. no~.~.b!3" c~mplete:Ly exonerated~. ,.~rgy+:J..:· was .. doubly . i. 
unjusti~i~~ '\¥'~8.1?-.. he stole. de la ~aussaY.e's.;.ship' s papers and 
,~p.en. ?~:Z,.mly> ~.~.cuse~: the settlers of piracy. The result was 
that thir~eep.,c" :pepp~e, . including Father Bia,.r,d and. Father Masse, 
. I 
l 
I 
. ! 
jl 
w~~e.:_ ~aken .. to.,:, Yi:r.ginia to answer the cha;t>g(3. " The remainder 
w~re. set adrift •. ~: 
~ l; '., ' ' . ,, •'• . ' ' '. I,,' I, ,; '.~ , ' i' I. 
Reaching Virginia the full story was revealed and 
~. \t 
Argyll ad~itp~.~}lis.duplicity •. After a repr~manq he was sent 
to/. destroy whatever French settlements he could. find, . and. this 
• ~.. • "" " " '. • • • • •• • -J ' l, " ' ,, ' " . ' . ' ~· ,, 't .,. " • 
ord_er_ .wa~ .~h~~- cause:: of. the burning of Port Royal: .in the same 
Y~.fir, ~614. ~~'!·:~~ 
':,.·: .:;..:' :·.·The captive priests. were set free and. sent back to 
'• ' ,1"\ •• ·!· j • .. ' 
France whence.only.Enemond .Masse was to return •. Father Biard 
.. · .. " '·· . ' ,.;,: . . ' 
served in the .. French army as chaplain and died. in. the . service 
. . . . ' ' .. ' ... ·~· ' ., . ' .' .. ' . 
years later •. ,. 
' .... 
.. :~~ell:;; was .. : the tragic career o~ the ~trst \mission. It 
seem that a death-blow. had been dealt .. to . the. plans of the 
; -. ' . · .•.• :• .• ·, ' ' ": • .. : '·' . " ••... 'c, • .. ' '""' . 
. French clergy_ but,.,on the contrary, it on~y.,_serve4: to.fire zeal 
., ,, ' .~ ' ... • .• ,. '·' 0'' " !> 
and desire,for martyrdom in.the mission field. stf Sauveur was 
' \.,. ~ • , ' , .. ~ ,; r ' • • • , • • .,.~ , . 
' . ~ . ~.,failure .f~r,J:t did. not accompi,isht;tl1e:wor~·~ror Vfhich it ~ad · :~ 
• • • • .,, ' < .'\ ... 
been founded •. ,,: Yet it was a. glorious. failure,: for)by its . :, . 
. . ·· .. \' . ·~·}/·: ', ~' ' '.,. '· '... ' ,., ... ' ".·;:· .. · ···. ~\.t .\' . ' ' 
destruction and. the death of a lowly Jesuit, .a for~e had. been 
~. '' .. ' . ·~· ... ·>· 'j, ,'.'. • ' • .... ··::~: .::;~ :':.:!·":· .~~·i .. ' ~. . . ',i·., 
set in motion .... that. carried the ideals. of St~:. Sauveur, to every 
,. ' \,' ·~·~ ··.~~·;· ~~':1 ' ··' 
ssl"e_gJll~nd_mo._Uil_t_a~n_oLtl!.~.§.-"L.i,J,~,c;l,,;. s;tul:>,~p~con;tJ:,nen t .• \'~·''"~"<\,,,. · ·· .... ~ .. ~ 
;tl) ~ Parkman, erroneously refers to Gabriel de· The'#r as "Father" i 
· on pp 271 ·.and 281 in his ."Pioneers of France in the New . 
, ... world". • .He, doubtless, confused the French nrrere" .with .. 
• c · · "pere" · · ~ ··· · '· .~.·~.;:;· :.:l.,. ,,,_..: 
,. ~ ' . ~ " <i)S. .':~: 
-~------------------------------------------------------------------
·,.>! 
'(l~) 
.~~~,/irst, ~:ow had been .struck. It is a coincidence I 
a member of a hated Society'was to be· the first to' give up! 
., .. , ' .. ~o Provide th~·~e~ded Stimulus to missionary1 
~J ~.'• :_':.! J ;'-:' t. > ' /'· '" !' ,• I 'I·, ' I 
over one hundred years later'another Jesuit 
··... .. :,·.::c··: '· ·: ... : 
fall beneath the volleys of the English to mark the end 
',.< 
( i ~·I ' 
missionary period. 
.. · Te~por.lrilY paralyzed' ;;..;~unc er~ain; the ~;en eli did ~ 
E~trt;~:::~;.~i;~: :::v::::~;,.::r :~:ty:: ::l:~e when thei 
'I 
years the names of a t~w of these· men hav~·· . I; 
• \ ::; . ..· : . , : . ··.;; > ,·, t' ~. . • . . , , I ·, 
uncovered and we hear of the Fathers ~ernardin,Jacques de l 
l~l·~~.~~r!>?~is ;";~t~;r.'. Jacques 'eard~u and Andre ~ons~rd ·~ 
workin_g in ~he missions .. of Port Royal~· st. Jean, and on the · I 
~i~~ou·~1;~~~13~h~~ k~·~~:no. journal~~·asthe Jesuit~·did: ~nd'. thel 
record of th·~·i; wo~k ·, i'~ principally found in the wri ti~gs 'of 
, ,, '·· ' ,, 
They had 'the field. 
t)C , I' 
practically to themselves and hence they had a splendid 
cipportunlt/r~~:: make the mission ~f ·New France a pri~~te1 ·· 
~·~fcoll~t en~~:~vo;·~ !, They lacked the ~rgani~~tion of the;. Jes1A ts 
as well as their politic~i ~~ow~r·w:·;~a:nc~ -~·d: ·s·o:)heyw~re·.: I 
: '•; . ' ·~·. '~· .:·i'( t ' \ 
unable to cope with the tremendous .undertaking. They were not 
~eal. but. it wa~_,:h~a~y .lmpo~sibf~ to~· a hindf~J!,'• of.~ 
:,: ~:~ ~ '! ,, ' 
11 
,·' •,' • ' ·> • , , ;~t.. ,\ , .. l, ~,,';. I ' ; 1 ~>'•;.\'· , ~ 
. 1 • "' .' . •' ~~'the. exhaust~~e pO:~~}e~a;,~.:d"by th~~r ·. : j 
Accordingly it was no surprise when, i.n 1623 or 1624,· they r~>>~\ t r· ',';,·. . . . .·:, ; :;S. :~~~ .. ·•· }; ... ..~.. ~~., 
offered the enterprise to the Society of Jesus and' it was;·, l.' 
' }Oizi:R~lf ·~~CC,_(:~p_t_ect~ ' '. 11 •: l~iTI~I*.~~~·~•·~~··~,~~"'~"''®'~~If~1:1¥;:, ,,,,,,~;Hi~ 
Le Clerq, Pere; "Establishment· of the Faith ln New Francelt 
(Translated by John G. Shea 188l)~Vol.l,p.200 
St. Leger, Sister Mary Celeste;, "Catholic Indian 
· .Maine, 1611-1820" p.29 · · ·· , ;(. 
:,, 
{17) . 
Jesuits. were sent:. over· in :1625. and: ·this marks the 
beginning::of their. rise: to: eventual·:·. ascendancy .in· the mission. 
·"of:: New France· •... None of those who .. came a:t this time seem to 
·have been .. ordered to the Maine section. :. · :. -~ 
Two years· later an important.factor entered, the field 
.when~·: that:; shrewd politician,. Cardinal .Richelieu; awoke to the 
immense;.possibilities of a· strong~ .. colony in New France •. He. 
proceeded to organize the "Hundred Associatesrr, -a group to 
. have complete·· control of New France for. a period of fifteen 
In return· for .this favor:,:1they were compelled to .promise 
to plant fou~: thousand settlers within the domaino·. The settle~ 
. were;.to;).be':.French Catholics for the Cardinal wished to avoid 
.the,possibilities of religious and,racial difference •. Hardly 
up'. however, when:':. the ·• slender diplomatic ties 
France. and' .Great Britain snapped .and war .. was. 
declared1. in 1628. The· project was deferred to a more auspiciru 
' ~. .' 
\ ·~ .. During the short war, England captured Quebec which .. ·· 
: .. 
had:c1become .the ·center of French .civil and religious life, but 
surrendered it ::.upon· the conclusion ·of .. hostilities;.· . The: · , 
' . ' ' \ 
. ''Treaty;:of, St •. Germaine-en-Laye" .. in 1632 was ~not only .the end. 
of .a war .. but,. due to .. this unwise .. surrender of~. the··.:command of. , 
. . \ ~ 
'· 
·. the~S:t. ·Lawrence _yalley,. it~ was· the·.beginning :,of ·a;:.newer. and ·.· 
• ,. ' ,,, :: ... ' .r- : ' ''·>. .;,,, ~:. ' .:., . ~ 
stronger French colony •. The. plan·:. of: Richelieu was1~_set in moticn 
and. t:p.e :veteran C~amplain was placed a;~. th.~ head o~ the · '\• ! . 
-;+.----===.....;;;=======--"""*'~~~ .... ~~.· ,~~1,~-~~~ ·~~~~>·.··~~·~~<·iii.·· 
J 
(18) 
j 
,, 
It.markeda new.start for.the missionary endeavorers,, 
,,,. ·• "''• ·,, . ' : . ' ... .· ' ' ', 
to.o,,;:f<?~:·the Cardinal .. had taken tha:t,in~o consideration in his 
' I. , . 
plan .• 1;:(:.,He; .fir.s~ ::offer.~d.,.the mis~ion, to: the .. Capuchin. monks, . 
They .... refusec1::·1;;()" .unciertake it . singlehand'ed, .. so he. opened the ... 
• • • ',, :· J .,. ' '"· 
field:·.to. the:- Jesuits and .. Recollets as .well •. Only the Jesuits 
"• •' '!' > :···• "< •' >' < I >, • \ I ,'; • .)' 
and; Qapuchin~ sent men .in 1632, ... for, the Recollets were a 
. ' .· . "•' '" . ' ·' . ·- '.. . . ' 
mendicant Order and were financially unable to assist at the 
. ·· .. ~ ' . . 
t_ime.,. p: ' ·~' 
ll The·Capuchip..missions·have always.remained more or less 
... my~~eri()US ~n4. the VfOrk,done in them not>~rought to the notice 
of,..,scholars .. until recently. At best the.details are fragmentary. 
!~• ' "• ' ,. • t :' ' . ' . ' ' I I ' • . ' ' ' " . ' ' J ' ' ' t 
The. Capuchins.were not primarily.a,missionary Order but were 
J ,...,,,, '"I., ', " \< >,p 0• •,_• "t p ' " ,: \,• ,,, < 'o ' ' I 
.engage(i in parish. work for the French in. the colonies... Doubt-
• • ···,., ,, ' ' ·' , ' , ' >,I ' 
:J...e.ss,, they. .?-id som~. converting but not. enough to warrant much 
.importance. in the ·field.. The six men sent to La Have in 1632 
l.,o' ,, '' ',. .,!.,, •,. ' ·I '' ,,•',1, 
also; .went; .to Port: Royal and Fort La Tour. . The number .la.ter 
'' ••••• - ., •• "' ' • ..... '· • .. •! ' ' • '\ ''' 
inc:r;e~~~~ a;td,, as they spread. down the. coast, we hear. of an 
impor.tant post at. Castine and a small hospice on the Kennebec. 
~. ' . .. • i .... ' ' ' ' ' \ ' • • 
Both will;:.enter: into our narrative at. a later period. · 
, .. 
. ~. At this. period and.,immediately after, the,Jesuits and 
• > " • ' • • • ' ' • • • '. • ' ~ • ,., 
' Recollets were .• growing more, ahd more antagonistic .to each o.ther. 
'' • ' • ' ' •'- ' ,, ' •· ' ', '' ' L •. f,> '• \ ~ J; !.,, < 
·. · The accounts o:f Le Clerq, .. the Recollet~: and Pere Candide,· a.H··· · 
, • , , I ', , : • , f, "~· ' • ·~::)'.,11 : 
Capuchin, .. are, full of innuendoes .agai:ns~ ·,the in~~,e~sin,g~y · 
1:·: 
powerful Jesuits. It is hard to. real,ize .. that .these men, who ·~ 
\ ' ·' ~ ·, '.'. : . ) :, ~ ~;:\1. '.. . .4:}~ ·. ·~~~ . 
·· . were .prepared to give up their 11 ves gladly for the .. propagation :~·~ 
,•' ., ··- ' .. ~., :·~.~.; :/ ... ~/,\,'.;,:.'_ ~-·,'\• : .. '}~\'·,: t'· 
should be involved :1n ·petty ·and harmful C ... · . . ::., . ......:.-i=-=======~======~--~ ... "\'111. --~. ~'"<fl¥/.\ol!itl!f~·'fi',)'\ .... ~,'.C·iii~~'''l'l\'0/<l''O~'~··}(<;l'.'/d•J>I'>\>,',~\· 
.. ··, 
(19) ,· 
ti jealousies which threatened to hinder. the very purpose for whfuh 
..... '• ·.' ·' ' . .·.. . . I' 
they had crossed the. ocean. · It was evident from the first that 1\ 
, , . , , .. .. , . ·. . . . . . ~ , . . . , . I' 
the .Jesuits, due to: their strong. s.upport: ,in France, would : , . ·l! 
t;r~umph and, ,triumph, they did when ~he new Governor Champlain, . It 
wp.o Y!'as, ?- fer,vent fri.end of t!-te Soci_ety, .took over the reins of 1 
gover;unep.t,~from the Hug~enot Caen, their· bitter enemy. This ! 
e?,ent,• ~n, 163,3 ma;oks .the accessio~; .to comp?-ete .ecclesiastical I 
c_~:mtrol f!Jr., the .Jesui~ and it wa~: never relinquished during the 1 
existence of· New France. 
" ' 
,., ' 
.. ~r: ;: . • Father. Le Jeune, the Jesuit Superior,: became the 
C()!.l:f;e.~~o,r of Champlain until that hardy Indian fighter and 
'' p_i,o?:~e! i. ~ied. in 1635 .• · The. work of the. Society and its influence 1 
so enhanced that the histol:'ian may well say, ."Not a· 
CC1I>.e:,!'fl: turned, nor a mission founded, no:r; a river (~~~ered, 
nor a.settlement begun, but a Jesuit led the way.n This.· 
.' ~ ~. "" -~), ·,~, ,, " ", . ' • I . ,'' ' ' • 
activity. seems-to have been expended more, towards the west and 
,,., ., :.:· .•··' -~ "''' .· ' ... '. '. . ; 
we find,missionariesgaining much valuable information in these 
' ~ '~· •· ~. ' . 
ventures. This. experience was to be evinced in the Maine 
settlements that were to be founded in the near future. 
' But a scant twenty-five years had passed since the 
missionaries had come and met their fate at St. 
In that short span an internal domestic war had raged 
\ 
I\ 
feared body of men in Europe, in command·of the situation. ,As 
thi~ was the height of the Jesuit'.perfod~. we find many of the ~· 
leading brains in Europe enrolled on th~i~~lists. The· J esu~ ts ~~. 
came to New France and left an i.a4~2:J.J>,I-~!!!Ji~lt~~Jl.,~~ll~ ... !l.~~~8£Y,,,,of 
' . ' ',,. . ,'· :•t . ', 
14). Bancroft, George; History of the United States, Vol.ll, 
p. 138. 
' :' \' 
. ' ~ ,, 
a continent. They left the intellectual pleasure of Europe 
(;.·,h. J~,. , ,f . ,. ,, . .1, • , • , ' ,",' ',' : ~ ';.,, t: ' :·. ;·, .", '· • I 
for a doubtful existence of missionaries and were content. 
Another result of French colonizationwas the. founding 
'' :. :' { '.,·; ,::: {~.· .. ·, . ' \ .·.. .':. •. . ' . ' ... · '>:· :: ~ .·.:·: i ·; " .. ' ' : ;J, ' .. \ .. •' '' .:. . . :" 
ofthe stronger New France. It had a fatal weakness, however, 
J;· 1\:.:!.t •. ~:. .. ', ·. ,.. ..·.: . ,, ,, .•, :., ... :~. . '\, .',, ,. ' ' .•' ' . : ,, 
by causing the elimination of the Huguenots, the merchants. and 
ft.i~~· ~~~~·~ :;~· - ~. ' < .. "Jc: ' ' .', ~ ·.:" · .. .. ..: . ~· I,··., :' : i.· ·•··.' I' ' .!·• 
traders; who were the backbone of every colony •. It was to be a, 
"~.~:u_.~.:. .~l:·.L\.· ~ ··, , . . ~ .. , , . ·· ·.· · . . . . :: .·. . ·. 
f'ar"day. when the structure crumpled but this weakness was 
E'~ i .. :: ,,,. ~:,; -~-.. y ... ~ .. L, .:...:.:·. .i~ ~:.~ ,. L ,., .. :. ,I .. ',. ~~ ,, ~ .: .. : ... .~ 
evident from the first. It would have beeri interesting to 
l ·~' ;.) •.• " ' 
trace the rise of a Puritan English colony beside the Huguenot 
·t:~·;; ~ . ..:~~ .. :. ,. ·;, '. '., ,,·: .: .. :.1 .. ./ ~ ... ·. ' 1 ,· ••• ••• ~ ...... ~--·~ ' ' • 
French. · An,. interesting. problem presents, itself when we 
;,;: ~1: t,\)·i!· :L~.·:~ .. ,, i :· • •.. : .. · ~ . !' .c.... • •·. . ... · · ... , .. · ·,, . ·. . : 
consider the relations that might have existed without the 
·-~~~·t:~~-~";,1:>!d t.kt:;. ;: ~ <: ·.~;<·· ,,:; ;..-:~, .. '.:: :,' . . ··,.·· .~·,·;·,. ,: <·· -. ,, ; .. ,· ,·1· ,, ' ·_ 
unsurmountable bar of religion so plainly flaunted. 
,(;·.::,f. ··:.::\.L ~-:;.,:~ .... >~ _. ~.:, ... : ,-. ·,.- ·.· · T:·~<·:·.~· · ..·.:··.·:· ·:\.''·· .. (i·· .• ·' 
The next.move was to be into the disputed territory of 
'·;· {;; \ . ~ " .; . ' ' : . 
and the black-robed followers of the Cross and the 
,.. ' ; .... ·; (: ' .,J . ':' ' ~ '. " 
Lillies.advanced quietly.inobedience. to the commands of their 
.. ' ' 
Superio~s •. Once there, they'clung tenaciously 
~~~. :. ... v ~ ~ ~; :. '>' ' ; ' ~ ' j, ' ' ~ . 
and it is 
this.proceeding that we shall now view • 
• ,~· t.\.,1~, ,·~· ~.:. ~' .. ·' ',•.'' 
. ·~ ' ' •,•; . 
,,., 
.,•, 
·,. 
'···. l .. · ',' ' 
'., .. : .. ' ,· . .: . 
. ' .' '~ 
":, ,·' ;' . ., .. .:;. 
' .; ' 
,,., ...... 
\ . 
CHAPTER III 
i'. 
''•''' 
_'{' .. 
' ,. '•. ,; ·.· 
.. )"''~1BRI% DREUILLE~TES, MISSION~Y,, AND AMBASSADOR~ 
. , ,,, ~·· ',, ~ ,., ,I • ' , , , • ; •" •. ' .r ' • '· , • , · •' • ' .' ' ' 
1 
/. 
, - ') ;·.,~·: .·L~ . . i·~ . . .. .. . . ., : .:i. . f' •• :, ( • • ' .... i , 
retarded, the same could not be said o~ the commercial enter-
.t·> n~Y· .".:~ :_,._j'· 1 ;··~ ~-: ~- ,.-.. ~-.·· 
prises of bot~ the French and the Englis.h ~or in 1B46 ·we find··· 
' (~ l ~-· t ~;~:. ~ •:. ; ; !' • '~ ' \ t , ' ~ ,e >'.:~··.\ ~\ j , :• ' i " ' 1 
1 
the. French as far south as ·castine and the English firmly 
'\"/.f•· c.... " : •. : ·.,. · .. , . . . ; 
established in a trading post on the Kennebec River near the 
·. •';' ·:,· J :· :·, ·';. 
present site of Augusta. There were other posts nestled among 1 
;i';.j(-}. I '', t •, ' • ,' .;''; : " ~~, I ! , { .', : 1' ; ' • 
the many harbors along the coast but these were merely the 
l r:'::,_,, "·~ ·: ·.' .. ·::· <,, ~· '· 1' - •••• >; ~ ·, . -:. There seems to have been little actual trouble. 
' '- l ' • ' . ' •• ~' 
, .'. ·~ , , ,I '', l 
meet. 
··;·, " ' i' ,_·. ,.,. ..;-· 
When in 16.46. the Superior'· of Jesuits, Pere Ragueneau 
g r ?.· ·. . , , ... 
of. Sillery, received a request from the Abenakis of the Kennebec 
I'\ L : : ·,' • . "' ~ ,. . 
1· .I ,• , , , , ,,, . "1 " ,. , .,, 
for a missionary, it is fortunate that he selected the capable 
;.:::· ~·~.<~n:<·: f, ~;•,;• .. ~:~~.:.: ,; • ', ,_;: .·;·, ~) ·~ (15) , .' ';, '.' t· ,• " ' )• ,I ·:, \ ,· , , :, 
Father ·Gabriel Dreuillettes of the Society to investigate the 
. •' ,, ·>, .· •. 
a mission in the desired location. In 
'\ ',. ~·: ' \ 
aspect of the situation,.there 
-~. ! .• 1 ,' ... ', 
o~fence to the Capuchins who clung to 
the A~adia~ ~ission~ · Pere Dreuillett'es, 
·~· .~ ~ ' ~ ·, ., 
consenting, set out on 'A.ugust 29 
' . , . 
\ ~-.{\:~ :, '• :')~~:.~·; • 'I~ '' 
· 1646, with one Indian companion, Noel Negabamat. · .. ,, 
' ' 
~ ~;:.~ ~: "r f ' • r ' ,) , "'!' ,, ' " . l r· , \. 
· , Upon arrival, he ~ounde~ and named the mission li 
' . '" .,. ',: " ' ' ::. ' . ;: . '.: \ . . h: l 
had been on that· ~east day that the mission.~· . 
~., •. ;,~,~·1!:. ~~ ·.: .. ··.·,.' · ~·,_: ····.~/· .. ::,r .. t ..... · .·( ~ 
had been requested. He plunged into his work with his l 
t. ··ft ,' :t .~ ;~· 1i 
tremen~ous enthusiasm and s .... ~~~~~J:f~~.~~~~~£J,~~~q~,~:B~l,I?,~S~~'~ 
:\.:r~·''' ·See Appendix A. . .. . 1· ·~ , ·; · · . ' .•. ::' :~:-, ••. ·,~~ · .• ~ •.• ' . .. · ·· . ; 
lS): S{le~; J .G •. ncatholic Miss:l.m1.s',;of 'theu'u.s~ n ·p;l41. ' 
._; .-.:.:·_~ '-o. 
. '"' :~~ ... 
accomplished this.by living 
.. . : -~·-,.·--lt, x~ >.. .; :.· . -:.·. ~· ...... ·. I 
them on.'their'great hunting 
·, ' ~; /':~1 ·:'·\,::!<:·::··:.·· i ·:.~: ?· ~~i. <. .;· 
for the long winter months • 
. '.. •·,, i.-.>: ,t . ."·:'-" -~:; :;-:~·.:,··~·! "' . -:\·"'· ,·.'·', ,\ ,·;·"··,·',·;':·.",··· .• · .. · ;! •' . 
·; "• !, ,: ;'':, '• ,' ' # •. -', : '· " I ~ 1-1 
· ·· After the huge drifts of snow had: .. forced 
.. .' ,' \, ',\;.-,:~.~ ~~ ·:·>: <• I /,..-: /'"; I • : 0 • •' • 3 ~~~ 0 • .'? ·',,' ~- i 
to hud~.l:~.~round h~s smoky fire, . .Pere Dr'Suillettes' spent .hi~(: 
. . :···-~ ::·~··,'.,/,r-:(: .. ,: , -~_.. \~-- ~ .~::.::;•... .. :~· :· I:.J.r~~:~)j /:·.>:,t·'.l .. ·: , 
'• ~ < '•' ' ~ ; ...... ' . J.::·<: .• . r:)~: . -- ·- .. , <!v 
in their tents and 'by accompanying'. 
.·· , ... ,:;,:,:. ' ' 
\ • 1 ~. ~ ·/'• ~~-~ •.) "~ j .~:- ·:~: (i ' :.:-.··:,:·i ·:~.~· <'' :·, .. ' ·~ ,'1.', ... : ' 
trip on which they obtainedfood· 
day both in explaining the truths of the Catholic religion and 
' ; " : -~ .. . ~-.1- -~' ' •',t;, ';:; ~ ".t.<·; , ·, :::: ,1 ·:· > E {·' _t~ ,·~.\ I 
in answering .the questions which they proposed·. This was the. '·. 
, \ ' ; I ',: .' ,'• ',,~ t • i ,
00 
•';' !.,,' ,-, ' ', 0 • 1 , ) • f I 
' ' ... '. '·:~·. . ,/', 't:!;:l (:··.:·;,~, ·:{~1'. 
method by which·the wild cold days were lightened and it was a 
·l..: ·;·--' ;_~. ·.·: .• :· ·~\~rr~: (,' 
process 1ri 'which the Redman had excelled for 
" \ ':<'• '>':~t':'~.;: '.,.',_:, ·.··· '• 
' • '.'-fl ,'·!··,'·;''·.;,[, . ,,- '· -,;,··!·": 1 ', 
. ,. ' 
exchanging tales over the campfire.· 
. .~~. ; .'1 ' \ ,. ' • . ; >~ .. f)' 
,when;:·· .at I.ast, the thaw broke the ice on 
< ,( .'-!~ t 
1 
· •. ·~ 1 •. l' --:·· , -1 •. i \ , > , , , ' If \ ; , , : , . ~ , . ',·, , \ I ,. ,' , , \' 
and great, :})are. spots appeared on the· ground, the; fundamental~ · .. ·. 
··,:l·:·~··:r. ·\(: . ~-·~,·r.-,.;:::: \~ tl'•, ··:;,_.(;·::./': .·~··· 
of Catholicism had been learned by the Indian and· .. the missiona 
',' .. ' l~·:rt-. ·:-,., .!-~:. . ~. L . . ,, i' ~~·~:. \ ···~ ,1 ~ <~:~'\ i.~~y·.~,:.~~:\Y~./::~ : 
turned."to another. phase of his work.· He had been in ·contact., 
··,. .. ·.· ... ·,<·· ': ·. i', ••· ,, •.··. ··...-;. 'f( ·' } .... ":·~};'::\·;~~.\.·:,-~· ... 
with the English trading post which was controlled. by,., the 
-.• ~ ', _.,, ,:, lk .. , / ~.;·i ~N ' .,. t .· , . ;' :~:··.• : 
Winslow· brothers, John and Edward, during the pr~~ious'''·Fall ':and 
· z)\:, &.;·<~;,, .· ,, ' · , . ~;1;'' . . ,\ '1 . , , ' .),· :· 1 ."r\::,. 
they had assisted him by every means at their. command for they 
. " ! ·:-"it~ . -~.;. ·,': . , . ' < ' <' )~1. ' . ;·~~> ; '' -~~~.:.;. 
felt that he had a restraining influence upon the:,Indians.· They 
.-.:\:·:.·;;·: ~.·;;\\:~:' /'t< ··j)~j).:rr :.~/:. r ·--.;\·~t4· ';:_:.J,<~-<,.·· .. ~.~/~';: 
were jnuch int~rested in the welfare of~the.Indian,{and, togethe~ 
' · ' ·. •;' ,. tl'~': i ;';}.\~: . : , .:,G~;, ·, '+:( . · · ·· · jV ., ' . 
with John Eliot, as we have heard, were :responsibl~ for. the. · , origin~ting ~f English mi~~ion~. '')}~'~t~~~i( Ji, ;~;' :t ~\':\ 
===*=*=~--~==-~=:========:"'--_..._~~-PI--.. ,~tri~tAI:'·•!IJ'~~~~ _,f'JI '*flltiil+~~~:#Jr•;~ 
' , ,, •;,.I-,,•. •.' • , ,·.j ·,: ,11, , 'fl] 
16). · Shea, John Gilmary, "History of the Catholic' 1'Missioris: in· ] · 
U S " 137 ·...... 1 · • • . P. . ··1.::\::.·•,c:,>· r1 . \>,~)" l' I ' t <;· ~ . 
...... 
(23) 
.····i ..... 
·On the first opportunity which presented itself, 
I ', '•"'•• 
'l '('· '•' ,), 
Dreuillettes made his way down the river to the English 
. 1 ,'; I ('! :·.~ ;····, ''>"<' :"':.~~,,J·~:~', ~: .. .,;~ I r' ( '·; ,, 
post probably starved for the sight of a white man and a chance 
J: . .'Ct C:· ~~-.~ ·~ : ... ' ,; : ~ : '// ·: :.:::.~: . .'~· ·.,. ;, \ ,, 
to 'converse with those ot his own race. He did not remain 
~-~ "~.:· <:!: r:),~ t) t~ c ·~ ,' ;" .. t ·:. ' •.• t.1• :."· ~·~ :tn '~ ; ... ''· ' ' J ' r .> 
very long but continued down the .s~ream and, to his surprise, 
.;· ll'~~,·· ~:~ ~··; . ) . \ ~:.\.~:. ·;~~!.:·),,,. .. ·~·: .. ,· ) 
encountered a Capuchin hospice situated at the mouth of the 
river •. He. seems to have been well received there; but he was 
~.:.t~. •" ···~ .. '.,I.:~ \·.c:- ';.,,· .. ·. ' .~ .. ·~.,:~. ·.~· .... "; ~·./ ~ :, J, '·.. . ··, 
recalled to Quebec a few months later and it is claimed that 
t t: ~i. j,'.'.'· ·'· •. ·: ,j '· .i ' ... ·." '. J ·:·, • : •• 
recall was due to the instigation of the Capuchins. 
' : : ': ' ~: ' I I • 1 ', ,' ' ' \' . •: ' \ .t ',I ' ' j ' ~ '' 
. When the Indian tribe learned that they were to lose 
i . j : ~ • < ',. 1, : : ' ''. \ ' 1 ' ' , : I ( , 
10 
' , ' : 
pastor,, they r~monstrated and pleaded with him but to no 
•' .i. 
for he was bound by his vow of obedience to return to his 
.ii '2.~ ~ ·' •.' X· . ·.; ··.: ' . _,. . . . ~··. ,.,1 , , , r ,' • 
His departure was marked by great s~dness, for the 
I I • 'o ·<) ~ ','•'' •,, ;_, 
squaws alike had come to love this white man who 
' 
,, 
of God and not of beaver. · 
(J '!· •1 :. <,,·', :.· ; I ', I, ' ' 1 ',~' , 0 
The years 1648-49 'found the Superior at Sillery 
, , e , '.• ' 
1 \ , l:'.' ~ ' ·; : { ', ! , .. , ' ', '1 : j 
beseiged by deputations of Abnakis petitioning the return of 
,, 
'·'' 
their friend and councillor. At length he yielded to their 
\~ ,"{ 1.\ •. i ':; \' o, • ~' ' I I ,' ,';•, ·: (, i 1 I, 
earnest pleas as he had received a letter from·the Superior 
.:. ;~,_", ,(/,l''· .·~:.';:. ' ~~~.· ' •"' '·' ',·. . 
of the Capuchins, Father Cosme de Mantes, granting the necessa~ 
· r~ .. ..:.· \ ... ·. · ...... · ~ i~·:·' .. · · · · .:.: ... !·. ·~.\ 
The letter also promised help for any Jesuit 
',. ~, f:~.-~·.. r'',' I l•/, ' : .. ·:: ~ ' • 
missionary who might be sent to the Kennebec. Dreuillettes' 
, .. ·,\:' 
The hearts of his copper.-~ued disciples were 
;'· ';:'~;~:~,\:.,, ·'' '·''· .<~ .... ~.· '·'!•" ·J.~:\. >, 
. overjoyed when they learned that Father:Dreuillettes had been 
'i .. ~~!;,-~1.(~::~ ~. ' .. • .. '. \ I· . i ;-~. : • .;-~. 'l),. ;}," ': !' ·-~~~,-, .. :·.~;~ 
reappointed to the Missionof Assumption;.and that'he was ~o 
r:~«:;)~~ ... ~-\:.-~.o. :.. .. . .. :. " · · . .... -~-.:.~::,_~ .:.~r~ .. ~~·<.. 1'1 <·i,;·r ~:·:,,. . ~{>jr 
set out immediately upon his return from a, Western:. station.·· 
-+=~'".n· :~ .. ·er.g~:..b:~d.=Jle_en.J_abo.rJ.ng. • .;,:~ •• ~~ • •. ~-~~-~~~~~~~,.."~*·'~«~~\r.,:,.~,i·. '·f"~ 
... ·. · .. ·••··. i\·.t'il i ' . ,, .. ·.·· ·. ' 
· .. ·.~t 
•.· 1,, ·, • ••. :.:: 
he came not as the simple missionary, 
,. ' \ 
however, b'ut. as t.he. first ambassador. from. the French Governor. 
' 1.· ... . ,; ..• 1, :; ' .~> -~ :. ·. .. ' " .. ' "' '• . . ,.t,,"" )~'-'•,; ;,,~ t .. f .. :,,.>~ '. ' ._ '· ' 
in Quebec to the English Governor in 'Boston •. , The momentous ... 
,:·.~ ·~> ·: ... ,~.~ ·~· 1.'.. c..;~~· :::·~r. ·~; -~ . .. .. r. .: . . . . , ( ,. . ... >~; ,. , -~- ,· :· . . . . . . , '.. . .. ·( ·.· 
eyent occurred on September 1, 1650,, .and .themissionary set out 
.. .;.·~ :~.J~ ... <, ~:: ~: .. c ::,- "' .. ~·· .. ·: . ' .. · . ·; .. ·. . , ~~ .f.~~.L~.~. --· ~! -.~ ·.:.~ · ... · .. ~ : 
:Wi thi !3-ig~ hopes of accomplishing. hi,s, .. two:-to.~d m1ssion.- free 
,, • .' ,k ,, ..... ' .. " • ' •• • • \· -··. .. , .•• .' ... •• ' . • • .•'. '• '· , .... 
trade between New France and New England and a coalition of 
i, I ; ) tl: 1o.' • l ' ' , 1- • {, ~ ~ ~~ 1 o ;. t , ' '- ~ , ! \ 1 , ' , .. ' > ' 0 t 
English and French troops to conquer the Iroquois tribe •. The 
/: .. ;.~;~\;i.l>~::t1'~,1· ", _;;~~·~·\·~~ .. : .. ·:~· ', ..... · .... ~i .... 1 • ,'-~~: ••• ; ;_,,,l._ .:.·· ... :.·. \ ··.,,, .. 
first was primarily commercial but it was also air-invitation . 
... :~(/ ., ! '.:;~ •• ~,:; .·.: ]';. ~: ·.';· .. •• .l. ~ ~.;. ~ ... \ •.• : ., ~< .... ~·. { . / ~ "'. 
to. copperate in the wilderness trade. The second. request was 
,) '!:•. \<: :~;:: ).,.0~ .• '• .;:,'· ~ 1 1 .•• 1;:: (• ·~ ', :,:l > ] •< ,' ', , 1 li ,:. ·', , '• ' 0 I I 
for .the. protection of his beloved Abnakis and the other Indian ~·-'t)·.~P!01~;·:l~Lf,.~.11 ; l,::',\.."1 i~~.~.·,i· , . , ·, ... ~. ~·<:·: .. ; .,.,; .. ,::·:,: ., ., . , ·, 
tribes friendly to the French. 
t:.:..;:~.··:,,. ;,.;: .~·· ,,! \: J! .::'~} :··' ·: ' ~ / ' · .. ~.:: 
•-~,After.a"yery. brief stay at Assumption, Pere 
j~ .!, .. \_ 'n•'·~ ~,ool,',o,,·, •~·,, 1 ,,·., > ' ' 'lo, ,'• ~~ '> ·~, '\' \, ~ .' j :I I 
meet John Winslow who was to 
l,.,. ' r'.l·'· . .. .~ . . ' . . . ··.,· (17)'' 
accompany him on his journey as a precautionary measure .•... 
;:::: ::·.J~i ,!..~·~) ~~ ~.' ;·:I :•; "'• y ·· .. :.::.';' •' ' ' ' l <, ," \ 
· The next step of the journey was undertaken by sea 
., ·,,' ~ ·-_) '; ~ • :. : • " ' ' . ' , ' I,' ~. -'. • 'f' ' '· ' \ ' 
from the English post at Merrymeeting Bay. I~ seems that the. 
,;,.., ' c_, . , : . ... : < ·: I .· . ' '!. -.. ' ': .· 
~oyage was none too pleasant and after tossing about off the 
.,(t ... ! .(~ )>,,·, ' ' ' ~~ ~~· . ' .:~ ';~. .; ; .. 
coast for a few days, the vessel put in at Cape Ann instead of 
L:: ,.,:.~.,} 11. .~ • .: 
its original d!3stination Boston. The,.·rem~dnder, of the, trip was! 
. """' ;"•,;. ·:;·..._, ..... :.,• .. ~ · .. • ... ~.;' .. 1~:"'·. ·.. ,;:,. , ' ·' ·;·,-r· "'~.· ''·';~ 
made by land. , Father Dreuillettes seems to have been a poor,,: 
' ::·~~}~··,.,.· . • : .. :. "\.~·:: ·\; .. _\";,.,t ..• ~~t:·' ' .. :· ', ... •.i .... '.,;( ;···.·~:.}:.:~;. •' ·. ~,· ~···· 
seaman and he much preferred the hostile glances of a. 
·~·.'"} L ~,; t~j· .. :., ':.''{'1'~ :: ))'. ·,._ ' .~ .: ··· ": ,,.·:. •,: > ,.- ·~:.,'c. '." , .~1 , ',",.,:: ·I 
heretical people to the unconquerabl~ power of the rolling sea. ~ 
~- ) •.; ~A...,'" ~- '.. ~ "- • ' ~ • ~ ' ' •' ~ " '! ~ ~ 'l )' •' • \ ~ 'i \ ). • ~ 
, ,Arriyiz:tg in Boston on Decernp~r' .. \?, 1650, l;tr repaired. f 
~};\.;" • ~/' ...,; \' • • .', '• \ • > l •"' .' • ' ; I .\~ '~~·' ~\o,, ~j, '"·,' ',..,~ '-..~ :: .• !' '·' ·;·~~,. l 
imme~iately. to the home of Edward Gibbons, a wealthy Boston l 
'' ~ ·'~ .,\ • ,. ~ \ :., . ' ' ?;~ 
i merchant. At the time, ·Gibbons was comm~d~; ·of the colony ~. 
,', . . ;~ . ~ .:! '• ' J,. 1,~.' ..... 'i ~~.'r t, . ),~~/ ' ' !t 
' ,, 
militia.··;. Dr.euillettes was assign_;..~;~ .. -t~~~~~tlt~£~~!£w.gf~~~.Pj3 ,,;,~4'¥1 
17). LAWS OF MASSACHUSETTS BAY - ',1672 ed.Fd!67 (Ha~ard, Ebenezer 
"Historical Collections" Vol. l,p. 550l 
See Appendix B. .. ·.. . ' : ·;;1 .. ,\~;;:. 
', :1 
' ,.,. 
(25) 
house,-:.and. given. a,key ·to the .room which :.se~ved as his. lodging 
· for;..the :remainder.;.of. his sojourn. . .. . . ' i: i" 
;n ~.·:It ·is., a matter of interest:· to speculate. at this point 
whether'or.not Father Dreuillettes was.the first priest to say 
Mass::in.:Bo.ston•.:r·,:He.had, of course, his field chapel service 
and it is.most probablethat under the locked securitypf his 
room,· whil.e,,the ,~inhabitants of the town.; were ,still wra,.pped in 
slumber,<.:the p~iest performed the duties of:.his calling. Being 
a. courageous man·t the situation in which he. found himself would, 
not "deter,"himi in,,the slightest. Just what,, the effect upon j;he ~ 
population would have been if. they were cognizant of the fact I 
that:~a Jesuit,.;.one of that hated group whom·they had .lea~ned to 
link~ with the~: machinations of the devil,· was performing his· .. 
"black.:art" :in ·their. very midst would, have been· amusing if, it 
had:: not been;fraught with .such danger, due· to the previously · 
. . . 
. mentioned;.':law·-enacted ·against the Jesuits. · I believe that 
there" .. is considerable justification in, claiming that the first 
Mass to be~celebra~ed in Boston can be .dated within the year. 
1650• .. · 
.•' ' ~ ' r " 
.v:~P~re Dreuillettes .lost no time in. setting. about the,.· 
purpose. of.,his 'journey and, after peti~ioning for an audienc.e 
with Governor Dudley and his .Council_, d~resenteq. his pleas b~f~re 
the group sometime , in December • , It wa~' evid1~nt, , t~ t, aJ. thoUgh I 
every courtesy; was give~ him, his argumeh~s.,.had li.~tle eff~.~t ! 
;. : . '· ~ 
' ' '·' 
"*'"'•' ' ·~·· ~ \~ ,, , ,-:~' ' ' ;~ 
.. \?;J' I, , ; ~ 
on· his listeners~· :, 
' < < ' \ 
,. 
·· ·>:. , ; ;~:, His ·n~xt 'venture was to the Plymou:tp.. colo~y where· he " 
=-=+-a;;;r.;;.r.;;;i=v=e.;;;d===o=n====D==e=c==e=m=b=e=r=====2=2n=d......,. -l!U.~~~r~9~~~.t~!lE~.~,!!i.:.~~~.1~,1,.," •. "''~ 
' . ,,it . .' ' ~,. (' ·•. ~ \~ '' 
.·.·.·~· . 
. >' rl~~~~ . 
(26) 
Governor Bradford but failed to attain his purpose. He was 
'~~ f' '; ; I: ·,, .,'! f ', ·: U.' • ; ~:~ f~' ·;> 1.~ ; ' ,· 
very desirous o~ gaining their help for they were the holders I 
' ', :.. ,t' ;•} / ,'\',,,) ';c, <: .. ",.,,>;;· '1 ' ' ; ': ' '·'· l 
of the "Kennebec Patent" is~ued in 1S29I.i~ to Bradford and some l 
'•, 
'' 
others in the colony. ·Failure again crowned his work and he 
~}ll .~:. !~':' .::·~.": ... · · .... ,_::·:.1,;:· ~.--"~' ., ... 
returned discouraged to Boston. 
1.'•.'" ' 
" t ':',· \ /, . ·. 
While waiting in the hope that a favorable reply 
.r~ \ .}. ~-: ... :·~ '· > . - ··~ >: :~~· ·~ ~·-; ::::· ;· :~ ... ·: , ., .-
might be given in spite of appearances to the contrary; Pere 
'!'.·,,,'\f. ;t··l-·.~·l ·· .. :- .. ':.· .• ;. ~·.?· ',' 1' i)·~· -~·.'!. 
Dreuillettes. spent. some .. time in. visiting 'the various 
~ettie~e~t~· ~·bo~t-:B~sto~. E~~ecially izit~r~~ting is his visit 
\ . ~ " . ' .. ' ~ \ t.b':.:th~r:horiiei 6f'.iohn Eliot in "Rogsbray" where he was a welcome 
gue~r;·~·::: HJ ~~g ~:filed by his host to t'emafn th~: 1 fe~ month~ 1 of. 
·~·;•t· ~;·,~· .• -!·,.{ .:• . 1·''•'•' )', ,• 
Winter··:whicli \vere l·ert. · It is to be regretted. 'that there 'is no 
l 
I 
I 
I 
! 
ll 
lj 
lj 
,·~,-~ ~ :: '.: ~···~~,..·,;~;. '1./···. t··,r··.~·. ··· ,.. · ; • \ ~·· 
record' of ··their 'conversations preserved for:· posterity as their , 
aimJ~'iri' life :!wer:e:··;siinilar but approached from ~irreconcilable· .. 
l. ~. ' ~· .~. ·,., ,··~· \:.,, ',( ··:· ',,<' •• ' ,I' • ~·. ' ' ·, ' \ .• 
angles·;)',\ He'· left' Eliot, whom Dreuiliettes calls '"heliot", with 
Pegret;i :·l:>h.t. lie li~d. determined to retJ~I1 't~ .his· "post as · s;on. as 
he. '~oriid'' thB:t' :h~·:'liiight report the results· of ·his mission. ·. 
oJ\i:tl~~~ back he remarks ~bout ~ :~i~it to Salem and 
the ~~g~d 1t6bri: £c:t'icott. In all towns 'he vi~:i ted he. ~as . stru'ck 
by ·'t'h~ ·~·~i.~den{"'t~.i.'ft and capacity for 'hard ~·ark shown by the 
. ' ~ . . , 
··~ t;,• • 1., • ' !,\ ,;j, \,,; .:· 
·' ~\/~ri'~~~on'it was his sorrowftiJ!'zdht1' t;o;.:explaln to his 
,\'·: : --,,'- ·i, 'f, .··; '· ·' ''l·.i,j :·• ,(:'· •'. ;; ·~:·;,i ~' ' c"'t· 
Abnaki's ·on: the Kennebec that they could expect no help from the;, 
··' .. -·,·~ .. ·r; .e· .. ,· .. ·,· ,:, · , ,....... - ··' '· •; ·:•\!,) •·\~ \·. ,',. 'j'·:(·· ·.! 
Englisn, arid' 'after doing s'o he left them and'' continued on to ·~ 
~·. Quebed:~·~d 'D'llllebousts. ·B:is unfavorable ~.eport was not 
something Yt:liJ.e~pJC!ted. He' ~~~; thanked ~:r·cii .·hi~·; iro~'~J.e and 
dismis·sed. 
; .. '.' 
' ' 
''·':•' I 
., ' 
(27)1 
(' \.. ),; .:: 
" ,, 
,, 
Yet he was. not to rest long. In a letter to John 
;,, • \. l' 1.. •. :: ~·i !,;. i: ,•, i 
Win tJ:l.rop the younger, Governor of. Connecticut, he explains that' 
<"· .. ,,.-.,; ... · ..;_,,," "• ' J, '\, :,, ~ •• .'. .' .• :~·~· ;;·~· .. :·' ·: .. ·> { ' 
· he was unabl.e. to v~si t him whi:l:-e in M~?sachusetts due to the · 
• ' ~;\ .. ·, ., • : !,> ·, '· .t 
heavy snows, but he hoped to remedy this neglect by appearing 
~J 11<; ~··. ·-·~ ; • • .• > • • • • • •••••• ·: •• '.! ,, .. ' ' 
· in"time for the Assembly of the New England Council to be held 
~~~~;~~~ ~f· th~ s~m~ ye~r (1651.) ~·(la)' . ... . .: 
~ ' ..... :'"'~) • •: ·~-.~ ~ ',\ ' tl.' '· ···, .~.- ~· ., . '
Once again this prie!3tly:ambassador set.out on his 
quest. for: better• relations between .. English and French. . He was 
. . . ·- . ' ... ' ' . . ·' . '• . ' ,, (. ' ' .. 
accompanied: by. Jean. Paul Godefroy, .~.French official, and, 
arrived at:NewHav:en ·before the. Assembly, asplanne<i;. The 
.· embassy .. prevailed.· upon .the Engl;:tsh to. enter upon free. trade, 
bu(,;i:tL .could not convince ·them :~o,, combine in a milit!ary effort 
' ' ,' ·' 
against:., the. Iroquois. The reason for the refusal seems to be 
that the ·English.considered the Iroquois as a check upon French 
' ' ' '' I 
.~xpansion· and they ,were only to.o. wil~ing .to help .. ~hat .check. 
Fr:ee ,·trade. was. beneficial. to them and.· they v.rere willing to 
• ' ' •• ,; • ' , ' •• • > • •• • • • ' '· • \ ; t '•' ·' ',. • . 
,treat .. on \that paint. The. French wer.e, un_vlilling. to. , concede free 
.tradE3}wi~hout :get~ing at the same time the assistance. for ~bfch 
' : 
:they .. asked. '·So the mission was again· a failure •. , .·. 
. , ,, '~ . . '. . . .' . ' . , , ' '·, I 
l''- .,,.Disheartened, Father. Dreuill~~tes re.turned t~ his ~loclt 
·~and :settled down to the life . o£. a miss~onary once, more •. ', By:,1:::' 
:this. :time, the English sentiment on th~: Kennebec had begun .to 
' 
' ~ 
·They ,wondered about th~ .advisa:b.ili t. y, of :qaving a Jesuit 
· ... tso:near,.and.they,.compla.ine.d .. of·it.:, :•,~. . :'· .. i 
.. .· . · ,, Dreuillettes' Indians flew ·~o his a~sistrhice .and ~ ' 
'" ' . . .... . . . ,, ' . t 
....-=f==il~e!!!::lt.e~l.~~~ e.d: "Kno_\W"~e tna.t-he....i~nqa..Q4.QJi~ • .n~tion; .. ~wk~;bave,,,~~:·'~"·"}~~ 
Jesuit Relations· Vol·.· 36 "Letter ,of: Dreuillettes to ).\ . . :;: 
John.Winthrop, Governor of ,Connecticut". (1651) pp. 7f5.:..a1. 
";" 
··.~;; 
, ;.:~' 
1:-:'.~;k' 
.. r: 
him. into the ·•tribe' and regard, him as the wisest· of our 
chiefs.;•.we respect '·him·as. the. ambassador of Jesus~. Whoever: ! 
,· . . (19) . ' . II' 
attacles him·attacks all' the Abnakis:tribe." · · ·· · · 
·He .. did•not remain long however,'for broken·in'health 
byt:.hiS'ilabors he .was.· recalled to. Quebec~··· Bidding'·his ,·flock: 
goodbye'.:for<the last. time he turned •his• back 'forever upon ·the' 
spot<:which he loved so' well~ The fair banks •of the river· U.pon 
which>he had first .preached to his ·tribesmen were never ·again .. i' 
t~nhear.the tinkie .. of hislittle•.:bell:·as he offered up the ~o~~·~ 
' ' I 
,' '·, I 
in thanksgiving.·? He was gone; ··but· his memory never left:·h'is·';; i .. I 
beloved I people~·· .The personality ·of . .'the·man was' of :that :· :·! :,,;• . 
.. . · unfathomable :na.ture ~which inspired :.·devotion~·· With the possible 
. . 
. ' exce'ptiori of Father Rale, Dreuillettes · '1i ved iri ·~the hearts .:·c)r 
Indian· as' no :other ·man did." ·, ,, .. · -: .. · •' I'. '. '·, 
· His .missionary work did not .:'end with his return to 
Qti~oe~·,:·butthe labored in.· the West ... for: many ye·ars 'uri. til, worn · 
' ' ' 
. out)by ... '.years and privation, he returned~"an aged 'maii'of 'eighty_; 
e'ight :'years. to. die in Quebec in· AprlJ..,l681. Considering the ,;·: 
~-' ' ' ' 
. arduo\i~ life 'led :by 'the ·mari and his ·constant,.' dangers riot only,: 
·. from•nature .. but .from :human foes as well·; it is remarkable that' 
; ~ ., .. r . . . , ;) . , 
he· surv.ived "to di'e ;at·last surrounded'.?by his friends, content 
,,',f 
in·.fthe 'lmowledge )that he had 'done· all '.!# his. power>:,to improve , 
lives :of .. 'his··· Indians.:\~, ' '. •,,,,, 
... · · UpOn· hiS ·death 'the · 'followfng· rd~~culat' lefter w.is sent I 
"We have today encountered a :::kreat lo:ss '. 
Dreuillettes .:whic'~·:;t~ok: place' '.ih'the ~~ . 
. . ,; . . :· ·,:/' ' ·•· . 'j; . \' 
•) '' : .~' 'f : ., : ~(<•: .,. ,'·\ ' , ... ,,\ ',l .. '. \ 
., Nlll~"'~'ill·~~~~,,t~'·:;:\·"\:ti>'* 
' ' I ' :· ~ • • • ~; • ' ',~ \': 
·Relation, 1651~2, ·p.2-3 ·.{Shea;": J . .'.G'., ·.rrrcatholi'c Missions . 'j 
of the . U.S.", .. p. 140-1.: :(,,t:. -.·::.'~ :,,J, , 
·~ ·~ .. ·~. ~· ~ 
.:ll 
', '; 
(29) 
. ,' ,·-· 
college:after his.:having received the Sacraments with all the· 
sentiments .which was~.usual with him. ·He.was 69 (?}.years of 
age; <36 ioOf .which he' spent as a missionary '..in Canada." The 
extraordin:ary~·.zeal:which he had for the ·conversion of the<· •.:· 
natives and thergreat talent which God had given him for the 
. . ' ' . ' . 
. . 
languages /had rl:'endered him. as. one. of< the. best missionaries ·• and .. 
caused:}?.im··to :.labor in all parts of Canada with the greatest -: 
energy.\,;;<:Thirty .:years ago he was· sent to :New. England for .. the··· · 
(20) 
good of. our.· missions; where he could not suf.fer.!.more than . he dia." 
r:d:(::t ,The. first 'great missionary ·to ·Maine :.had· come. He left 
~n·:indelible.~:mark. upon the hearts of the natives and he passed 
on to the ··.reward ~which he so· richly deserved •. t: Not a: sirigle 
charge ?.of· treachery or arousing the .. Indians against the English 
haSiibeenrproven-:against him. He was not:thererto offend but. to 
defend.-·f::·~History has passed him by, for.·we learri :but little of: 
his work; from· the. contemporary Puritan writers :of·· the period •... · 
It.;.is.::strange;that such an important event ·as,an<embassy from.·~·:.'. 
Canada ::should· ·.pass·· unnoticed,. 'but such·. seems ~:to ~be the case.· It 
is oniy.:.by .. piecing the clues gathered ;from :old colonial papers 
and: .the··evidence .of the "Relations". that we \are· aole to realize 
' 
the importance ~of .Dreuillettes. . Later c.on .there was to·/.be ·a .· · 
sufficient recording concerning. Catholf;'c missionary endeavor.s; 
I~ ' • 
"':.\ ' c 
all in a derogatory· sense. Perhaps 'the principal 
<' '- :' :}< I'~::_·\. ~· <~ 
reason for. Dreuillettes' .·obscurity was the ··la'ck of,idamning :• ~. 
. . ' .. \. :~ 
evidence i t h · · · ·.: · H: ~ 
::: .::rst~:=kis m±ssio~ had.~un.Jf,~:Ie;Lurse, i 
Jt-Un==tb.ll ... t shoU=time......a_g~.._~~~ .. t.~.+,gjoJi~i;.~~"wAi.~~~wwa.~ .. .,~t.e>.".,.be .;;~~ 
20) • ·"Memoires et Documents", 1660-86 (St.\Leger, sister Mary ·~ 
Celeste; "Catholic Indian Missions in Maine,l611-1620,p.46) 
(30) 
ever..;..present'/among the Indians of the Kennebec had' been 'planted 
'· II 
. Thef·were';to 'wait' a.:'long •tiine before another·. blackrobe. was to 
reside :·among them; '::but they held fast to the principles: set· 
forth by Father ··Dreuillettes arid made frequent ·visits· 'to':'the 
at'·Sillery·: and· 'St l Francis. 
. ,, 
· ·>'.G< :Ari· opportunity for cooperation ·had ·been··ign6red ·by the I 
English, • and the:inatives were further alienated by:·this.1lack of 1 
fraternal spirit·~x:.:, It·:·is significant that an' alliance' was' never 
even:. considered· by 'the English. The of.feD'by the French was l 
an admission that the English were in the stronger. and more 
protective position. 
The first phase of Maine missionary history had passed · 
·, 
with the withdrawal of Dreuillettes. Until his time the· ' 
.. 
missionaries were not considered dangerous. They had·ev~n been 
encouraged as a check upon the Indians and Dreuillettes himself 
had ·experienced this encouragement upon his arrival •. The·feel-
' . ·~ 
ing had now.changed to one .of distrust arising no~so.much.from~ 
particular acts which could be directly. attributed to .. the Jesuit 
priests, but rather from a deep-seated hatred. whi~h ~~~ry .. . I 
Englishman bore to~ards both Frenchman and Catholic •.. When the 1 . 
. ;,:·~~;. 
two were combined, the feeling of antagonism was unliuiited,· · 
·. 
especially when .there was a question of interfereJ~e with 
1;: ' ' 
.•: (1\\' .. 1 trade~··.· .. ··~,~~i~~·: 
'' ~· ~' . ' :· \i:;;~i ~~ 
Later on we shri.J.l' find bitter hatred and i,burning. ·:h ·~ 
Violence wi'~ the ne~~ .· 't .. ',~ . > .fl 
in coming. The record of th~ Ca th'olic ·~· . 
' \ ·:~ ··~.!!:~::~· ':,1 ' ,\,/~;;, . • ~'t f_,; 
=-=ll==,_,=-...... ====='=='=========-------..-~·"'·~ ll~lii1A~"""'I4 ..... ~!1Jil!•;~~'~''~'{·'.~*'~ 
' . •. ... Jf ;;~:." . .. .. ~ . 
.'· 
accusations hurled from sid'e to· side. 
it was not 
l,i,, 
',.,; 
(31) 
•· .. :'• 
missions in Main~ ,.turns J:lOW from a story of the spreading of a ~ 
faith to a defe~~: ~~i2~d a tirade agai;:;st the principles of ~ 
the mother countries.,,. . . The missionaries still labored for 
•,_), ••. .'. 'l 
. ·- I' '" -· .; 
sou.J:s; ·,but in:::.tl:Le:~::t~ecesses of -their minds was .:~?-~./ear of .... 
English control:which would.wipe out the labors of.a lifetime 
,, • •' '· ' • ' ' ' ) f, <··' "' * ' ' • r ' '>I ' \,\ ',I> ' ·, ( ~. ' 
and1 ;consequently, .. they, urged the support of .Catholic Franc.e. 
' I '•' O ', 0 •<' '• < 'O '• .'o'o 0 h • ' ' ' ' ',. , i 0 ' ' ' ,,· , " " • ,'I ,</$~ ,' •<' , • •' • ' 
., 
In . .the stirring ,..p.ays . .to come there are many .unexplainable · · 
o> < I (• 0' > '• o\ '~ ~" ~ ~· ' ..... .:,, < ., • f I •'" ,. :, ' > > .... ' >, ' j >, f '- ' >, .,' ;. .i I',' II ' I : ,' 
incidents ... .that can only be at.tributed. to such human .failings 
. . . ~ . . . ' .. ' .. ' --~ .. ,.... .. ' . ' . 'l '. ' ' ' . .' . '' . ' -· . ~- ~. ! ''·" ' ' . . ' 
as racial ·distrust .. and religious intolerance •. 
/ i ), t ., ·> ~ ' ·, . '• ' ' '. ',.' 
t ., • ~· 
'-:-' . .,., 
J• . ~ ' 
•·t \ ~:. ~- .. 
~ :~ ,I '. '' •• " 
"'.-. :.~ 
, .. 
I'" ,\ 
::' ',' 
.J. 
,. 
•' ··.· '. 
. ; ·'·· 
••• r, ' 
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CHAPTER IV .. 
. THE OUTBREAK OF HOSTILITIES.~ . 
,f "\ 
!'. '., , : I ,· ~~ ' 
The p~riod foliowing the departure of Father · 
' :• ~: ' , .'. ' I •', ,, • '• ' ~ - ~. '· ) ', : ' ' ·~ • 
Dreuillettes was marked by a lull in the missionary activities 
of., the Fren~h,. but we find an increa~e~ ·a~ti~i ty both in· the·· 
·.·· !;. ,_,:_ ', ,r,.· 1(,' ·: v ' 
English colonies and in Europe which was to completely change·· 
,, .,;, 
the complexion of any further endeavors by the So~iety bf Jesus 
,~,:-· ·~.·>-<':. ' .\ ;., ., 
or other ~atholic group t~ Christianize the Maine Indians. 
'· 
In England the Commonwealth of Cromwell was succeeded 
rest~red ··stuart line in the per~on' ·of Charles II. ·.He 
Y~rf:;. •. , ·, 
was secretly a Catholic sympathizer and had carried on sec~et 
negotiations ~i th France . soon after . his coronation in l660 •. :· 
\' '' ~-' . (' . : -, ; ,'-; ' : ·: ' " ' ) ;" 
Anything which he might have done to make England Catholic ag 
'>.~ /·~ ,',:.<" ·- , ... ~ 
was frust~ated by the so-called "Pop.ish: Plot'' and the res~lt.ant 
. nTest Act". The. sit~ation in England was such that the very .· 
··mention of ~·Catholic' was enough to. :c~tis~ ·a. panic, es·pecially · 
. '.· : ·~ . ' 
·when many Catholics hitherto .unsu~pectkd·. we;ti .discov~red in 
highgovernment places and turned out of the'ir.positions by 
r., \ ' 
"Test Act" mentioned· ·above. 
The succession of that ope'D. CathC>lid'Janies II>did.hot 
1 ' \ 
• !;'-_'~·~~ .. :~~::' ,::t.; '-\\ .. :' . ,.·' ·. .· -;. .. t··~::_; '·' ·•'•.'i .. ·;~> . ,:-~. .·· !\ ... ~· 
·to soothe the popular feeling.· ,He pro~·eeded to place his 
: ·.·r r . -~··. . i 
offlce.after'dispensing with ~he 
, . ., , . :\;S~\. :·" ........ _ .;r . . . \ ,· . ··--': _ . ··.~~-~· ... . 
royal decree. Protestant England could · 
·l~ .. ' <;.'h·'Jl >~1: . I I' . I' ·'.', 
Finally William of Orange was invited to 
'''"!' 
·,; 
·waif ~as' a rel':igious incentive to ·produce as an excuse for any 
j ' ' • ' ~ ,,. " ·i "'{ . ,, , ' ,, . . • ·, ·~ ' depredations ~gainst England •.. The Britons,: on the other hand, 
we.rEtmore :.l:'rcft'estant 'and antf-French· thari ever •. It is in· this 
t '. J, ~" . ' 0' '1 •!_ ' '\ •l' ' : t I ~,,<• " ' " < ,• ' • ! , • • , , • ' I 
· periodi··tha t many ·of the· missionaries 1 whom we· shall' consider, 
!· t ' • : 
came· to New' :France convinced that the·~ '·English were a lawless 
'race ·and', ;wha't. :~as" worse, the greatest' enemies ; to the spread 
'·, :·:. ...~ 1" ·,; · .. ' ;· . ." '·,t ~-· ' ' : 
·of Catholicism.· ., r:•.:·.: .. n ' ') '· 
··The English colonies were also undergoing a transition 1 
' ' 
, . w~~· to have a future effect~·:: In: 1658..:.9 Massachusetts hadlj 
/c'dridtlcted its 'persecutions of the Quakers' ·whom they considered 
' . . : ~~= _:o~~·" s~.eP "llig~er t~n the Ca tho lies • ' Such 'a ~er secution was I 
but'a·s~gn of·the·grow~ng intolerance of the Pur~tans towards 
not ;of' their 'ovm faith. ), .'• .. •' :. ' '· 
The'ye~r 1674 marks the beginning of the series of 
tndian:Wa'rs which were to continue for the next century with 
only:brief·;pauses.·· It was in this year that'the son of 
nKirign Philip, called together his· braves in a grandj 
<attempt to. swe.ep ·the English into the'·sea. ;· The predominant. : 
· < ·"cJtise of 'the''war···was the encroachment·~ ·of.the English <;!)th~· 
I ' • ' 
· ',,·Indian lands.~·, The strife rari for two:- brief· 'years :and ·'came· to 
~ ,, . 
. l:j' i .• • •• • . 
·its 'inevitable. end in the death of Philip. ··The two years w~re 
l 
l 
._. !.sUfficd.ent,'-ho\Vever, to make evidentt~~ horrors tif Indian> t 
,, . . . ' ) . ·, ' " } ' . ·, . . . 'l 
warfare, but''tne. English refused· to ··profit .~~··the':,lesson and I. 
:·continued~. to· pursue their Indian business ih>the 'same vein'' and Y . 
~··; ~·~~. ·,-: ' ' .t 
· wi.:th tb_? .l!m_e ·:un!a.i_._~ __ n._e.s..§. '!hA. ':~.iP..C.i~~u. .... rJ(b·(.J-n wh.ich we_~are. ·~~, .. ~~ ~... I ~Utsol"'~....---:.A;'~~-'¥'.14¢.i P{QtW'lijllii:l'"""'l~..,.,.~~~~U~".f~''lo Nl.l,.,.,l'J'i'~,~~·· ,,,· •. h '4~l.\l'f~ 
. J~~ ; . . :;. . 
See Appendix C. Penhallow, Samuel 1 ·:.~.:.:.W.:::a=-r~=:..:::~~~~~~ 
Indians", p.19 f. 
r 
,. 
~ ', ~ ·. ' : ' ' ' . \ ,., ~.~ . 
(34) 
interested while observing thiS war is 'tlia:t ·1t was a spontalle~---. 
move:i:tieht'.:by·the ·Indians who had not ~·even comJ'·\into contact with I 
Catholic" missionaries~ In'the futur~ bloody·~vents it was 
claimed: by 'the English colonists tha:'t' the Je~uits incfted 'an 
oth.er~U~e ·peaceful ·Indian' nation; but ·it :~ould seem that the 
antagonism was aroused· by the English ·:tliemselves and existed 
prior· to 'any encouragement from the Fathers.· ·I''readily admit 
that-~<they used this. prejudice to advance· the cause of France 
and·· Catholicism; but deny that it wa·s created· :entirely by the 
:· The: war '.·wa's ·no sooner closed' than. we fin~ Massachusett~l 
purcha.sihg ·~ciihe·.in 1678 and losing her Ch~rte_r in l684 ·making· ·~ 
her a' 'CroWn' ·colony until 1692. :These' were stirring days. in the I 
l ,, ,·, • ·.'·; J• ', \ ', 
interval between· the above events, for .Massachusetts was aroused: 
and alarmedby.the'acts of Catholic James' II arid 'greeted the 
accession; of· William of or'ange a~d-·Mary with' h~artfelt · ·. 
enthusiasm.-·: .. " ;.l')· : .• · •·,1- t 
·· Thus:· the:• field was prepared''for th~' next act in the 
struggle of .Ma'ine.' A de~p-rooted Catholic antipathy existed 
both in the . colonies and the mother cbimtry, i:md .. it was 'not. 
allayed> by Louis\'XIV' s prompt adoptiofl'·of·.: the:'.caus~ of 'Jame~: II .I 
" - ' ' \ . ' . . . ' .' •, , . .· '! •. ; : ' •.:•,: .. , ' ,' ~ ' 
The<resultant'war ending inthe".Peace of Ryswick in 1697 merely 
I ' ',: 
' . . . . . . " .-.. " " "". ' . ·, ". ,,~ : '-r~::' ' ' . "' ' ~ decided that William should· be.·. acknowledged as' King of England ~ 
•!! 
·. 
The ill feelinf'persisted. ,:'.< .. 
~'il\ ' 
::: The "wci:r;::·known as King William' s\:War in the colonies, 
i \ ·~'~; 
the beginning of the seventy years stri.t;~ betwe_en the ,. l 
.i:' 
(35) 
'i• I 
! ==+=============7===~==-===================================~,== I French and English with their: I,ndian Allies. Schenectady was 
1j·.'~ ;_'·~.:·"..- ;, ':' c·,·~ -;~··., r··· , ,.: .. 1 •• · • . , ,·, • 
sacked by the· French and' .the English retaliated by laying ·' 
:t ·:· ~·: · ··:4 :L ;_, ..-: ::: -~: . . -t~ ~- .. L ~~~. r: ,.. ,_ t-t ::i. ~,.- .. · ·; ··· ~- • .- \. ·· · r. . · · · · . . · 
seige·to Quebec. Frontenac and Sir William Phipps were the 
{}:~v'!"•.'.'.•:.:;/~~:;~'·C ··:·\.~' i '-~~-i.;:;·:;"T·.f· '·~·· ··;· r-,::::i' ;•) ·~,1 ·~ ' 0 0 0 0' ',} ', d 
J.eading·spirits iri this' hostile' period but;''iri ·spite of ·their 
~~.:'. ~ "\· .::~;~ ·' '(1,'<.1, :" (';~·:·~" ... ~~' "'}: -._ ,·. •!, .'·····:~' ""··. ··' ,' '":' 
efforts, neither could effect'a telling blow. • I ' ' 
~- •• < ' .i"i ' . ' . . '. ...-.:~ ,· ' " : : :: . : ' . ' < ' \ ', ; " . ' 
What were the Catholic ni.issionariesdoing in Maine 
:: -~:~-,~··rt·::":,~~"; ~~-~-Z-f·l:_:". · .. ·t·:·t:·:· t··;_.:•:. r .. ,·., ~-- •1 ,· • , , _·.· , .. \'t ;, 
during such a critical period? ···We find· that they· were 
~:~~·:!.::'': t~·-r~·~··,:' '.,, .· ... ~··-~.. . .'\;'" t,·· ;.~'· '~ .:, . ., 
concentrating their efforts onthe missions.fringing the 
f.!l •:"; /~,-~ .01;:'1 ''::·"!, •l ,~ ,., '"' ,). •/•; t,,' • i' •'· ~ 'I ··~ • 'I ,I , , , •\ 
nortliern 'bo.rde'r. 'of Maine·· with 'occasional· visits 'to the coastal 
~t/ 1 "~·::.~:. .:~~> :_,·;-.·'· .. "', ,, :·~· ·> ,. ,•. : :: 1_ '.·., t' ,·I·: . 
stations. · The 'Mission of St.· Francis de Sales 'was erected on 
,:,"'.", !"', {, ,~, ·~ ;"' ' ~· ~·'t" t ::~., , , I I , •: ,
1 
., 
the Chaudiere and placed in the, capable hands ··or Fathers James 
~;• . .,.," '": ,. '•' ... • .. , (23) . . ., , 
· and Viriceri.t' Bigot, S .J., ' iri 'the year 1683; 'but they ·were not 
;:-r.~:jt~-~ .. ·.r·~'.~ .. ~1:;~. ·;~.··:-;_-·: .. :'.,, .. . . .. < . <. ,· ... 
to remain there long for Pere James was sent,.to the Pellobscot · 
(··.,>+~:- r\; (~-~~-·~:~·:: .. ·\ ~~·! ·>. ", :1 ••. • ·:~.~·":·,. ••• •• ,· •. , :.~ • • •.•• 
·in 1689 and founded the mission' of Pentagoet on ·the oid. site 
gt''tti~ Capuchin··~onastary··destroyed.·in an early'·conflict. 'A~, 
~.-~ritJ~6;th~ 'was ~et~by;:that c6lorful and mysterious figure; ·: 
!']·>:,..,:~-~.,~ ~._;,~ \-, --~',\ ... :'·,,·, ' . f•;· 
who had.married several fimes, it would, seem, ·into' the local 
.· f~~ianftribe ~nd. had grovm' rich in the fur trade •. 
•il .. :::: ,.'~: ·~ 'viri~~ri.t 1 ':8':igot· ;~~t: to the Acadian tribes further nort 
. . 
t;! .-- .... ~"'t'').''·~ .,":.··)! ~- t\'_,~- .. ·'' '_:,··, ... ~: ~/.? •,' '"-, ;- 1••• '·-, ' 
and .. entered upon his work vlith characteristic zeal, while his 
t. ~,f~;-"-1 •:i . .!'r. ·1 't ;_ 1 .; I_\ ,~., ., ' ·., - '.':: ;~ ''"-'.·{'i;' L' ··~. " ;· ' , ~ .. :-' . •·. '· .' ' 
brother James'went to Pehtagoet where he was shortly joined by 
'{~·:·~·;·1 ~'•:\ ' .~'.' :' :f l ' :·• ' "I . "!::;;• .h''' , I, , ,,1 ' 
Father Thury of the Foreign Missiori' band. · Pere James' stayed in; 
:! 
M:aizul ktil, 1699 wh~n he'v·~k~t''to' aid his. brother ih the ~ 
'hi6~:th~~n: miss:Lbn:~. (24)' '· ,' ,. ··:,.•;. ,,.\: . ·":' ~· 
,',• i ·~ 
" ~: .. 
. ' - ~ 
, . •<• . "'"-~~''"'~*·'''''"·"~''i>:l\~'>i:t':•'l'l•(o···l:-'i!M,IW 
Bax:ter, James Phinney,· "Pioneers· of. New France in New ... 
England",p~l7. Per~s;J.ames::and V:t:cen~ Bigot,;:. the former :: 
born . ii). 1644 _,_ died. in·. 1 711.;' the latter b~rn · 164 7, died in 1720. ~.They were the sons of .. Baron Bigot • .. · · · 
Jesuit Relations·· "Let.~er. of· J(., Bigot,,, Oc -~ ~9 ,1699",, ~-. · 
'' ·' :, ' . 1 ., • 1· ~- ;;,_' .-, ' ;" '"·;··r:,'·.·· \ .. '"1\.: '< ,' ••• ~-:: • 
(36) 
l:'- t·~:.<-~~·:··~~~~- ··~~L.r~f.J~ .. ~}"tl ·:~ ,:;'(25)''', ~l·::~r~" ~:: ,i r~' •')'·~: t,' I 
· . . . Father .. Peter Thury VIas completely able to cope .with 
:;:·r-:::.:"~··.:·:c.·t-• .. ,·~::r:~_, .. ~ .. ~ ... ,.~>. · ,·. . ... .":·:. :·.·.: ·~ ... · ~·:}:t·:· .. :.·· 
the situation alone. .He was rewarded by the commendation of. 
:, ·~.,·~.·: ~! .. :· ... ~~ :··1.. t~.··:·: · ... , ·~ · :. ·. ' .: · .. · .· .... .1.\.'·.-1 I_·,,·: ·;.c ·'·. · .. 1 -,~· 
~overnor Frontenac .in 1695 in his dispatches. to the Court and 
,·· "'_:_~r , .-.:-.:·· ~~ r·:.:,,._:~ r,..·~.:-·l··~··· ·!· :~ : ;_ -~ . ... :.': .. :::·:· .L,"; :· ·:> ,. ~-~· .. , 
his zeal was praised as exemplary for the missionaries in 
!I 4·~~·. ;,·· ( ~:}: ;,,_·? • • .' ,,:,~(·'.'~ •• ·,·" ,i, ',;'i'l ,.. ', •' •,\, : .. ,.,.' c 1} 
general:; .. He seems to have been the agent for the distribution 
., :· · ·. :. .:: ,L ~-~" .::. n . ~·:: ·.,-• ,··:. •· ' .. . ,; 1 •·•• i' " \ •• '• .~,:'). · ' .· • 1 .;· 
of French gifts among the Indians and was even wont to take 
·: _/ '•• ,, . ., . . : · .... 
•• 
4 
,t.,', ,-,., .··. " 1.•; ·t,; 
his place as their leader on their war parties. He is the 
', t :.:, :: ' ~· ,'~ : ~'! l' .', I • : '\ ,; • .._ • >, • ' '• ' . ! ' r \ ' 
first militant missionary whom we have met although there had 
~·t· J.. ,:· . . } .. ,., \ ~'; ~-~- "'tJ ',... .. l ·•· 1 '· ·::;·.. ,!.',' ~ ·1. l '•': 
been several in the fields further to the West. Thury was so 
\ j I 
,, ~~-~ ·? \' ,1, \.: i .• •" . i \,i . '-~' i 
successful in his labors that he was made Superior of the 
)":::~· ·: •. . ·>': •. • :.')';::! / ' .. ·' . (26) :.{ : :-:. '• .. .' :· :,, .... ' . 
Foreign Missio~aries in Acadia, May 12, 1698. Not being a 
~',)\•,,. ...... ~ ~.:;";, .j ··~;,;L .~ ... ~~~~.;, :.',~-· ,r. • .. r~.· 1 -~ :. · ~~; ·.,'· ', •. :··~ ::·~ -~· 1:· .• '•'• ' 1' / 
Jesuit, he was freer .to do his own will as he was merely bound 
.::. 'J .·.~":"'·;_~>.:;::.<"-' ~··~-~ l< .~ .,.,, -' ·.;- t·:.~':).' ., ~' : .... :·,, /:.:-
by obedience t,o ~~e Bishop of Que~e~. In his zeal for the 
'' I ~ •I ', ,! 
of France,. he did no~ lose s.~ght of 
•·•• ... , : ,> 
of. souls and we find that he had proposed a huge 
. . . 
{ ,. " 
' .. ·~ \, •, .. 
Christian Indians at Chibouto in 1698 in order 
' '·'" .-
' . ' -~ '. 
that they might be free of the disturbing influence of the 
',. ::;~ ,':,~ ~ ·~ ... ! " y "> I, :: •·' i.'J •; (. 
He was in the middle of this· project ,whe~ he died 
:.• •'' > ''1 } ''I ,. '~ .~>' • \ ~··;-~, r '"·:~ ;.:,·;:~\";_, • 1-
drie to the hardships incurred by the rigors of his work. His 
' _; ' / : :Lo ,o ,' ;'r ·~ ·:·: \ • >I •, I (' ~ (;.: .J' < < < ' 
death in June, l699~.marked the end of a career which was 
·~·,/1'/'' • ~ ;·,_,_-.:' ~,;,(.•,,, ..!.':~f,',~~ 1' :·,:.,,;,,,• ::,J;"/.;'-1 }t~:~·, +~~:~'' 
the times. Pere Thury was a missionary of both 
"· ' ·• .r • 
"i,' '':· ·,,, .. ';, ~ 
State, and he served both in the belief. that they 
(, 
Some writers hold that Father Thury was ; \ 
. ' . '· : . . ,< ., . ,:q' .(~: '; .. ; '!; ~· 
justified ~ leading his neophytes to battl~, but .in ~eality !i 
•,( ;· ... :. ':.. '.i• : ' • ~. ' . ,, . ' <JS. 1~1. .1.1 · . . :; ~ 
he sould have kept his religious objective distinct from his ~. 
! •• '::· • . :c. ;., 'i_;; :i. ' .; " .. " ., . ,l: ·::q· :.·, ·~~-· ;:~:;~. :· .. . ;,:. ' :f 
Baxter, James P., "Pioneers o:t·fi~·Ffa~"<lri'e'*i~if:~···fu'gfL~~drit"'• 
"Thde Rever.end Peter. Thury was a nati v:e of Bayeaux.t FrDance, 
an ·was ordained a member of the seminary at Quebec, ec. 
21fl677. He was a friend of Castine tand through his 1.. ~~ luence wa§ induced to settle ~t Pent~~oet in 1687"1p.3 26) • ~t'1·M~rfi~1t ~ p~9§~er .Marie Celeste. Ca tholJ.~ Indian Miss ems. 
political: .theory. ,/•If .he .went to · •.war ,as ,a qhaplain he ;was ,'·,. 
perfectly jus.tified • ., If he went as B. leader, he was .over~ '''• 
stepping hi.~ :limits .• /: It is impos9ible to · .. de.te~m~ne. :accurately 
just .. ·.what :,position Jhe :held, but there is nq ·doubt that he was: . 
an •• :inciter, and .. the cause of many Indian forays upon ,.the :English 
I (27) ' · 
fron~ier~.,We can•.do·:no more than ,regard·him as we find him -'a 
militant pastor~:· '. ,,',, 
. . 
~.<J '; •,:· · Whil'e··Pere'Thury had labored and died in the Acadian 
mission, the •.two Bigot· brothers had not been idle.' They. had 
been busily· engaged: in. travelling over· ·the ·.present .State·. of 
Maine: working· ze.alously to maintain the spark of faith •which.·. 
had been~ instilled. by Father Dreuillettes. and .the early; . 
·' . . '• 
spiri tual>:crusaders ~·r. It is difficult, to' t~ace ·their journeys 
completely'' :but· we do .know from scattered sources that they • 
labored •on.the·Kenriebec •at the site;of the old'Mission of·. 
Assumption as·.·.well as in· the more northerly posts ·at· St. Franc:isl . 
de .Sales'' Becancourt;· ··and Sillery~' Per.e Vincent was practicallY.. 
in' charge. of. the Sillery station until he was sent in 1704 to · · 
labor::among the Iro'quois thus leaving;the entire· burden upon. 
the· shoulders of his· capable brother~:,·:::· Two! other :Jesuits are 
mentioned .. as·· assisting at Sillery; .Peres Henry Gas sot .and 
Jean.· Vignier~· but they seem ·to have gone' on· to the western · 
'•, t 
:t ~ :,. ;. 
·:: The later ,life. of• .the Bigot··~.~rothe~.s is v:eiled in';an t · 
ilb.accountable '·obscurity • We. take leave. of :,them when Fa the~.:. \ f: . 
. :· ~ 
was· .sent· to France as 11Procureurn ·in ~1691 and Vincent was·~. 
~-~· 
. F:. .~~·~~; . . .:·!. . . . __ .. ·:, .. _· .. :.1· ~. -=+1=--";c-=="""""'=-=-A""""""=~d~=:=----....,.__.. •·ililiillllliliiJIIM•*~••••mlil!lll"l.M•t'*'lltlf1l*ll'~'"'*'~-~{.t"'<>l/'"'~~"Ji~···;.-,-;,r .. · :7};·'l1~ 
See ppen ix D. ·. . ,·;_ · . ·~~'· . ··. ... .. .. · 
"Documentary History: of M.ainen .... '\Baxter Mss ~ ... Yol •. IJ,{,p.4. 
i ,J 
-;1' . ::·,: . 
. •) 
,, 
(38): 
ordered 'tcf 'tlie'.:.western·· missions iil' l704 .l· ·It appears that the'· 
latter::was theLSuperior ~f Canadian miss'ions ·at one time. (2.8~ 
"~ '1~¥ . ··'·'· .<'I ·::/~~:.}. ' r. • .; \ '-' ' ,' _..,_ ' 
:,:- During ·the· Abnakis sojourn of the~ Bigots it is ' 
cofumcnilY,: bel:U~ved! 'that' they,: like':: Pere · Thury;': ac·companied their 
Indian·: converts;: to' ~the' field of battle'.::·. I" was:: unable to find , 
any'pcisitive''proof bn ·this point, but it'· rs:.to be ·surmised that 
' \ ' ' 
they:; did nothing·;. to· 'prevent forays if·'. they'· did: not:. actually; 
'incite'·tnd~'leaa::-them. · .. . \.':··:t ·::.·<.~1 ,. · :: · .•.• ::·:. : . , 
~; · l.'Ther~·'·i~:f·ho· doubt that the· English linked closely and, 
perhaps' :Jilst'ifiably' the presence. of5 the niiss'ionaries with' '· •' 
ensuing< massacre~{~/ The minds of the: Puritans 'were 'so" inflamed 
' ' 
that·'; 'they 'attributed any and every atrobio'Us 'act which was 
·perpetrat'ed~ by> the Indians to the ··instigation· o'f" the 'priests. 
Yt:Cis·· si:O.grilar that ·s·o many historians accept ·the \'acchsa tion 
a's· p~bved:~S:nd.'''dismiss it very lightly. Many times the Indians 
' . 
were:·;:ted" by' French: military officers:·'and.•:1t is possible that 
they were the "Jesuits" so often seen but seldom identified 
even ·:i)y. 'ret ill-ned· ca1)ti ves. ·. I do no't denY that· missionaries 
accompariied' thei: Indians: ori ~the war~path. ···· I'-"venture to· suggest 
:tha:~t the'' humber ·o~ times has been gro·~sly exaggerated 'due, I. • · 
primarilY'i''to~,'the :J>r.ejudice· extant. r:The original)::·reports were 
\ < 
All 'irit'~resting illustration of: the''.times~i~s to be . 
~ ' ' ' 
found·:·'in>'tht:f' 'correspondence between> Vin~en·t:',l3igot" .:and 'a. Captainl 
I ~' , ' '. i~ 
It is evident f:l . 
::f ', ., 
from the t'enor of 'the· following l~~ter~\'da t~~;: September 24,, 
. (39): :~ 
{170b)·:J· •'tna.t:the >priest and soldier had been communicating for 
.. ' . 
some!timel ~:nvincent Bigot of the Society of Jesus to >the .most 
fr.ieridlf person· George· Turfrey ,..:sendeth :greeting: · What· is: the 
matter"~most· friendly·~'Person George ::that now :for a long time we 
liave.!n6t ···reed ·the'-Least line from you' in: answer: to ours?" •' He 
goes:0on'tO•protest'in· a:~quiet way··the placing of a :protestant· 1 
. . .' > : '· (29) 
ministeroamong-'the 'Abnakis by the:·Earl·or ·Bellemont ·(Labore). 
This letter ,,would•) seem to connote. that •some friendly. relations 1 
existed between. English and French: im· spite of(.war. · .· . '.·1 · j 
",The.·> answer. to this epistle is•. an· example· of the hatred~· 
which•' existed ::among those English: who did'. not· have personal· ·: · 
contact>,with:;the Jesuits~ It· is. an unsigned note but the.· ... ·. 
initials::W .-s ~- affixed· make it ·appear. most probable that 
William Stoughton:,. Lieutenant-Governor .. of Massachusetts,. wrote:. 
·, He replies: 
"Letter··to Vincent a Bigot, Boston:, April 10, .1701. 
',•;:· ........ 
'.·' 
~~:e:: .. tThat.;you may: not always complaini of,·.not being. answered, .. 
these:,are~.to:':let "you know that I have•.~seen what you writt to 
·, ' . 
Captaih' George :Turfrey, commander of;_:our· garrison:::.at qaco, ·dat 
25th·:oft_:·september.~last. •.And· I can .gi~e you ho thanks For your· 
'•"i· i' ;}, ,··.J. 
over~ Officiousness in, endeavoring to ·proselyte. the: Subj ect~::of 
my·I':Master the King:: of. Great Britain, t~i:your. idol~tries • .;. 
(4o): 
which'i extends ·not to our Indians j ' • ~··. 
r ·r::strictly Command and Require you to withdraw your self' 
out of' the·.:King~··of .. England' s jurisdiction, 'where you now are 
and'.''that:'.you: ·cease from>leavening' the Indians with your 
pernicious; principle and practices." Do you pro_vide for your 
owri.! safety~~·~~·: by speedily ·betaking yourself to Quebec or Paris 
or Rome or where you please out of' this jurisdiction." (30) 
The above shows that "good George" evidently became 
alarmed at the. possibility of his being discovered in communica 
tion with a Jesuit and consequently turned over the letters be 
'. 
had received to the proper authorities. The letter cited also 
shows that there could be no reconciliation until the Jesuits 
were completely driven from the forests of Maine. 
If the Treaty of Ryswick in 1697 had dealt intelligent-
ly with the Acadi~n situation, it is mos·t probable that many 
of the future terrif'ying scenes would have been avoided. 
Article VIII of the Treaty made an eff'ort to determine the 
boundaries between the French and English possessions in Maine 
by stating that "immediately after the ratification of' the 
treaty (commissioners) be invested with sufficient authority 
for settling the limits and confines of thelands to be restor 
', ·. (31) 
on either side." It is most likely that both sides feared to 
have a survey ' . . .. I of the region made for their c_laims ,were none, , too -~ 
strong and it was a question as to which wotild receive the 1 
'~ 
greater portion of. the debatable territory.. Thus a question f . 
·~· 
which could have been discussed at least was.· settled by the 
_, - '> : .. ~~ .. 
-+-~-.---====-"""---=====----..,..-lill'l,..,."1«~,.,._,_.it wj'u$tll., •.. ~.;·,~~·:t·ti,rtM~\'.:"~-"' .· ... , -~-::.~ 
30). "Documentary History of Mine Historical,i:Societyn Baxter Mss. 
OccasJ.on was the receptJ.on of a fr~endly .. letter fro~ F'ather 
Vincent Bigot to an English friend (Caotain Turfrey). It 
rails on at length and is signed nw.s.tr·~{Lt.-Gov. William 
Stoughton?). Voi.9,p.l09810 also "Catholic Missions in Ma;I,Be" 
.. 31) •ifl~a~He~~p.8a~ter Marie Celeste; ncathofic Indian Miss~6HS'· 
(41)' 
primitive method of fire and sword to the detriment of both the! 
(,' \ :, : '· '~) 
'' 
French and the English. 
The>.Treaty·,of ·Ryswick brought to ... an.:.end another.· phase 
of CathoTic·.·missionary:. work in Maine. cThe ,next' quarter of a 
century: will:' prove • more interesting. · .·.·Fori. it we have more · 
definite· material': than. we have· for the preceding· period.· 
., :~\ i ;., ··~ ·. 
;', 
' ' 
!.·', 
\ ·~ 
,j, •I'' 
,,,_,· :' 
;·.· 
·'. 
,'f '., 
::;' 
.. ,;, 
•''• 
. ,,·, 
CHAPTER V. ·. 
· . · SEBASTIEN RALE. 
:.~· .. , ~-:. ·-~·-"·.~;- .. t~r:. f: ;_·-; ~. · ·· · : .. , , ..... ·. · ; --. \ .. · .. 
In 1689 a vessel sailed from Rochelle, France, bearing 
'.~ !'.!, f, t.~ftl>" (•, ;~;"·I !'~ ,-J • \~ j • > r'• ·' ,. ,l. ' 
two men whose future lives were to be closely bound up with the 
;r .. ;"_t"'~;:\n, .:.~ . ... ·.:·· :; .. ·. ~· ·. .. ·.:~·· ·:·, .1.'. 
dark and bloody days to come. One was Louis de Buade, Count de 
~·r!~.t 1.\r'.> ·:.... . .··.: ·i: .-·~·· 
Paluan et de Frontenac, returning after an absence of seven 
years to the Governorship of New France and locked in the mind 
·.~r'i~"4,,,;~ Yn:, '·;.r· ·.-::~.::,~::~ ,.; 
martial spirit was the burning desire to win North 
~ r. ' 
,!. ' 
"'1, 
for the Lillies of France by dri~ing,with fire and sword, 
' .. II 
the English from their coastal position. The other was Pere 
'.} :. :: .•. f:.: ;;:·} -:'· . . ' . :: ' ( 32) i ',· ,· . ' . . . !, ,:, 
Sebastien Rale of the Society of Jesus, a learned college 
~ 'J,:; ~~. l ,\ I 1 •, ,·, ~ 
professor who had left his classes in answer to the call for 
c' ' 
'i '•' 
His mind was not concerned with terrible thought 
. '1 ~ .. ' t ,, ' '~' ··,· ~ '. > • 
of war. Rather his thoughts were of a spiritual peace which he 
'' .. 
> I ·.; ~~ > I 
He thought of a conquest for 
!\f~·. ~: .. L .,_: ·~ · 
heaven.rather than one for material gain. Ironically, he was 
(',; y ,,, • •• ''' . 
become embroiled in the plans of Frontenac and his name was 
r.~. . ~ . ~ ·: ... ,._ , l • ~ • • 
be linked with the most ferocious deeds that the mind of 
can conceive. 
\. ,·. 
Arriving in Quebec on October 13, 1689, both men lost 
time in setting about their separate purposes •. We leave the 
.. 
··'· 
Count de Frontenac here yet his name will constantly crop 
" ·.~, . .l . ,, ~. ''· . . ' ·~' . ', . 
We shall follow the career of the 
it was to have upon 
political life in the future. 
:£~ \ t-.: ·~ ·• { -~ ; ,. ';, 
...a-+-~----------......------.... ~~~*'"~'·''<'''''"~"'"''· ~' ,. i' ,.~ 32) •.. < Pere Sebastien was a native of Franche Comte, France, and 
was born in the year 1657 on January28th. He entered the · 
Society of Jesus, September 24, 1675, and became an ins,truc'b:r 
of Greek at the College of Nismes·. . <~:~l 
'!• 'fi"';' 
I 
Pere .Rale was fir.st sent to the missions on the st. 
:t~. 1,\~~-·· ) .. 1• .• ' .• > -~" ~. ,,., : .. :, 
Lawrence to learn the Abnakis language and to profit by the 
,\,, .: 1 ·, '~ '1 !'? .... ~ ' ; • ' ' • ' . ,I : • .' • : ' 
instructions and observations of the older men, who had,already 
L :,/<q.r tf. ~ 1,_.:: t . , . I· ~ . , , . . . 
given a large part of their lives to missionary work. It is 
·,>('~::.1}{~:t<.:!,1.),:~~ ... ~' '. \., L 't ',;,;,..!-,,.'• ,• '!, 'i 1 H· • •• ·:·~'' 
0 
' _',.,:,',•: 
0 
quite probable that among his tutors in the rudiments of 
~· :;· ,·..,l.J .. l'~· .. ,; J ~·:\::' ·.~:-~-.-~.·~,/:':~--- :. ',:: ', ~~;.·"> -... -~:- i •• ! .:.'. ·: :1 ,·; -~ ~~ 
missionary life were the Bigot brothers, Jacques and Vincent. 
:·~ 2\t~t~:t~~' i,. ," "' ' ·,.'t ' ) ' ' ' '. 
Here he first became acquainted with those Abnakis Indians who 
'·)' ,· ' ' . ' 
,,,. :-· ,t._' •. ,\ ' l .·.J : t' 
were· trying to escape the English ,encroachment.s. 
i·~t"~~~~~~\7\~:.;.,~_.::) 't'\J i:-:~- '• ::;., :."' .:~. ' ,{:•,.j ·. J_ --~ . .. '. J 
Rale was not sent immediately to the Abnakis but was 
. ·. J'. i_; .", .... : '•,_; ;· 
West to labor among the Illinois. 
-~~: ~: ~..1 Y~ . .!•- " •. • • . • , ~; L," ., . 
In this school of 
hard experience he put into practice the theories which he had 
: t~~~\i. ].n:~.:~~.·:·~.~-~ ... :. :.~ ~ . i.. .., :: ·•· .. r~·:: · : ... ,. . 
imbibed .while .at Sillery and St. Francis. The hardships of the 
'n~,--~1,;:~:'.{, .:r:.~~-~-'/ ,¥ ~· ·:..···;, ,__.·.:. ' ... r' ' .• , < ' "" •:,·l·!. ~.:.·: . ,\ '· . ·~.-:.·:: ~· ' ' 
trail developed his body- a body which.was to endure much . 
.J~;r_,:;·;il.£K~-·~···-· .-~·:.·:·· .r.",:.:; ·;.::;.' ': .. :. <:··· .;:.!~ ... ; ' :.•.'.\•',· ·, ·w -;',~.':. 
before he fell beneath an English volley. Contact with the 
,~~~XX; Lt: .. ::~ ~·;:. 'v ... : .:, : J.'.'. '·. (~ ~... ' ,:'·, : · '··'· 
Indians inc.reased his zeal for spiritual conversion and death 
.::-/t~ .. !~/ lf,1 ~~~.{; . : '\ . : . . . . . 
alone· quenched it. Thus we find him strong in mind and body 
~ I , , , , , ' ' • ~ f ,'<, r 1 \ ' , I ' "~ , ' 1 ·, ,•, ·, 
was ordered to the post which was to be his home. 
: .. ~. 1 ':1. '·,I ;,~ '• : •,\ f· ! ' ! , , ' ' ·'>.~-, ·~ 
The old Mission of Assumption, founded by Pere 
··L ~ · ·. · ~~ .... \ · " ·. -~ ~ ·:· ·', ;\r.· , "' ·:: · ; · 
Dreuillettes a half century before, had not known the voice of. 
. f-~-~-.>~_·. , ·~ . ... :· ... ?'C\·::: ~ ·': , • , f,; ·. ·~ 
a permanent pastor since his. departure. It is true that the 
~).:£:~·~~"~~ J ·\:_,,:~::.:_ ·:>:;., x .. :· .· . _ .. ~· ·~;r~:~ .. ,;\··~ . ~- t-.\.. . -·:·._· .,1,-' •.. 
Bigot brothers and other missionaries had occasionally 
;~-~ .. ') f~. ·{~: -~ -~- ':·. ·::· . ;- -~ :· :: ;_-·, -~"' ._. ·t; t)-~=:~· '·:~! >, ; ., ~~ ~ . "· l ·• • • . • t· -~ '·;' 
ministered to the. spiritual, wants of the Abnakis but the Indians: 
•:·v·'<'.' ·.· , ·;-;••r1:,, .J' · · · l.; ·~ ' ~ 
, · were not satisfied with any temporary arrangement and had . ; . K. 
··J"-"'-~rit.\•:;·~,~ _.; • : i,-.. ,•,.' \ .. ,~:' 1 {i ~ '··, ., . j·,:·, ~,~·,;; ;,,; ,--,!~:.~:_ '. , i·~ .~\~~t:i~~~~l~ ,~~::~:ioned · f~r ~~~~.;r~,~s~. ~~:·~hei~. own e:~n ',~s F~'~her j · 
Dreuillettes had be~n. Due to the fear of the Jesuit Superior 1 . 
l\f,~ ;_~}\~·'. •t<~.~··}: ,, ('~ \~,' I ·, ·",1 1'' ,,' • ~' •: ft'~ ~ .. 0 ~ If"; ( < ::.:: , , •" ,.;'::"·' ·.t ':, 
that the sending of a · priest would help arouse .the ... · : .. 
.....,......,....., __ ......,......,======;;...,.===""=----OIIilllliilllbllll..,_,~~~~.;i:."r~-.•."*·~~~1:-~\~f."J'!I' \.,;~.<tN:":~t~~-~~~~:r..·~·l.·:.,·~ll:K·.tjf~1 
'',' : ' 
' ,,. ,' 
(44) 
. ' 
,t ·, ~ \ I 
' I 
English against t}le, savages and result 1~ a .. severe loss of life, :. :,. ,. . . . , .. I . 
it was not until 1693 that their prayer .. was answered • 
.,·,·.~;l',{:> \ . .,, :~. ~ ... ~ .... :·:·), ' '' ,.·.~. 
Then, ,~oo '· the time was in t,he mi~st of "King William's 
' (, ' \ ' o. 'f·~ !• '• 
War" yet in no account do we find.mention of Father Rale 
','! -~~ ~ ,f~ :.,, ' •·., '1, .!·'·· I 1 ' • '• ,' 
parti~ipating,in any of the military: events occurring about. him., 
,··,~· .•. :·· k' X'.•:,.;· .. :·~ i'•, ~~· ••. <,,ltf:·:. . :· :· . . .· t ' ,; I ., • ' 
Very likely he piunged into the ti-emendou~ .. ~ask of rebuilding 
l :;•: ), ,i', {';/ ~::. , ' : J~; ,; •I ' ., ; : ' 
' -
the Mission of Assumption in an endeavor to res.tore -it tq the 
,, : "··. -~~.~~ · .. ~·:":'.'.'' .... \ . . . ·,. ·.. . 
prominent position which it held under its. founder. It seems 
r.··:~ r~., ~ ·.~.-~ ~:, ·.; ··, · . . .. \. . · 
probable also that he. was assisted by other priests from time 
,·, ~: ~.'· ,. ," .. ~. ··~· :~~ ·~~· (~·. .. " ',,' '·.' . . . ' ' ;; ' 
to time but especially by Pere Vincent Bigot .before. he left for 
.~ l~. ·,:;·.S :f(:•;,.,,,,;·~·· .... ··. . ' I 
the West. · ~ English engineer surveying Maine J:'.ivers .mentions· 
._' c~\:··;t31.~·;:\;.E(\J• ~: •. ;;·, •' ' /· 
two priests stationed on the Kennebec in the following· words: 
(.), \ ·;; .~', 
"They have two Jesuits in each fort which do grea~_hurt to the 
' 1:)'_~~ . ' ' 
King's interest and that of the public because they instil .into. 
-~:.-~\ ~~·C.if':~:.· .. 
these people an aversion and hatred for his Majesty and his 
; :·. ( ·,; ,', '(33) . 
Subjects. n .. · . 
'' .. · 'l.', 
j _ll .,., '•- -~ 
•. :·' 
''' The first affair of prominence with which we find the 
' I. I ~ ' • 
.·. \: 
name of Rale connected is the conference at Casco, June 20, 
•' tl' 
11703; between Gove;nor Dudley of Massachusetts and the Indiai?-.s 
of Eastern Maine. After the usual ce~~mon~e,~, they c~e to the l 
c;.··, 
' ' 
point at question namely, the prevention of all Indian. 
', ' ' ' ·, 
• J, ·.'.' • ,, ' • : ~:. ' • 
~ !i 
~ 
hostilities illi~the event that the war which was now raging in 
"~+' ,~· ~-'' .,:,;1·\~:-~:<""-,·: .·-~~;~ •'. 
Europewould eventually spread to North.America. Rale was 
1:' 
present with.hii neophytes. He conversed with the Governor and :i 
' -::·. l~:t_.:<.~.-:' .: ') ·, -~"-~:~:,,;. __ : ' ' "·:.:·~ l.: ~~ 
when asked to withold the savages in theeve~t of hostiliti.es. !' 
' ,, •' ' ' . ,,.,' t ~: .·;~ ;. ~-~- ;i. ,'-'' ,. ,. . . '-~•:.' ' ' ~-. 
he declared that. by his religion and character he should give ~ 
.. ~:: . .:· . . .. . , . . .. •', . ; ,; ,' ,:' ·•'''l'ii.~~~"M''i~;~~/!t!i.:{•;,~t~\\fi;~~~ .. ·:.(iil'~~~ 
33}';." ·Documentary' History of Maine (Baxter Mas~ ·. ,. . · . . l 
.of Col Wolfgang William Romer j His Majesties Chief 
to the Earl o:t: Bellemont", April 11,1700. Vol.X, 
~ ' ;.·.' ) \. '' 
(45)' 
th.em·.only .. counsels of peace. ·:!.~ ... ;._ 
r· 1 .:liter ,several days of .. debate.the conference broke up 
~1. th poth. English .. and ,.;French sa t_is~ied that the Indians were 
all:-ied with ~h~due to the Redman's .custom of lieing to both 
w,ith,an ·e_quanimity born of long practice. It would seem that 
the French had more cause for rejo~cing if .. the events which 
; ' : ''1- " I ; ~~~ ~. j. I ; 
. . •.. , SiX: wee~s ,later, the c.ountry was in the throes of 
. .r. (.,_ . ·.. .. • .;. .. ~ . , .~ , '· · . t • ~ ;· ·: \ 
az:~~~7r::border. \\far, ~l:dch sprea~, .r.ro~ Casco to Wells and .left j 
i~.: .• ~7?i,:~b~~ ~~r~.w~erever it ~.t~~~~· ·:.A con~emporary describes l 
ii;; as ~allows: "As the milk white brows of the grave and 
':.) :..,l :;,. •, • I ,<" '\,l {" l,J < ,: < ~,I > \ 
ancient had no respect shown, so neither had the mournful cries 
.:·;· .. : ... \.: .:~ ~;·;··;:: .. · ',:.''' .',: \ .... :.·.... ·.. .' .. ·' ~.~ ; . ': ~-.~· ' ... ·,· 
of tender infants the least pity; for they triumphed at their 
(:·-~'.'l..~.tr· .• {~"' •· ... -:·~~:· ... ',).·~ . '." .. ,
D1~~ery,,and,applau~ed such as the skilful artists, whowere mos 
•·"··· c.,.. . 
~ex~erous .in contriving the greatest tortures; which was enough 
'.,_;,~,;,·.,,'\•~,! \'·• ~ .~:, ,,'>, ,) .. c~,,~~ ;, : ... ~·· ' ' ' 
to. turn the most,stoical apathy into streams of mournful 
~~pa~~Y:~nd compassi~n.n <34) . 
'.. ''". . '.".' ' 
;.: r· :~ · .. In ·retaliation,, an· expedition.was sent in the. winter 
of 1705 to Norridge\Vock and,; finding· .. it abandoned, they 
destroyed it by. fire and completely_demolished·the chapel which 
Father Rale had erected.·· 'This act of:·. yengeance must have 
·::fJ 
destroyed,any feeling.of:cooperation w;th the English that Pere 
Rale might have experienced .for he would rather have suffered !; 
himself .. than have :the fruits of, his labors thus ruined .•. His t. ~ 
tl 
mission, was ,the. very· essence of his life as ·We find, in reading ~· 
~ ~ 
his·letter·to his;nephew~ 11 Iihave built a church which is.neat · 
-+--------==---. _______ ...,._~. , ... -'~''"'""' ro~··.'·'lll-ll<l.•'"·'"''' 
< . \ ' > • ,. •• • /' t ' ' ~ ' • •• 1 " 
Penhallow,· Samuel, 11 History'·'of the Wars 
with the Eastern Indians",: p.l6. · 
•. 
'. 
England 
(46) ' 
-=+=====-=-----=====---==================-=-================~~~== 
anci .. v:_~ry or.I1ame~tal. ,; .. I thought .. no~hing .0.1lght to be spared l 
n~it~~~ for .itsl.~ecoration, .. no~. ::for •.the ornaments which are l 
used. 0at,,,_o1J,r, , holy .. c.er~monies; ve.stments, . chasubles, copes, j. 
Slicr~d :·:Y.e:s~;:t.s, everything appropriate'· and would be so esteeme 
Chur.ches of' Europe." .(35?;~· .. · : ... . . . .: 
Greater even than his affection for his ':place of ·.· · 
worshfp'was ,.the. joy he felt in the spiritual progress of.'his 
parishioners •. In.:the.·same letter he states: ·"I<have .. formed a· 
little!Brotherhood .. ·of about forty savages' who assist at divirie 
services;"; in ::their ·Cassocks and surplices; each has his duty, 
so many to:ass:l.st at··'the holy Sacrifices of .the Mass·, and to· 
' . . 
ctian't :·tlie· ;divine· Off' ice . for the Consecration· of tlle Holy . 
Sacrament_,·; 'arid Tor 1the ··processions which they make with a great 
crowd''!of Savages, who often come from a long distance to attend 
theni~.:v:Yoti:wou+d be-edified at the good order which they keep, 
. . . ' (36) 
and: ... the piety;which they :·show." .• He ·also tells how he . · .· 
discovered ·:a proces~: of :making wax. candles from .the bayberry 
tree, :•and~howrthey .enhance.the beauty.of his beloved.chapel~ 
.. ., ·;.;;·.•, .. His ·daily :routine is given :.in this letter and it forms 
interesting s.tudy of. the :man. Upon ·arising he sa:iA his Mass 
before the.·assembled villagers·and delivered:a short sermon :to 
.devotions, he held his catechism classes ~~ 
: . . . ~ 
answered questions pertaining to r~ligion. The morning •• .~. · 
.,. 
. .· . •• ·, t 
spent iri:':thi's manner·~·-~·: At noon he. visited the .::.sick and .those 
,. ' \ 
< • :' ' ' • • ', ' • ' ' • ·~ ;j 
were :lax in their worship.· If: there was any· tribcll business: 
,. . ·, . . ', .,, ' '\' ·t 
his· opinion· requ~sted·~. · 'His .;:remark. is f. 
Letter from Pere Rale to his nephew, Oct. 15,1722. 
Baxter a ~Cl,mes PhinneJ:,:. -"Pione~rs ,of New France in New.· 
. Engla~ • p .139~40. " ·:: . · c · . ·,;*f. . 
·· Bax:eer .3 James Phinney, ~"Pioneers of New France in New 
Englanu n, p. 140 • . . . , <•:~ 
., 
·significant: :'·"MY. advice .always fixes their· resolutions. n 
(37) 
Besides .. these;·duties: he. found·.time1 to say his Office and to 
carry:-;on.·his study·of. thelanguage.'.in preparation, for the 
dictionary.~he,· was compi~ing • ; In; such a bu,sy life he came to 
know,\the:Indian :as few .other white men had the '·opportunity of 
doing'.:and as he:. was converting. them ;tt:·is ,possible. that·:sub-
consciously, they: .were changing him, :to·. some of , their .. views , · 
upont~warfar(i. and.:its attendant. horrors. This. would seem. to be. 
the,::qnly explanatio~· to offer for the. massacres ~hich he might 
have):~'Qeen,abl.e,to.~t()p~; .. '~'~ ,·:,. , ..
.. e.:,•. In:l.7Q3, .. the,.Marquis de .. :Vau4rieuil .was. made Governor 
. of New Franqe, _and it:·is.' to his ,scheming that the. majority :of· 
~he, ~epredations·.·cornmitted .bY the. Indians can be, traced. He. 
', .. . . . :· 
had .. pe~n,sent to wage the war begun in Europe, and until he .. 
"-1~'~'~''\f« .. •'<•J,,,,;,,,,,! »Y~' ~·~ ,!>• ,, l>" >',', •.,,, > ,_.'.,,,,,,,.., > '' ••J > 
~elin~U!.s)le~ ~h~·:, ~overnorship in 1725.he devoted all his 
energies\:to.the destruction of,. those_English colonies which·he 
9laimed:::were .. ~·upop. French· territory.:.· :He was ,in. close -.contact···\,. 
with: Father Rale. .. As the. priest was receiving a salary, from. 
the\,Crown:,·;,it is;,,only natural that the Governor considered .him·· 
a 7publicservant.and Rale, ~whether het;.liked it or not,.:was 
compelled to :follow: the instr.uctions received.. Most of.. these 
:had:: reference. to ,the maintenance of .. the. Indians.' allegiance to 
.the ·French King. 
February 28, 1704marked.the-most terrifying,~of the \ :~: 
massacres in the town of Deerfield.:. Here. many English were:; . r 
' ' . , .. . . . . . ' . •.. . .. " ' ··.' !~ ' 
and taken captive. ,A.certain :Major Benjamin Church.'': 
. '", ~ .: ' i- • ~ : ' ~· ' 
... eu Ill I lili.Ui! !t'tlllliMJI*IIII'~tilll>'l'-~<\\0V•~~q~rl"(n;,,,.:;•,J..;>;\\~~~~;W,.; ~.:, 
,. 1 .,.,,.;:, \ 
.... Baxter,· James P ~·; "Pioneer~ \·:of 
"Rale's Letter to his Nephewn·, 
was· so;\aroused '.by.· tlie event that. hel.:organized a company·. and. set 
out in:questfor~vengeance. He ·sacked Castine:and Port Royal 
'and returned to Boston ·satisfied···that Deerf.ield· was: avenged. 
· ;.·.The .... next::·five years were marked by constant border 
w~rfarel·in.:which neither side could· claim any .definite : · .·:>· 
'advant'age.: iA~>last· in 1710, Port Royal ·was taken .by the .·· ':: ·: 
English~. :.< .The>,fortunes .of. war were with them as in Europe where 
Marlborough wa·s· .driving the French .before him after the . battles 
'of. Blenheim and .Malplaquet. · Thus when the Trea'ty of Utrecht 
was lsigned'·in ·1713~: •England .received alJ:. of. Nova Sc'otia as 
·weti. as ··other 'territories in. various ···sections of. -the world. 
, . 
r• The clause·' dealing with the··cessi'on ·•of :rAcadia: in· the 
:Treaty of· Utrecht>iS' as :rollovrs: :·: "All· of Nova~ Scotia" or· Acadia, 
. . , .. . . ·· . · .. h . .. . r < 3a) . II 
·comprised in ~··ancient limits; as.~ also· ·t e ci-ty:• o · Port RoyaJ!!·I 
The.: "ancient: limitsn.'·referred to,: were the root of all the :: 
trouble :to· ·come· fo:r: \England claimed·:that the 1Kennebec was :the 
·southern boundary .. while·· the French·.were equally insistant that. 
the· :st·. Croix W:as·,the ·l:imit intended. It was just as· impossible: 
' 
;to \solve·~;this· controversy riow. as it liad ·been after the Peace of 
Ryswick in'. 1697~ :The dispute gave Father Rale an, opportunity 
to claim that he ·was still ·on French ~·soil and he determined to 
,• ' 'I 
··' 
re'main· after ·receiving -the tacit'•:permission of Governor 
~·vaudreu11.·· .: ,: ... 
Goldthwait~, Reuben, 
' >; 
enctciB.d:binents from: the. south. Father' Raie· ,.encouraged them in 
. . 
r..·~·· ··-~·: ~ c.=· ~k· ' 
this··attitude;· fearful that he might be supplanted by a 
Protestant·Lminister.>·: That his fears werer· well gr:ounded 'was 
dieal!ii:·p~'dv~zi when/ on' prepariy{g to 'rebuild h:i.s chapel 
... _~',"'·'~' ·~·\· :1 . -~' ~ '' ·:·· . ',' "' '•.'· ·"'~ . . ' ' destroyed'in'the war, Governor Dudley in Boston offered to're-
b~iid it' i:i;'Rale were sent away. They refused to do :so· and 
•, ··~ ·. :. ';·!"':···.·., ;<,;}·. :', .; -~ ~: - -~~~ .... . '' . ' : .. , ·. . 
they no more 'intended' 'to keep this treaty· them they did any of .. i 
t.hos~: p~e;i6usii'\na.'<i9.~ .. Raie' s. letter to dovern~:r·· v~udreui:l,:. 
J.er't~inly, rdoes .~ti~t :·be~f·. out the fact· that tlie' Indians int€mded I 
to ~:fve~ th'ei~l~ds.;to :·the English, but rather they ''consented 
th~t it sliou'Id.' ~be open.<t~ all ·for hunting~ Once again we :·have 
th~ 1 'dup~'icity'of:·th.e' .. sa~age who probably promised ali.the EngJ±h~ 
cla:i.med,they ·did.and.then.reported an entirely different versioJ 
tO 'th9''.:f~sUits' 1ri O~der that they might not \,rrend the man whom I 
they held' in such high esteem. 
. x.>. 
The agreement of Portsmouth opened 'the country to .· 
' ... 
settlers and they were soon pouring into the'disputed territory 
at a rate alarming to Father Rale. The;~Indians viewed the ·'· 
.i 
situation with growing apprehension and.at last it was felt 
'·. ,., ' . . ¥ 
·• nec~~s,ary to caii another conference. · Governor Samuel Shute, l; .· 
. ,~'· ·,· <·,, ' 7 
who had succeeded Dudley in 1716, did so •. The plac·e chosen was :'1 . ' 
~' ', . . :; ... \ ' \ 
....... ,.._ _____ """"= __ .......,=====----1111!1'~~--~~~~-·>.i~f·•.;;,, ,;!'i•V.\~ 
· ·. · .·.··. . ·· ··MY . . ~ · · · 
.h 
.. ·\ \,,··.r.l.l: ... ~J. 
1\ .~ " • ··, 
',. '.~f .. 
IIi 
.. , ' (50) 
: ',: -~. ' 1 . ' ' 
' J.' 
Arrowsick at the mouth of the Kennebec, and the date was fixed 
at August 9th. 
.- ,., l Governor Shute seems to have been very tactless in hisl 
dealings and he' 'only succeeded in offending the· Indians both by,' 
attempting to force a'miQ.ister upon them and by telling them 
that; .. the :land wasl no.t· :theirs but belonged to the King of:· 
'England. : The·:-spokesmen for ·the Indians desired peace and so 
(they:;were: forced" to :accept whatever terms the Governor: offered. 
Doubtless': they made their mental reservations in' the maattter •..... ~ 
The conference marked·.the~ end of any attempt ~ 
reconciliation.'::·; The, Indians realized that: they would :have to ' II 
11 f .. ight>:for their.lands·~· Bale, incensed at· the attempt to corrupt 
I 
proteges,. :;~greed to·resist and asked Vaudreuil : 
for/aid ... , He seems to have promised. the aid ·but nothing could 
be done, openlT by the French in a time of apparent peace. .~ :'. 
~. The attitude of the colonies~ of New England ·towards :,· , 
Ralehad·beenbitter before.: Now :it burst into an open 
flame. of·. fury which found its outlet:: only in the final 
destruction or; Norridgewock and :the .d'eath of the Jesuit.· . 
.' . 
>' :1 ; ~~ 'J:i'. ~ 
. ~ ~ . 
. . •.,' 
,'.:.' .. '<':•. 
"'{ ·,.~>.~ ' : . 
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After .the. conference at Arrowsick, Governor, Shute left 
;, '•,' ' '. •• • • • • ;.• .•• ' ! 
a ,minister .at .. Georgetown despite the r.efusal of the. Indians to 
~··:··· ,), '•",'· .... ''"' ., ~ •'1•· '... . ~\ '· "' ~ ' ' . • ' . • ' 
accep~ .him. as. their pastor. .This minister, the .Rev. Joseph .. 
, '!, •,,, •. \< \ ~ , , , ,. , , ,I, ,t •I . ' ' . ., ~ , , ,• ' ' ': , '." •' ; • • ' ' ' ' ' 
B~~~e:r_, ~~ntere.~. ~in~o. correspor1de~c.~ 'IYi th Fa.ther Rale_ and, .. for 
convenience, .. it. was . carried on in, the .La tin tongue. . While 
t ;. •, 1 ~;' •• •,' ,, •; 1 '"' , , , ".,• '•, , ·• , • , •• : • ,~· j, '• , I ' ·• 
' . 
unimportan:t his~orically, .it presents, a!ld interesting side~. 
::·· ~. ,• ~' \~ " \,, • ' 1. ' .. , ' . . ·, .· .. ' ' . ; ': -~ ' •.• · . \ .' •' ' ' ' 
light,,pf. the, bitter animosity and ,jealousy that ,existed between 
.... ~ • ,' : " \' "' lJ • ( • ". • I • ..·. " • ' : ·; ;,. • ',,, ; ••• ' ' '' '• • • + • ( t ! I, . ' I ·, 
P~otestant. and. Catholic •. The situation. would have .. been . 
A'"~; ,. + .,, ,· ; , ' , ·,. ! 
\ 
l~~~.~ron:_s ·had. it ;no~ ~een for the unde,rlying motives. 
The intercommunication .seems to have .been inaugurated 
"' · f, • , : , , 0 I I .o I : 
by .Father. ,Rale. who .accused the minister of deceit in his state-
.... 1,:,.H \.. . .f ·, ... ' '""'' f''~ I,;,,, '1 '1 i, • ,• . l > ' •, , ' 1 " • ', ' ' , ' 
ment~ .. ,to. the ,Indians.. In referring to . this correspondence in a 
l '1•' .•• , t,,' ' '··· • '·' f. ' .. l· '•' ' .• ' '... ' •. '· j l ' • . ' .· 
./ j i\ \ ~ 
let~er 1t:o his. nephew, .the. Jesuit says: ."I believ~. it my duty to. 
,_. ~ ~. ,> •' ··,/, • ~ ~~ I ' " .,, . I •' ' ._ ' ' . ' ' ',' <1, , " ' ' I ' ' 
oppose. these first. seeds of seduction; .I. wrote a civil letter ., 
' , .,, \-J>., \<'-'')' •' c,_, '• o,•l, •• ' ' ,,]• "o, '' I •' '•,.' 
to ... the minister; wherein I pointed out .to him that Christians 
' / :: :. i ' " ., ,'._ • •' '• . ~ ' •:' • ~ {, 1! ,;:; I.,' , 1 \ 1 , , " ' • ' .;:> ' 1 1 • \ ~ ' 
knew how "to believe .the truths which··.the Catholic Faith .teaches 
' ~,··~· .. ~_..,,;,\ ...... , .. •' :_ 1·,,.· .. ·~.. ' .,:~, ... ,.. ';- ' , 
but. knew not .how to dispute about them;)that not being skilfUl 
•• ~ ~· '"' · ' ' ' ' ". ' '• .;. ' ' • 'v • ~ '• ' •' '• '' " 1 '' , 
enough .. to, solve the difficulties whicl:J.-, he proposed, .he .had .... 
. . .. . .. ' ., .·· . ' :·; . . . ' ... , :; .. . •. . (39) ' 
.. apparently the. design that they .should.\be communicated .. :~o me.t~ 
' . ' ... ~. ' ,, .. i. \ ·' . ' '., . ,. • v ' ' 
· .... Baxter~.s reply was .short, since. he refused to enter1. up-<; 
' . •' . . . . . : ' . ' ' ~1 
o~ .a,9:e£?ate .. at, :·J;h~. ~ime saying:: .~ 1You say ·tha~ you ~desire to, · . , tl 
\}· 
't~ ans~er :;Cor the ,·men of the forest, :l>ut: .. t~0~s not n~~essary f:or ; .~~· ·. 
y()U·,tq. !take tha~. ;labor upon yo~r.se.lf ·":·,e:;Rale, on receiving 5this l 
Baxter ;
1 
James~ P. ,, 11Pioneers of New. France 
:Baxtei•; James P.-, "Pioneers·· of 'Nevi F~atice 
(5 
·, ,( ~ 
(52). 
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letter ;·~~ri ticises the Latin which he. says: "I· was obliged to 
\': ;, } 
read' several::.times; in order to comprehend the sense, so ... · . 
. . . (41) 
obscure~was the style; and so extraordinary.was the Latin"• ' 
This;·by-play· ended two years later when the minister wrote a 
long epistle,defending his Latinand attacking Ralet in turn. 
'', ' ' ' ' ' 
At< a ".time !when 'war clO'uds ·were gathering·.over the .forests and 
shores of Maine;: these two ecclesiastics took up the cudgels 
of ::theological dispute in much the same manner· ·as their 
predecessors:who sailed with de Monts had done. Thus history 
repeated ·itself but with this difference - the' two under . · : · · 
di·scussion were denied -the satisfaction of actually defending.·· 
their ::·scholarship by physical prowess· •.. · 
~'. 'In· the meantime, the Indians were being slowly: forced 
back by ... the constant extensions of the.English settlers. Rale 
was continually urging:the Indians to prevent· such encroach-· 
; (42) 
ments;· · His wrath is .apparent from a letter written to • ·• 
Samuel Moody. in the latter'part of 1719. This letter was later 
termed "Father Hale's Railing Letter"~ In this epistle he 
states that he (Rale) is indispensible.to the councils of the 
Indians :and that ··he is ."iriformed 1' · •• ~:,,_of everything that ... , " 
pas seth. in ·Europe, 'so that I am not iri. pairi to refute the false 
' ' . ' (43) ' , ' 
news .which. the English tell the Indians. n · The procedure :'of 
I 
the English land' ·transactions is 'revile'd :and Rale. refused to .. , ~ 
,, 
assume responsibility for any future.action'<by the,Indians;·:in ~. 
' ' ' ! ' ·( ,.. '' .~' 
the following words: "I can't by.my Character carry them forth 
, ',,_ 
',.• i,' 
to war. I can absolutely hinder themwhen they haven't any· 
.~ ' ,. ' ' ' 
.. . .. ·, ~ · .. .,-',joj~,~~~,,,"c,. 
ll) •' Baxter, James P., "Pioneers ·of New :France in New England" 
42). Parkman, Francis,. nA Half Ceiltllry'··fir:'cdnn ictri.; p.~i~~5 · 
43). Baxter, James P., "Pioneers of;New France in New England~ 
'.,':... p.98 ... ·. 
,.;. ''."~ {' < 
~. 
rw,> 
,'./ ' ,., 
solid reasons for it, but when they have any, I shan't hinder 
. ( 44) ', ,, .'.' . i, .: ; I ',.; " . 
. them.n All responsibility for a possible war he. places 
' ' ,. l { ' ' ~ • ',, i • ' ) ' ' < /'I ' ' " l ~ • ,: ! • .J ; : • : '; \' I " 
squarely on·· the shoulders of Governor S~ute, whom he claims 
t.:,.e:t~~~-, i~ ~.\:·.~ J .. ,., . l :·.~·, ··.: t .. _.,.:· i" · ,.; ? . .-.. ·. '· .· 1 .,. 
desires a war. 
., '; 
It can readily be imagined how this l~tter v;as 
I ' '/~.:· ; ~,.! ~ ·;· ;, :- /' '. ... ... ?. ' ,· ~· .... : ·: ' < . • • :, / ... .. 
B~ston •. The impossibility or pe.rmitting such a 
;·~:·.t,:·,., ',;",;:\_ ,·. .' :.:'_,... 4 " .,, . .. :. ' • I' ,• '~ ,, ' 
man to· remain in a powerful position· .was evident. The next 
' :!1. 
I 
move 
'' ) ~ I !as: prompt. and consisted in a resolve of the Massachusetts \:;,';'') \:~~·.),t'{ ,-, 1i. ),'\.· .• '"• .,, :. / '·' \'':.,:..: .. :,' .,"'r ;. , :, •- ·.,, '• , ,_, ,1 · ·• •'· 
~ssembly .on Nov. 4, 1720, to send an expedition against 
;il' ;; .... ) '· ,·.·.r:t ., c 4 5) :· .... : · . · · · · · . < · .. .·: · · · · '· · · : · · · · · · 1 
. · Norridgewock. . The expedition was to be followed shortly 
, . ::~::r::di~:::h:f:::::tf::,:::t:::~:. ~~:h: :::::: ::.five i 
la~~~ ~~d~~ed ~~~;' t;~ hundre~ ·p~un~s. (46) The ~~1; ~eason wh;,..:;. ~ 
:·J,~~ ~~~ ,.:~' ·' ·•':·:..:,~ ,I::· , ,·~··, •) .:.' ! .. ~· ~' ~"' .. ~ ',!,I ;, v,;, .:, ~ ' •,'· ' 1 :.~· t 
against- the milit~nt Jesuit was 
\ t:~Jt~ \: ~ '):'',.;·:~ ', ~· 1~ J, 'j <~, !' ~' ; ':I:·; 
the rear of arousing the Indians at a period when the English 
:t/~~.t.·~-t!;;::,t.: ~:~i ·:·~ '. , ... ~.·, j' • ,·, .• ... ·'·' \ \ _\'[, 
were not completely prepared for physical encounter. 
:~:;:x··· j.·v· ·;:t !.: .~\ .·t ; • ···, , -·~~~.\:' .. :·.) ~ • ...• : ·· · 
I·\ 
"' 
auspicious time. 
It was 
:, • !_ ·, ,. ,\: '\. 
.. · .. , 
;, . 
Quebec fully realized the critical position or their 
. ,, .' 
l t ' ' \ 
sent a French officer, Lieutenant Croisel, 
... )' ~ ', ' i <. ,.. ~ ..... :. ~·:,·-;\ i;:. . '·' •' ,.. .) ' 
de la Chasse, to render whatever assistance 
they might;··'but Rale refuse~·:to ~~nsi~~r. h~s,·d~nger as a 
'. ~\·'.,,J' ·:..~·>:·.· ... _l,• .·: .• i).. ._,.,-</ ! .,;·~.---. '-."~:~-~·;. 
detriment to his work among his beloved Indians saying:. naod' 
·· t~ :.1 f:· ... -. -~:, ~·--~ r-i.. · ·- ...... : ~ · !:~ ... ,' -. .. ···/;,~ .... -·.: ·::,· -. ";.-~-~ , ... ;~-\~:- ., 
ha~ committed the flock to my. ~are,· and I will share its lot,· 
J,;;_t,·:.,r:. '··., ... ·, ·. ·;v;:,· ~~.·::. ',.,8 ·· , ·;:· :r , .··.(47) 
only :too happy if. I am allowed ·to lay down my life for it. n 
'.·~·{'':,\<: ~\ ,. <,-(:~ .. '\ .i1' ' (' ' '~:::~ \ ? • 
. ,,,, . 
. ~~· .. 
..;...;,+-.;...,..,......;.... ...... ==-...,.,. ....... ..;..;...========----lllilllllfl'j--.. ... ,1~#/Af~\~ ~..,,,:,~:~~.:~tl.;~;~~i~:~;, 
Baxter, James P., 11Pioneers of New France in New England J'p 
Journal of the House of Representatives; Vol.II - · 102 
' \ . .· . (1718-20) pp 271-2 · .... · .:, · ...• ~;·,; . 
46) ~ Journal ••• etc., (as above) p.335 . ~t · . 
47).: Shea, John G., "The Catholic Church in<Colonial Days,p.602-3 
-(54) 
::c::::JZ--=-~---:J;C-
After all arguments with the Indians had failed, 
:,~·- .• ~\i :,~· 1 \ ,~f·):);~,:·.~ • (,, :~ ~ 1 .:,,,' • ; t' I 
Massachusetts was in no mood to brook further interference and 
:..>-.·~1 r:t -;~ ~: > -·:-:' . . . , • . ... J 1 ~ •• 
sent the long deferred expedition in February 1722 under the 
~:·-r~-~-::!! ;" lf!):::~:·--:{·1·. .. . .';·:_.. ~--. 
command of Col. Westbrook who had orders to bring back the 
. ; 
. '. 1',. . 
missionary. The deep snows prevented the expedition from 
·1-·-1 • ' 
~ ..... 
reaching Norridgewock; but they did attack Castine and captured 
. ,· :·~ ._ ~-'""-· :::: :C t., ~:·· ~·..:. . . ., . ~· ~--·-· . . 
th~ young son of the Baron and carried him as a prisoner to 
. . ... :' x _ ·:/ n -1 • ,. ~ • , • • • -· 
This action.greatly aroused the indignation of the 
. . ·' ' 
'·I'' , " • ' 
for the younger Cas.tine was a half-breed and the 
themselves. 
. ' . ' ~ 
>' • \. 
The next expedition was sent in the Autumn of the same 
:'\,". .; .. 
. the same commander, Col. Westbrook. It·:con-
••.1'11'''' .• 
,, ... :. 
•. '.•. 
sistedcf a force·oftwo hundred and thirty militia recruited 
/3 (~ ., .. }; 
by the· Governor.·· Their foray was more successful than its 
i,· .! .!'.~·.:' ~~~ 
predecessor yet it failed in its principal objective, for on 
• ·: \ •' ~~ )~ .,' : ' ' " ' ' ' ; .I • . ' 
arriving at Norridgewock they found Rale gone. They vented 
• "~ < '\' ,t i~':,' ~:~ ' ' ~~) ·';,_ .. . . 
their rage upon the .village itself and they carried off the 
' ' ~ ' ~:.> t \~·: :~"~ ~:~ ~ -.. ~ _ .~ . : ~~::rj··--~.~:/.).;· ... ! : .. 
priest's strong box containing all his papers and his 
. ~~:· ;' ~ ;. . ,. ' ·. * !, '' .. ; .... 
uncompleted dictionary of the Abnakis language. It was these 
l,'' .:~-· ~~. :". ... ' ~. ·. '<;·.i ... ~.t: :;.i 1 1--~. :: ·~:0< ~· '_, '· ' . 'l f· .. · ... "•. ':~·' 
,.\ 
papers which, when read in: Boston, gav~ the English the 
\~•:\.~::::·) ~ i_? . l, .. ·~·, .' ;.•,. ).'{>':i\} ,' ~; •\ 1 l ~ 0 0:" '• i'_'' I 
legitimate excuse they had long been seeking. Among them were 
,' ~,. .!. ; ·~ .:. \ ·,;lf' .. ·:-.-
Ietters from Vaudreuil urging Rale to keep the Indians faith-
lhe French C;o~~·:::: ·An~'rutur~ .exp~dit~on could \~e se~t 
.:,l,i 
" ,: . .;' \ \ ';1 \ ~ 
that Rale was'~ proven incendiary- - that is, it had< 
' "'.\· . ~ , ~·: 'I \ ~ 
sufficiently for their purpose. 
: ~ ·v·:-· 
I ;., ~ ,)" 1 
,·,' 
•;" 
' t't ' ·~ 
;.·. 
(55) 
. ~,' I .• '; l<' 1:.' 
~' i Th~i.;Indi~s 'did not long permit. these depredations· to. 
,., ' .·· .. " ... ' l' ., ' ' continue·~withoutt:striking back and we soon hear ;of .. them attack-
' . '"'' ·• 
'ing· ·the English':; settlement at Merrymeeting Bay'. · Governor Shute 
' .... '. ' '.·,: ,,,· (48) 
1jud'ged ·this' act. a.·~ sufficient cause for declaring formal: war' a J 
;·' ·: 
rather· fac·etiotisYg'esture in. face of the events proceeding. 
'· ~ ' ' ' ., ' ,;.· . ~.';·' ..;,' . 
on:: the'), first day of 1723, Governor >Shute left for 
England imeXJ):ehtedly and secretly. He did so ·because of the ·: · 
~ • I ' ' .. • • ) t ;. ' ' C ' '• • ..,_ ' .I,' ' 
'i'nc·reasing oppo'sition of the colonial Assembly to his methods, 
a.'nd :he.: left the.)·whole·:·situation in .the hands of· William Dummer~ 
', 
Thus. the war:.·to:::be;:khown ·as "Lovewell r s Warn was deserted .by 
its. logical. leader :at· an important moment •. 
· .• ; The '-U~ukt:::·~mbushing and raiding VIas carried on by. the 
.· , ... ,' 
"Indians .while~·the':Engli'sh were trying to make .up their minds; 
but' finally .. · defiriite;: action was ,taken and an expedition. prepared 
once··more ... to::'make1 f~r.Norridgewock and .its "Fryer". .. :''' 
' ·.: 
Two\~hun<i:red· ·and eight men under the joint .command of 
Moulton, ·Harmon, Brown and Lieutenant ·Bean set,out .on 
the 8th of Augus't}; on: what was to be the beginning of the end ~or. 
Norridgewock ;arid:·: its: irihabi tants. They sailed up. the. Kennebec 
·~nd/ unnotic~d,(:theY. .surrounded the village on .. a sultry. summer 
, ,.·· ·, .::~.<<s·::·<.'· , , ··.. .. • 
.. ·'day: when mostr~;p:t\':the' inhabitants were ·sleeping. Discovered. by 
brave·;;ithey proceeded to fire .volley after volley ·into~ 
' .• >, ~ • ' 
·:the .'fleeing· natives."--£ '\ ' 
· The "story·. of Father Rale' s death is one of mystery; as 
~", ' ' ', . ::' 
two. wl~-eiY ·variant ·accounts. .The Etlglish -ier~ion says 
.-;..,~...,;.;., .............. ......,......,_.-;.;~..,....-~a.---~~. -'>·.-~~\W'' ,\,•coil:i~W<*'0'fl• 
<~~ 
ttHalf Century of Conflicty 
', , 
(56) 
the. priest began firing at the invaders from his cabin 
, , "{ ,, , 
until a Lieutenant Jaques rushed in and demanded his 'surrender. 
t ('',::·/~·. !' •i~' .,,_.', ' ' :',, • I ·,, On his refusal the lieutenant shot him dead •. ··.Another"<English·· 
'.. /:' -. '!. :.1. ~ '~- i "':'·. \ .. , ., . ' ' •, . . •', ' 
version.tells us that Rale held as captive an· English: boy whom 
~·~ .. ~1! .r·,.,., ... ji .~~ •• ,:. '"': ,. I... . • •. 1. 
he'"' was· killing; but this ptory has been discountenanced by 
practically 'every' historian. ( .. ; ~,, '· 1 ',, 
~ts, ~;(:.:+ .' 1 r:" 
"'·":)"··.'\"'·'"'' ' ~The episode as related by the French, has· the Jesuit;i· 
~· · .. ;.~.> .)~· .. ·: .···.·: :;.,'·.·,_,_:',;.'. \' 
r'ushing ''f•roin his hut into the square, attracting, the attention 
~.:;; ~-~/ .~· .. < I ' • A:' ' ., . . ' 
or .. the English from his flock and falling beneath ·a:· volleY· at:' 
l.> i¥:~·;:y,~·· f ::' ,, , 
the{ foot of a wooden cross. Later he was mutilated and' scalped 
t::'·Mi;:·· · . it·· is almo~t impossible to reconcile the.'two:· stories: 
·~i··~> ,,(' ><•·.;,',1'-.·l',: ·.,... ~. " ' . • 
and .their: variance may be attributed both to' the' r~lU:ctaric'e pf": 
~· I 
~~·~;~--;::,_:\\'' .,._ >' .. ·,c 
.the English to admit that they had killed the priest unarmed~'· 
· ..~.~·:·i·\1:\~;;~·' .:·.;).,; ·:·', /'• ' ' 
and to the usual exaggeration of the natives when'' they related: 
French authorities. It would seem· as' though·. 
,\t~;b·~·-~ ~' <.'' ', ',:~• ;< d:' 0 '', • 1 
the ·French version was the more plausible one for.if the'Jesuit 
\-~~.:·~·Is~;~./. :·, ·~··; . . , . 
had died fighting, his Indians would have been .. tb.e''first to 
; \} 
di it. ' 
!{~:·::\ ,•<' 
• ' , . • I 
The entire matter is still open· to' debate( and· i't: .. 
unanswerable at'this late date •. 
·· ·Reg'ardless of how he died, the fact's remained);hat(fle· 
was.'dead,;'that th~ 'villagers.· of Norridgewock'w~re ~catf'~red(hid 
~ '·' ' .!/~!~~: < '· " ,· • \),' •• •• •• :;.,;J ~~,·.' . ·, .. 'l'. '. 
that their town was never again inhabited byi the tribe'~ It was 
f~g·'"'g;eal~·st victory for .. the English since t~~:i tak1ng;':b:r Pb~i ."} 
~: ~~~~1 ~nJ it was a crushing blow from which the ml~·sions in .. :; 
;~', '1 ' \ ··/,.~.~ >··t'··\ 
were 'never t~ recover.· The rejoicing Qf the ··~English 
< ·~·, ~1/ 
equalled only b~J~the grief ·of Q.ti'ebec. ~1~}· 
-'··--r 
·. ". :;,~~ 
'• •·,!; 
(57) 
· The war· did not·{ end with Rale' s death but . "when. the 
• ' ' '" ,,. • /. ''•' ' ' ! 
ol~ map.··expfreg .b~side the. altar. he had. reared, the. barbarism, 
'· 
v.;h,ich;:·l:l.ei~?-d ~:mly·;:~~:~·a,,.manner controlled,. broke l(oo)se with a, .. ,.· 
' ·i.. . 49 
f~rocity. not soften.eg;i.bY.<th~. dogmas he. taught."_ ...... : ·:.· .. 
Thu..s: the m,o.s!;, ii1.teresting and colorful figure of the 
·' ' .. 
Maine.missionary. period hac:l passed. Tfiere is,no doubt that he 
'• .• ,'"'' ·.' ·<· )•' ,l '" i· . ,. \ ' 
possessed. brillian~e, ... and devotion. Every historian of the 
',' •• •" • ~ ">' :,: o '\) 1~" < '· '. • •' '"' • ~i, " I ' ,. • • ( • • • 
period, ~s '·prone to .. admit: .that. Baxter. says: "He ·was ·a. man of 
•. ,, • . . _.,, ; ,·, ••• , l '"'• •• ·• ¥i • • •• ' 
,h,.er(')~!!r\ cour~ge 1 •. C?f ·.~I:J..:· earnest and self -sacrificing spirit, 
po~.s~~sed ip.deed ()f\,,q.~alities, which, in spite of some of his 
misconcept~ons. ?~ t11~ real: spirit of Chri{~Mmity, entitle him 
:~o)§l.~.'.mea~ure,. o!-\.!'esp!3~:t al'ld. admiration." ·His: death was an 
avoidable:.accident for he had been warned to leave Norridgewock 
.•'"' ~ .,. . . . .. )' , .. 
• ·t. 
by·~Go:verno~,.. ~hute; iri':L,.719 through his emissari.es:, Joseph Heath , 
' . . ,• 
and. John .. Minot. · ,.Even:.when urged by his ·own Indians to go to 
" ",,,,_, .. _.; .. , "''f.. :·"" . 
Quebec he. replied.:··· f1Do<y_ou take me for a .cowardly deserter? 
• - • • • '•' .... ,. "' ' '. ', ••• ,, • \,< ;··-~. ' 
l ~ 1• ·' I 
What would. become:•of your/, faith if. I should forsake. you? Your 
. ' ·.. ' · .. , . , .. ' ',.:.'. .· (51) 
. '' ,' •'\ 
.salvation. is dearer •. to: me:,:than my life. n 
' < ••••• ,,_),.,. '' ./.. • .... ,, ,. ,•. • 
' ~ ' 
,, ,,Th~:.aff~i~>.'!as·,. of:·:~ourse, protested by ,Val}dreuil b'ut 
PUliiJD.er, r~p~~ecl ni~s:tea~'. ()[, p~.~aching peace,· :Love , •. : . and ··friendsh:ip
1
, · 
~gr.e~~blY .. ~~.~ .. the Christi~1.re~igion, Rale wa~ an· incendiary,:· as 
appears, by many ;letters ... I ,have by me. u. If such ~{ disturbel"'· or;, 
~·. ·· • >··• "•' • ·H')"• ,<'· 'h' ''','":;'~.,,.;; ,,. t , >' ~ 
t~e. P.ea~e has ~~~) ~il~~~~\11 the. hea:b o~ act~on, nobody is .. ~o ~. , 
· · blame ·.?u-t;,~ himself. n Th.e zri~~~~r was left to: the autho;ri ties'· ln l 
' ' ' ~-·;· ·) : __ .i ·. . ;·' -~ 
~urope ~rl. ttu. f) added: to:: the,)fuel. whic:h, was . to blaze :forth :soon •t •. 
in. the S~ven Years t Wa;. ;;l't . ·\ , . . ;· . , 
'/ ~ ~Jz~~~:~~~~~~~-; -:1- ~-; 
Lincoln, Gov., nMain~ Historical Collection"··· .(Shea,J~G., . 
l . , · ... : . "Catholic Missions of the U.S. 11 ) p.l51 : . : : 
50~ o Baxter, James P. !'Pioneers of New France in New Englandyp.35 · 
\ 51 .·Shea, John G. "The Catholic ChurCh in Colonial Days",p.603 
52 • Parkman, Francis, "Half Century of Confjl 1 ctn, p.242. •·· 
:' 
.. 
of Rale did .not absolutely end all mission-
'-\·· .::~..~· , :.-~:;.,:\~::,::1,'1:~• ; ' 1:' t, I.,' ' ' ~ :·~. I 
ary work in Maine, but it did prevent any material progress in 
>I .,1-!-lfr3. r~~ .. ~~b; ~-,.:. •'~ ·~ \ ',: ·J~-. m "" ,' r) .~ ' ~ '1. ,. ' ~ • 
that field. In 1730, a Father Syresme visited the Kennebec and 
~} ~.:}.tl:'~l. .. '~: ~r·.'i J: ':· ... ; · .. ,! .j I ':.~.. • • ~... ) •• 
drew,most of.the remaining Indians 'to the St. Lawrence mission. 
~ ·~">:.i ~~~-~~·.\·.~ £,'~,:~·:.:~; fJ·~::.:.:·~. t.:~.J~. · ·~ • ... · ·.·. ~- ~ 
Father Lauverjat, S.J., who had been. residing on the Penobscot · 
during thisperiod,left a few years after the fall of 
Norridgewock .• Chiefly due to the· prominence of Rale, little is 
' _',, ,· 
recorded about this missionary. The missionary field of 
Maine fell again into the quiet from which it had been 
, ... 
over a century before • 
. Although the missions were not active, the faith 
implahted was still·' strong in the hearts of the Indians and it 
'· ., ' . , ... , 
,· ·~; . ' 
in' spite of all English'persuasion. ·This was 
over a half· century later, the Indians petitioned 
Carroll for a priest, bringing:as a· pledge the cross of 
Rale. Needless to say, their request was granted. 
. . 
, ' . . . 
On the 29th of August :.1833, a queerly ass~rted group· 
. . 
of Indians and white men were gathered on the banks of the 
Kennebec. It wa~ exactly· one hundred·: and nine years ar'ter the 
· · fatal day on which Norridgewock had been transformed from a· 
thriving village to a deserted spot populated only by the wild 
' These men assembled to offer tribute to the 
' . ' . ~: 
memory' .of the priest who hkd paid the supreme penalty for his 
. ' ~ ~ . . 
' :·,\ 
loyalty. to his-God and 
the 
I. 
(59f 
and served so faithfully. A century had, erased religious 
;, . 
bitterness and Protestant and Catliolfcc alike' gathered to honor 
Sebastiane Rale, cthe man. The monument 
I r, • \ ',t ~ ~ ~·( l ~ ', . 
s~1J?,liz~ng .~r~ )~h~ ~_,V,~c~ n?t, c afrai~ c to d~.~~ ~~~ c h:f.s ideal; c 
"~~:·~a~ore~"De~ c Glo;i~m." ; 
+ ... • -· 
-, ··~ ' ~· :~ ' ; ... 
•''). 
·l'·. 
cc 
~-~·t'j;· ''"'' 
', .. 
.... . 
~ ', ' ' 
•' '· 
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CHAPTER NII 
. ,. ','' ,·' 
. , ... SUMMARY. OF M .. THESIS 
.. . 
• ) t ' , • •, , • "' : ' • , • ' , ,' :• t 
0 
, , ; • , , , • , • '.• • , I ; > ~ • \ f 
between the destruction of St. Sauveur and the fall. of 
~:/C'~ -~~~t.r _,' .:~,··· </, -~·- ', ; : ·>·> :;· ... 'l.' u·n ~·.~.:t .. "1:.·. '(;""i ,;"1.:~~ I ,:ri~.>~. 
Norridgewock was the remarkable success of their missionaries 
,)"'l,"t,'~"··~ ·"I ··~~ ~· '~l· -.·:., ";. '"'•·"!'l)·l,·.' '•4·, 
among the Indian "tribes. This success was instrumental, more· 
-~''', :· ~ • ' ~ .,· •••• ··, • ~- j ' 7 • .·· \ : ~ ·~.··: :; :·' ,. 
than any other 'factor, in maintaining French influence in 
I ! . . '.~ .. ' :' I ' ' •• • i, •• • : • .' .'' ·• '~. ·;~ L ~ , I -7 ; l l f I ~ . d 
North America until Quebec fell before Wolfe. The men 
' : ' ~· ~ • • ' ' ••• • ,'' ·: ·- ~ : 1 • • • ' ' ' • "', ·~ ': •: "",.'~" it 1 ~ · ' ~ r • • 
responsible were the' various priests' who went about 'their task 
; ' •• , -~~, ~ i :' 7 .· I .. , , ,·"· 1., , , 
with an earnestness 'and a courage that knew no failure. 
' / ' •'!' ' :, "~ ·; ' • • • ( ., ; '· ~ . ~-' ·. ' ! J ' : ' 
It vias 'men of the· above· type who foundect·st. Sauvetir 
off :tb.~ ·:coast: or M~'ine in' 1613 •. ' The'Je,~uit' F~the~~- Pie1re :Biar 
f~ ·~:: :· ·:; ; <•', ° C ~- 5. ~~ •';, :'• ~' > (~ ( ' >• • ,,\• ' :.: •'. ~·:, .::• '• >0 ~:->~: ::•• ~''.;'' 't I.\~ 
Enemond Masse, and Jacques Quentin were assisted by Brother 
'3 • '" ' .• ' ': ,' ~ • : ~" 1 ~ ; ' " ' ' ~ " ' \ ' 1 ~ . ~ i ~ 
Gabriel du Thet in this first attempt to create a purely 
: < . I • '; I \. • , , ' ' J ' .• • • . ' :. . , , ' ,·· ,' ~ . ~ ., • ' I . • ~ , < '• , J 
missionary' 'station in 1the northern section of tl:i'e continent. 
) . ·, . ). ; . .. ' ~ . '· ( . . '~ \ ~ .. '· . \:' . \ 
The life of the· mission was cut shor't by the attack of 
Captain Thomas Argyll; an Englishman of the Virginia Company, 
' ' '• . \ ·~ , , .• ' ' . I ~ ·;-
in which 'Brother Gabriel du Thet was ·killed whi.le attempting'· to 
·.,_... , •.. -.·~···\~ ' .. ~)'···~ .. ··;•\..'_,~-~~·:·. )' 
drive off the invaders. Fathers Biard ·and Mass·e ?r'ere 'taken 
captive by Captain Argyll (for he had destro·yed the shi~~, s 
.' ' ~ ';: .' • ( .: ~ ~ ", :' J •("f~.. '1~\:· ~. I. '"~i., ·, 
papers of the Fren~h colonists, unknown to. them,arid had· '! 
~ . ' .~ . .. :~ .~ :·· ".f ·'·· ., ' '·.'"·} ·; . . ·::': r •• '• , .. ~ n:/ ~ . ~ ,.::~ii:·. . . -f~ ;, .· 
pro'ceed.ed to charge· the whole . colony w'i"th piracy.· ,He ''permi t 1t.ed 
:·i ·~ · , ·~ --.......... · 7··.•1· . ~· . ·. ~-(. ,r·· . 'i 
the rest of the group to be' 'set adrift' iinder Father Quentin/to 
. . .. . ··~~· .. ··V· ·1,:.·.:::~.; ·, .. ;~ ·:j1l 
make their way back 'to For~ Royal as' :best the'y. cotild ·· · ·.~·· 
·:"!, :~ ~ , ~ , .. , . , , "- .. '1-'it~.. . .P , ~ ~· ,.~. '· .:,,... p1~~\.· .· .· < -:,.:~t "r~-·.t·· . :'.:·:·'{~{,,, -
On arriva.J. in Virginia, Captain'Argyll confessed his 
",' . 
. ' 
o' ~ :~f~;i: 
(61) 
duplicity and the priests were permitted to return to France 
from where only Father Masse returned. 
>,'. 
The year 1619 marked the next step in missionary 
: ; 
endeavors when a group of Recollet friars landed at Port Royal 
,~ ;' . ' . l) 
and 'took up their labors with a zeal not matched by the funds 
contingent ripon such a task. Soon they were compelled to offer 
.. ' 
the mission field to the wealthy Jesuit Society. 
The sons of Loyola re-entered the work in 1625 and gave 
.. 
the'necessary financial background that was indispensible to 
su-ccessful missionary work. 
,) } r :1 
Two years later, in 1627, Cardinal Richelieu took a han 
in the colonial affairs of North America and formed the famous 
.nHtmdred Ass.ociatesn-· to whom he gave complete control of New 
.. 
France on a distinctly feudal basis. Although his plan was 
deterred by the war with England in 1628, Champlain came to 
New France as soon as the strife had died out in 1632 and 
inaugurated the Cardinal's scheme. 
Missionary work was one of the principle aims of the 
Cardinai and he offered complete control of the missions to the 
Capuchins. They were forced to refuse because of their lack of 
men and money for such an immense undertaking. The prelate 
then op~ned the field to the Recollets, Capuchins, and Jesuits 
but only the latter two were able to take up the work 
immediately. The Capuchins sent comparatively few men and 
never attained the importance of the other Orders~ The Jesuits 
were destined to win supremacy over the other groups due to the 
(62) 
patronage of. Champlain and their great :powe~ .in men and. money. 
{. ': ... One :of these early Jesuits was Father· Gabriel Dreu;t.ll-
ettes .. who. was ·1sent to' the Abnakis of Maine in 1646,: founding 
the,Mission· of the Assumption on the Kermebec •. He did not. 
remain here long, being recalled .to Quebec the following year. 
In.l650, he was sent·to Boston and Plymouth as an ambassador 
from the French.• Governor for the purpose of securing an . 
alliance to permit free·trade between New England and New 
France and· .armed co-operation against the Iroquois tribe. His 
mission unsuccessful, he returned to Quebec.onlyto be sent, 
. in 1651, to·New·Haven to plead the same cause before the New 
England: Council.·~ . Like the first, this attempt met with failure 
and. Father Dr.euillettes turned again to missionary work among 
·.the ,Abnakis and. after 1656 he worked among the western tribes. 
·.·.The period after Father Dreuillettes was, one of 
increasing hostility-between the English and French colonials. 
This was.·directly traceable to the overthrow of James II of; , ; :: 
England, a~ Catholic King, by the Protestant faction.· :·His cause 
was .. espoused· by, Louis XIV of France and a new angle was added 
to .the complex situation existing in the colonies. The French 
now considered themselves the supporters of the legitimate 
English King and the English feared the inevitable consequences 
of this: support •. 
It was in this trying period that the Bigot brothers, 
James and Vincent, both priests of the Society of.·: Jesus,· took 
up their labors in the. wilds. of Maine. They were·joined there 
(63) 
i; 
by:a;member of the Foreign Mission band~ Father Peter. Thury ... 
The'.Bigots were"'.roving missionaries' and seem to have "accomparue · 
the Indians·.·on' the. raids which. marked "King< William's War" but 
a::question arises··as -to their exact status·on these ventures. 
The"'English claim'they·were the leaders and instigators: while 
Catholic historians offer the assertion that they were in the 
noncombatant role:of chaplains. This enigma seems insoluble 
but·it is a.matter of record that .they were rewarded for their 
labors in.·.·Maine with high positions in the Jesuit Society. 
,\'.: r:There .isrless doubt concerning the actions . .' of Father 
Thury.' in the ;colonial war for he openly urged: the savages :-to 
attack the .English and accompanied them on their sorties; ·· 
After the war, in 1697, he turned his energies to the improve-
ment· of the tr~bes and died in the midst of an immense project 
to establish an Indian village away from the influences of . 
unscrupulous·traders. 
·,·c ';·, The ''Treaty. of. Ryswick", in 1697, that ·marked the close 
of King William's War", did nothing to settle the most,· 
important question in the colonies, riamely, the drawing of a 
boundary .line .. between the French and:, Englis~ ~·ssessions ~ A 
vague promise of,a commission ... to investigate the~matter was as 
far as the home·governments .went in the matter. To this laxity 
r 
can:.:be ascribed.the many difficulties that:were to arise int 
., ' .-..' ' ,t' __ ;..,._'· ... the future~ · ·· :.:;.:· ·. ., ''·. ~. ,. 
' .:~ 
,·;.,: 
, .. · While :cthe missionaries· just·.mentioned were engaged'-.in 
their various .labors,.another.J'esuit had arrived from France on 
(64) 
the same ship·with,-·the:great Count Frontenac. This priest was 
Father. Sebastien .Rale; a name destined to become known through-
out .. the colonies • .. He ;was .sent, soon after his arrival, first 
to the St. Lawr.ence .. and later to the Illinois missions to 
re.ceive his apprenticeship in the hard school of missionary 
endeavors •. , ~ ~·~·d: : 
<,··" :-·· .. ~qit.was not long,: however, until he was sent to the·· 
'mission on.theKennebec at Norridgewock with which his name is 
linked for.ever •. ·Sent· in .. answer to the fervent plea of the 
~bnakis, he cqmmenced his work in 1693 and spent his time in 
building up ·.the :missionary station. Although "King William's 
War" was.raging)at this time he seems to have takenlittle or 
no-part in the ~trife.· 
The. conference at Casco, June 20, 1703 .. between the 
Indians of that region and Governor Dudley of Massachusetts, 
marks· the first.·important event in Father Rale' s political 
career. At .Governor.Dudley's request, he promised to use his 
influence with,his:tribesmen for the future peace of the 
district.·. This •Conference was called in a vain attempt to 
prevent the spread of the war which had just broken out in 
Europe. It was.a.·failure .. for, only six weeks after the event, 
border warfare ·broke out and,_ in 1705, a body of Massachusetts~ 
militia destroyed Norridgewock but failed to capture FatherBale ~~ 
This act ·SO embittered the Jesuit that he did all in 
his power to.prevent the:Indians from concluding a pact with 
Governor Shute,of Massachusetts at Arrowsick, July,l714. He 
(65) 
was.:,furthe'riincensed;ivhen it was· found that the English 
' 
Governor had· brought·,_, a minister with him whom he proposed to 
i;: I 
,', 5. -~- •. :_ ·; When·::' the. conference· was over the Indians had accepted 
the peace· term·stof.'. the--English but constantly refused to disml$ 
!' ·, 
Father Rale ·.~md~ receive. the minister, Mr. Baxter, in his place. 
The :puritan divine~~· lingered after the meeting ·and attempted to 
win'· over the~ ~savages but to no avail. This· incident was the 
foundation'·ofGl:fvely COrrespondence between 'the Jesuit and the 
. . . 
minister in· WhiChLeach':bitterly attacked the :Latin of the 
others' 'epistles. 
nd .. ~;; ··'' When•\Rale·~.·wrote· to Major Moody of the· colonial militia, 
complaining'' of.,·the>encroachments of the minister,·· the letter 
was taken as'sufficient evidence for the passing of a law 
calling -for:. the·:.'arrest; 1of the Jesuit and offering a rel{ard of 
twot.hundred pounds for. the accomplishment of this deed. 
· ~· :~ Nothirig;<was':done to further this action until the 
winter :of 1722'1''when Col. Westbrook attempted ·to reach the 
village of~Norridgewock.l::>ut v1as prevented by the heavy snows. 
Another expedition in the following autumn under the same 
commander, attack~d the town but failed to capture Rale. They 
had to be content with the confiscation of his correspondence 
.:.'. ·, l i 
and the Abnaki's 'dictionary which the priest was c'ompiling. · { 
The Indians diq not let these expeditions, go unnoticed ~~-
,~,' .. ·::t 
for they proceeded. to at.tack Merrymeeting Bay in the Spring and·a 
t' 
,, 
~~: ' captured or killed the inhabitants. This act prompted 
.. 
(66) 
·Governor Shute .. to declare' war upon the savages. 
Soon.after the declaration, Shute left for England 
:.hastily and.:.,the ).leadership of the campaign devolved upon·· 
·-- <' . ·:''·''!· .., .• 
William Dummer \ ,· 
'· .... t 
·· The::next expedition sent in August finally accomplishe 
,,their: objectiv~~·.;: Father Hale was killed and the Norridgewocks 
·,.·,. 
\ ,, . 
'·were ,scattered,:>f9rever.. The details of this encounter are 
,'''! .. _,,; 
,,veiled. benea:thfa:·fog of conflicting accounts. but the results 
t.are .evident r;to ·all.· Missionary work was given a death blow in 
.Maine fromcwhicP,tit was·destined never·to recover. 
{~.~. ·;·. ·.1 With~·the passing of Father Rale, an era of great . 
: missionary;1endeavor ended but the Indian peril was not. yet 
.. eradicated; as.:.was so.on .discovered in the .dark days to come. 
r t. ·n. · The:rwork:of.·.the missionaries may well be. summed up in 
1-' ' ' ' 
.; .. 
the words of Francis ~arkman: "When we loOk for the results 
of these missions, we soon become aware that the influence of 
. 'the· F~~n~~:.··~a.~~b·r ·\he .Jesuits extended far beyond the circle of 
'" \ ' \' . .: ~. / ' ~": ~: . . . ·.'· 
converts. It eventually softened and modified the manners of 
,, .. :~ {;.:>:.ftl·•·'· ' {53) 
many unconvertedtribes." 
\ :, 
-=+--==....,.==========-------~-~ill'!!ii!(• . ;~.,.<~'~··''"'''' 1~~·.n( 
53). Parkman, Francis; n;:;..r..:e.;:.s.=;u;;=i..:t.;:.s--::.in=--=~::.;.:=.::;.::..:=.=.= p. 139 
.. 
i} ·. 
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' \,: 
Relation, 
. ... . . \ ~ 
1656-7 "Father Gabriel DreuLU~ 
',,; 
ji',_ I' ',/, 
ettes.was born in the year 1593. He embarked at Rochelle with k ~~,( .. / :.c.t:::t,·,. {·;;:f:::Jj< .;, .;·,~~~,''(;':, I > • 
Garreau and'Chabanal in May, 1643 and after a stormy voyage 1 
,, {;\ ::·~\ ',j~,·~,:,,.~. l .. · ... ) 
arrived on the 15th of August. Sent the next year to the i1 
.''';, ;I'.· .. ) -~} U ... _,. , \~1:.·.~:1,~,.,~, ·-.~ '·~·:· >. ;· 11 t};goD:~~~~s.he co~~le.~ely lost his sight, but recovered it in a !ij 
most wonderful manner. In 1656, he set out for the West with 
. <'I: . j. ~: • . . . t .~ (.' .:. J .' ' • • • ' I • ' 
Garreau but the mission was defeated. In 1661, accompanied by 
Dablon, he attempted to reach Hudson's Ba~ by _land, but was 
··~'f.;~- : :~'~, \ ~·'' -'.'· ,·, ·:· . ' 
compelled to return. After instructing Marquette, in 1666, he 
:: .. ~:-l::·z·-,: .... :~1 :J :r.~~··.· ..... ..", 
followed hi~ .'to. the West, and though broken by age and infirmi~ 
~,;, .. ·.:~-:~( .:... .. .' ... , ,..·>I 
he labored at or near Sault St •.. Mary's until 1729. He then 
1:: ,;, ~' l:'i.:~. ;' .. ~~-: .·· .:_. ~-> ', . ~t ,!, . ' ' 
returned to. Quebec and died there on the 8th of Apri1,1681." 
;_~· .. ~ ' ·~·.; "',:', ,' I 1.' ' ~ >> 
.. , .. '. PENDIX B 
····· AP _ · 
.. 
riote'l7~continued. An Act had been passed by the 
Massachusetts:·caeD.erar Court in 1647 against all .Jesuits as 
follows: "Th:ts :·cC>urt taking into consideration the Great Wars,· 
Combustions aridYDivisions ·which are this day in Europe and·:· 
that; the: same~:~~re observed to be raised and fomented by the· 
.secret undermi.nings and solicitations of those of the Jesuitical 
to the Religion and· Court ·of ·~ 
-,\) 
divers states to'expel them 
. ~. 
O~der, Men:brought up and devoted 
< ' ' ', ·:: ·.~·; '\ :;: ' 
Room·(Rome) which hath occasioned 
~ ,:;~:·;, . 
their. terri tori.es, for prev~ntion whereof among ourselves. · 
It is here ordered and Enacted by the Authority of 
(68)· 
APPENDIX B; cont'd 
this Court, That.no Jesuite of Spiritual or Ecclesiastical 
._!~'Jt -~ r<··c>.~:~(rJ.J:lt:·r;~·J;'~~~-"~~·~ :' ' . . . ' ... 
'person.··· cas· tliey·)1re· termed) Ordained by the Authority of the 
I' >'),.I~;,"'-~:] '~ 0 ~· ) 'j • tj !:~·t::~~~:~~:t··.;v, I :, ' 
to or come within .. this Jurisdiction: And if any person shall . ~ 
give just caus!;"i;6'~:.!~~pic:lon, that he is ~~e· of :~uch society il 
·u .. x~r•.i~:1 ; .. {1ii~~:t; , . . . . . · · ·'· \· l! 
} : r::t}?.-~~;~!f.~xrrt,~. ~~ · .. ~ ., \ ,J •• 
the See .o:f.Room shall henceforth at any time, repair 
or order, he shall·be brought before some of the magistrates, 
9 {,\ .:., ~. '\1(:if· ~i~~·::~··h;~ \:' . ' . ·. '• . -· 
and. if' he can not:. free himself from such suspicion, he shall 
·:..-.~.:-· ·;lr~.F~,_:-~' ;~ ~r.~.:;~;·.~(>~t\~t ~- ... ·.:· ;. : 
be committed 'to.Prison, or bound over 
·,' '! 
to the next Court of 
;, ~ ~:·;, :r · :~·~i), t:: :1!."'~~-l~-~~ ; . 
Assistants, to be tryed and proceeded 
,· ' 
with, by Banishment or 
.. «.-~~.(: (.'; ·{'!i':. j •', \ , .. , ',J., Otherwis~ ~: ~J~:;~~L:::o •::::::: • be 't~k~n .• ~h~ . ~~~~~d··· time~ 
this jur;~diction, upon ~awful tryal and conviction he 
,,:t :·' ··.· .. ,~ (.·1 ',:}..~1:~·.}, \l, '~' 
shall be put.to death. Provided this law shall not extend to 
: \ 
'1:~ i ·~ . :· : , ~···. i ;. ; .. r · v \'1'-"t.·,,, ."1'<" 
any Jesuite, Spi~:i.t~al, or Ecclesiastical person, as shall be 
'. 
cast upon our·shores by shipwreck or other accident, so as he 
may continue·no.::.longer than till he may have opportunity of 
•• '" ' '' • r ' I ' •' ;•" ~ :l ~ '• "•,"'' '•':•, ;•\.• '~ 
passage for.-his ;departure, nor to any such as. shall come in .)· . 
. : 
company :with ... ani).Messenger ·hither upon· Publick occasions, or 
Merchant, or. Master :of any· ship belong'ing to any place .:not in·. 
oJ. . ·: 1\!/ . 
enmity with. the:;:state of England or ourselves, so theytmay t, 
• ;c : ·'\' 
l' • ' _,'\.::.: .!\\ ' t 
depart ~again .w~ththe same .Messenger,Master or .Merchant,-· and',: 
' ' 
behave:: themsel v:~s~tinoffensi vely during their ~abode: here." 
~ ... ,!.~.~;~.~ .:: ~· ,\,:~. ' ,·,·· ~ ' . ' ~ . ~ j \ ' 
..... '\,: •I; 4.;)'-~1;~ .. ~.~ ... - . . •'· . '\; 
'.-•,·;:, ' 
.';. ~~~~ ..• ·~ ,1.<. 
1'' 
.l; 
,, 
.. ·.,,· 
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APPENDIX Q. 
'•- ~ •\ ' . '•, '• .. I ~ ' 
.. L} r •' ~~- :. '· 
Foot Note 22-continued. ttGod has made them a terrible scourge 
:for the punis~~~t of o~r· sins.. Add: proba~ly th~t very: ~in of l 
' ::~(.:(';~( -~; .:· -'~: <.~ '~ '' ;'," j 
ours in neglecting the welfare of their souls. For we have 
\.t'!{ft-)'~r ·.\ ,. "~··;:: ·. 
not express'ed 'the like laudable care for them, as ha.th been 
,.,.: t' ' ' 
done iri:,the~~lsouthern and western parts of the country. But, 
. ' . ~ 
:indeed, wE{~.R-~!.~.:.~rat11er aimed to advanc:e a private trade, .than 
•: ... 
to instruct theni'.in. the principles of true religion. This 
. ' . , ;<. -i~:· -~~- ;· .. " . ·. "!'·, 
. brings to my 'memory .a 'remarkable saying of one' of their chief 
. sachems, w~6m ·(~ little .. before the war. broke. out) I asked, 
'• ' ', .. ··.· l..,. . ~·, -~\: • 
wherefore it was, they were so much bigotted to the French, 
~-< ·.. •'·+:r~-t·'~;:~'i'.'!~?;: r·!_! l ' ' . ' ' ·. ' . ' 'consideririg:~"their· traffic with them was not so advantageous 
as with the··'&~lfsh? He>·gravely replied, "That the Friars 
taught them:to .pray,· 'but the English never did. n 
', >~"< I~~ ,; ,• ' ', ~ 'I ' < ' I 
· · APPENDIX D. 
July 2, 1689. 
"That,,.the Maquas bee improued for the destruction of. 
'~~(Jj., . .; ., . "" . 
· · · .. •·rf·t:~:·,, ,.. .. . .. 
·our Enemy Indiari~f ·and for their encouragement to pay them 
. . 
. eight pounds !6'~t e'very fighting man t s head or scalpe they shal 
.. · . ;:;:.:d::,· .' ... . . . ' 
bring in. And \.that upon our treating with them we. present them. 
' _ < ::., ~ ~ ~ ~. \'~ ·:: f ~-, .,": ~.';~~~~ I ' • '; ~ 
with 1fifty ·.potin(ls for renewing and confirming our _former friend'-
. •' ' ' . ' ' ~ ' 
. ·.. ..T,·l~7:/-·./~ . . , . , . - ·.. .. :: J. : ., 
•. ship with them·~·\f:And that .'forthwith a meet person bee,: 
< •• ·"H·~i'<t:~,;, _., . ·.'.' ':'~ .' : . A:_, ' 
•. dispatched to·'Connecticutt :to joyne with· those in ·that colony 
" .. , . ' ~ \ ' ~~--~/<~~-- ..... , . ~..... . . ''.I'' .' ' .,. , ' -· ''('•, _, ' 
. whome they see''meet to 'send ·.to the Maquas for that?purpose.!i . 
. Voted by the Representatives 
~l-;.....;..;__..-,..,.;,.;.,..;......;,;,.,;,........;,;,;..;,....,,....... __ ~1.n~i:·th~ BJ'i'.irmat~!e 
' -~ 
; 
Nomine contra dicente 
Attests: Ebenezar;Prout 
' ' '"~~~ Clerk'' .•. , 
.• 
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